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Preface
This book is the result of some years' interest in negative theology and owes
much to the stimulus of my friend and colleague, David Dockrill. It has
taken a broader perspective than originally planned, and seeks to situate the
development of negative theology within the context of the whole Greek
concept of thought. The first volume deals with the classical period, with its
enormous confidence in logos, the focal point of rationality, and with the
gradual undermining of this faith. The sources studied include the major philosophical, but also deal more widely with literature and religion. Gnosticism, Christianity and the works of Philo are treated towards the end of each
chapter, because each of these strands is crucial on the formation of Patristic
and Medieval philosophy. The second volume treats the same issues, of
word, discursive thought, silence and the via negativa, in Neoplatonism and
in Patristic Philosophy. I have endeavoured here to put forward an analytic
history of the ideas involved, rather than an accumulation of erudition about
the texts, though I have sought to adduce new evidence and new interpretations throughout. The issue of the limits of thought, a sceptical stance on the
efficacy of reason, the power of silence, the impotence of words, the suspicion that true knowledge lies beyond ordinary thinking, and that it may result from a change of state rather than a change of views; all these ideas
sound a note which is familiar in the second half of the twentieth century.
People now pursue in the mysticism of the East what has long been secreted
in the culture of the West, and which may now be re-expressing itself in a typically western form. The notion that there is a realm of silence, to which we
must consign that of which we cannot speak, may be found developing
among the Greeks and is therefore worthy of investigation. We know the
Greeks as rationalists: others have noted their irrationalism; it also seems
worthwhile to investigate their developing opposition to reason and language.
A great deal of my academic development has taken place in Strasbourg
and Paris. This volume is dedicated to Dean Marcel Simon, who introduced
me to the French academic world. He and his wife have been very hospitable
over the years, and to them I owe a considerable debt of gratitude. The intellectual qualiries of lucidity and sobriety of judgment, amply displayed by the
work of Marcel Simon, remain a model to me. T o Joan Elder, who typed this
manuscript with great accuracy and forbearance, I also express my gateful
thanks.
R. J. Mortley

Note
References to books and articles have been abbreviated in the text, but sufficient detail has been given to make it possible to consult the Bibliography for
further information. Indications on the primary sources may also be found
these.
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I. Logos Identified
It is generally recognized that the years leading to the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. in Greece were years of dramatic change. These are the years of the
discovery of reason, and of the development of secular canons of thought.
Parmenides invites us to "judge by reason (logos)" the argument he provides
in Fragment 7, and thus for the first time we find explicit reference to the
new Greek instrument. Reason exists in all forms of thought whether prelogical or post-logical, but the ability to articulate it, to single it out as a specific and valuable mental process is another matter. There is a certain consciousness of it, and a certain profile, implicit in such a statement.
The emergence of reason is widely recognized within the scholarship in
the area: thus Snell, The Discovery of Mind, and his chapter "From Myth t o
Logic"; Cornford, From Religion to Philosophy; Nestle, Vom Mythos zum
Logos; and Burnet's chapter, "Science and Religion". The titles tell the tale.
It is the purpose of these books, however, to trace another and later transition, from the discovery of logos to the discovery of the inefficacy of logos.
This transition spans the twelve hundred year life of Greek thought; it begins
with the Presocratic thinkers and ends with the closure of the Athenian
Academy in 529 A.D. T h e story begins with Parmenides' exhortation t o logos, and ends with Damascius' advocacy of its abandonment, approximately
twelve hundred years later. Not that Greek philosophy ended in collapse, but
it is certainly true that the peculiar vision of the Greek enlightenment of the
sixth and fifth centuries did come to its term.
There is no absolute concept of reason, as we may have been tempted to
believe by some of the writers on the early Greek period. Reason is always
present in human discourse, whether primitive or advanced: the question is to
define its canons. This will be the issue of the following pages: how did the
Greeks understand their logos?
It will be argued that eventually the Greek development of "logical"
thought reached the limits which had been present as limitations from the
outset: the Greek understanding of what reason was constituted a tool for
the human intellectual enterprise, but at one stage only. Like all tools, its usefulness was limited to certain specific tasks, and like all tools it was superseded. One of the curious aspects of human intellectual progress is that it
takes place through constructing on the basis of foundations which appear
completely insecure in the light of later development. The amazing cosmological fantasies of the Greek philosophers enabled a progression towards
scientific truth, and it is a paradox of human progress that it occurs by the
development of superior tools and instruments through the use of inferior instruments. Every technology which supersedes another technology is de-
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pendent on that inferior technology as its cause. The Greek deployment of
reason is one such inferior and superseded instrument. After the confident
appeal to logos in the fragments of Heraclitus and Parmenides in the sixth
century B.C., we voyage to the sixth century A.D. claim of Damascius that
logos "founders" in its attempt to formulate the ultimate principle of reality,
and that principle is a much-travelled version of Parmenides' "One".
What is the meaning of logos? It is a major term in Greek intellectual history, and part of its importance is acquired through the prologue to John's
Gospel, since in this way it is adapted and modified in the subsequent Christian tradition. The question to be raised here concerns the original insight in
to the word, and an important issue throughout the book will be the relationship of logos to speech, since in its progress Greek thought comes t o emphasise silence as the characteristic of true thought. It is not however until the
Stoics that the relationship of logos to discourse is dealt with, since the Stoics
formulate the idea of an internal (endiathetos) and an external (prophorikos)
form of the l o"~ o s .
Deriving from legein (to say), logos has some suggestion of collecting o r
gathering: the verb occurs in this sense quite frequently in early Greek, and is
used of gathering quite down to earth objects, such as building materials, or
wood (Odyssey 18,359) for example. It can also mean "gather together", that
<'
is, assemble". In the abstract it suggests gathering material together to make
some sort of whole out of the selections made, and in this case the whole
constructed is speech. Like logos, lego contains the sense of "listing>, , count"
ing", enumerating", or "describing". The gathering aspect of logos is not so
clearly attested, though it is probably present.
Logos is sometimes translated as "account", and this is not unlike the sense
just described, since listing facts is part of giving an account. Homer especially uses logos in the sense of narrative, and here it comes close to mythos,
"myth" or "fable". The tendency to draw a sharp distinction between mythos
and logos springs from the desire of scholars to illustrate the transition from
myth to reason through the use of appropriate Greek words: it is helpful
however to dwell on their similarities as well as their dissimilarities. The mytho5 is a fable, a collection of material which is as much a narrative as the logos, though its content is different and its premisses are different. As the
forerunner of the historical account, myth constitutes a collection of data
about alleged reality, presented in the form of a story. Logos has this same
characteristic: it provides a story about people and things. Herodotus, in discussing the myth of Helen outlines the Egyptian version (II.119), including
the detail whereby Menelaus was said to have sacrified two local children in
order to provoke the change of wind which would permit his departure.
This is what the Egyptian priests told me. 1 myself believe their tale (logos) about
Helen, since I consider that if Helen had been in Ilium, she would have been given
back to the Greeks with or without the consent of Alexandrus. (11.120)
C'
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It should be noted that the myth of Helen is here referred to as a logos; Herodotus is not averse to making the two concepts interchangeable, and it is
clear that no radical opposition existed between the terms mythos and logos.
Snell (The Discovery of Mind 224) warns against polarising myth and logic in this early period, claiming that "myth refers to the content of thought,
logic to its form". This statement does not appear to clarify the issue, but it is
at least right in its warning against rigorous differentiation between the two.
The mythical consciousness and the rational consciousness are closely allied.
G. E. R. Lloyd's work Polarity and Analogy may also be cited in support of
the idea that modes of reasoning existed before the development of formal
logic in Plato and Aristotle: Lloyd dwells on the use of reasoning through
opposites and through analogies in ordinary and common-or-garden
thought, both prior to and including the classical philosophical period. Ordinary literary expressions are examined with a view to establishing that a form
of reasoning was available and being employed in pre-philosophical literature. The "mentaliti. prk-logique" (Lkvy-Bruhl) turns out to have a logic of
its own, which is not in any way random o r bizarre, but which is recognizable in terms of later developments.
That Herodotus should refer to a myth as a logos is not'in any way surprising, and what he means by logos is a sequential and coherent tale, capable
of being grasped by the rational mind. Dictionaries show that "logos" develops a technical use in economic contexts, where it means "account", "reckoning" or "calculation", and it is the idea that logos lists, or gives an account
of the elements of a situation, which should be retained when one is considering the central meaning of the term. As an account rendered itemises all the
elements of a given financial transaction, so logos lists the elements of a matter in their proper and coherent order. Coherence, together with listing, are
the prime elements in the idea of logos, and for this reason mytbos and logos
are compatible. The mythical table has all the elements of rationality in this
sense, since its account includes a variety of elements laid out in a comprehensible sequence.
The mythos has the twofold characteristic of sequence and coherence, and
it therefore has logos as well. In a myth there is no experimentation on the
order of events: time may be suspended in some sense, but that things proceed developmentally is an uninfringed rule of Greek myth. A situation can
only ever be that which follows and which renders obsolete a preceding situation: one thing must grow out of another. The sequence which emerges out
of the developing tale contributes to its coherence, which is the overall fitting
together of all its elements.
Both mythos and logos have these characteristics, and the progress from
myth to logic is therefore not an easy one to identify. Snell's rather muddled
observation does not help, but what can be said is this. It is change in respect
of what is held t o be credible which underlies the progress from mythos to lo-
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gos: the structure of the tale remains the same, but a new demarcation line
makes its appearance, distinguishing the credible from the incredible. The
word "myth" becomes identified with the incredible, and so "logos" is the
term used to describe the new philosophical tales. These could not be called
myths, and so the alternative term was brought into service. The stumblingblock was a new idea of what was natural and of how the cosmos operated,
and the suspension of belief required by the myths was no longer permissible.
The new tales of philosophy were rational tales, not mythical ones.
Heraclitus provides a good example of this: he was about twenty years older than Parmenides, and was at his most active towards the end of the sixth
century; in what remains of his work, there is a considerable and quite special use of the word logos. Heraclitus was called the "obscure" (skoteinos:
Etymologicum Magnum, under bios), no doubt because of his deliberate use
of paradox to convey ideas. This tendency was scrutinised by Lloyd, in Polarity and Analogy, since it would appear to contribute t o the view that reasoning was carried out through the use of contradictions prior to the development of a more rigidly controlled logic. However most of Heraclitus'
antinomies turn into paradoxes upon examination (as Lloyd notes), and they
seem to be intended to draw attention to actual similarities lying beneath a
mask of difference. His whole philosophy embraces the paradoxes, and
Heraclitus describes it as a "logos". The intended meaning has been subject
t o much discussion; and rightly so, for Heraclitus dominates Stoicism, which
has a prominent logos doctrine, and his fragments in general enjoy a considerable posterity in the ancient world. Heraclitus writes:
Of this Logos men always prove uncomprehending, both before they hear it and once
they have heard i ~Though
.
all things happen according to this Logos, they are like
people lacking experience, despite their experience of the words and matters which I
set forth, distinguishing each thing according to its nature, and declaring how it is.
For what they do escapes the notice of the vast majority of men when they are awake
in the same way as it does when they are asleep.

I have used G. S. Kirk's translation at some points (Heraclitus. The Cosmic
Fragments 33) and diverged at others. Heraclitus' complaint is of an ignorant
populace, incapable of appreciating his account of reality, and he was clearly
suffering the same kind of problem with philistinism as Parmenides was to
experience a little later. Both men speak in contemptuous tones of the inability of the masses to appreciate their wisdom. What is the logos which fails to
be understood?
Kirk has a useful discussion 137)
, , of the various ~ o i n t sof view on this. and
much ingenuity has been expended on this very difficult first line. Burnet
(133) thought that logos should be translated by "word", and considered it
the mdiscourse" of Heraclitus. Kirk (37), and others, argue that Burnet's
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comparison of it with the Word of a prophet is inadequate, because Fr. 50 explicitly warns people not to listen to Heraclitus himself, but the logos. It is
fair to take this point since there is an explicit differentiation between Heraclitus and the word: he is not the vehicle for, or the owner of, some particular
revelation. H e is the exponent of a word which is independent of him; of
which he offers a description. (Socrates will later speak of logos as functioning independently of his own volition, offering a similar differentiation between himself and logos: Prot. 333C, Euthyph. lid.)
One of the most interesting aspects of the first fragment is the claim that
Heraclitus' method involves distinctions between things: "distinguishing each
thing according t o its nature, and declaring how it is". It seems to me that
this is the characteristic feature of Heraclitus' logos, that it engages in an
activity of division, an activity which was consecrated in the Sophist and
lilreaetetus of Plato. Dividing things from each other, and adding up a list,
are activities which are closely related, and it is this sense of logos which
brings it close to the concept of myth. Heraclitus' logos, like a fable, is a selection and compilation of material, presented to the hearer or reader. Like a
mythos, the logos is in no way the personal possession of its retailer, but it is
something t o which he directs attention, like an object whicli is available t o
all. The logos, however, is a different and new kind of fable, which is unfamiliar and which provokes disbelief or apathy. There is no radical difference
between myth and "word", but rather a similarity. As Nestle observed (Vom
Mythos zum Logos 9), myth is only one half of the Greek creative achievement: the other is Logos, the completion of myth. Whilst it is true, as Nestle
also says, that myth gradually weakens and allows Word to replace it, it
should be reiterated that Word does bear this proximity to myth. Myth
creates a form to which Word is indebted: both are narratives, and both purport to describe the things of the universe. Plutarch will later say:
The mythos endeavours to be a false logos, which resembles a true one. (On the Fame
of the Athenians 348A)
Plutarch here makes myth a certain kind of logos, and continues to describe
logos as a tale which is a "likeness and image of actual fact", whereas myth is
a likeness and image of such a logos. The two are seen as similar, though logos is distinguished by its closeness to reality. Heraclitus is offering a tale
<'
about reality, and he says that this tale distinguishes things according to
their nature". Separation and division are the hallmark of Greek rationality,
and they provide the different elements which constitute Heraclitus' tale.
Fragment 2 comes from Sextus Empiricus (Adv. Math. VII. 133):
Wherefore it is necessary to follow the common, but although the Logos is common,
the many live as though tLey had a private understanding.
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Sextus Empiricus comments that common (xunos) means general or universal (koinos), and this fragment gives a second characteristic of Heraclitus'
Logos, namely that it has some universality, despite individual and particular
modes of thought. One may draw the conclusion, as does Kirk (59), that the
logos is said to be somehow part of all things, but this interpretation is partly
the result of juxtaposing Fragment 2 with Fragment 114:
Those who speak with intelligence must rely on what is common to all things, as a
city relies (and to a much greater extent) on its laws. For all human laws are nourished by one law, the divine. For it has as much power as it desires, is sufficient for
all, and is still abundant.
Heraclitus points to two levels of commonness: in the first place the law
which is common to a city, and in the second the Law which is common to all
civic laws. It does seem fair to eomoare these two frapments. and to conclude
that Heraclitus' logos is not simply common, or universal, in the same way as
a myth, in that it has an objective existence and is available to all, but rather
in the sense that it is applicable to all things. It is that in which a variety of
things find their unity, and just as one should "follow" the law, so one
should follow the common logos. What is left open by these cryptic relics of
Heraclitus' philosophy is whether the logos is understood to be an inherent
principle, which is in things and has some kind of reality as an underlying
common factor, or whether it is an external factor, a construction of mind,
like law. In later Greek thought there is a clear tendency to give it some substantial reality, and it is fairly clear that Kirk is thinking along these lines for
Heraclitus, since he emphasises (69) the corporealist tendencies of Presocratic Thinkers, and denies that Heraclitus' logos is merely "a truth about things,
determined by human analysis" (69). It is held that Fragment 114, cited
above, refers to law in materialist terms, thus permitting us to conceive of its
analogue, logos, similarly. It is to be thought of as corporeal, as "some substance which makes things behave in a particular way". Kirk admits the speculative character of his reasoning here, but he endeavours to shore it up by
reference to the meaning of cosmos (Fr. 30), which is identified with fire in
one of its mutations. He concludes that it would be fair to associate logos, as
the common essence of things, with this fundamental element of fire.
Kirk's arguments constitute a reasonable extrapolation from the evidence,
if we accept the possibility of a corporealist interpretation of logos. This,
however, is a crucial issue, and the tendency to treat logos as some kind of
substance, however ethereal, is on the whole a late Greek phenomenon, and
it requires a considerable leap to portray it as such in this early period. Fragment 114 is an inadequate basis on which to establish such a case, partly because the fragment is only about the law, and the comparison with logos
must be mounted through other arguments. Even if the comparison is held to
c7
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be valid, as I believe it should, there is no warrant for transferring all the
characteristics of the law to the logos: in other words, it is not clear that Heraclitus would have personified logos to the same extent as law, if he had
been talking about it, which he was not. Even if it is conceded that Heraclitus
meant, in discussing law, t o develop a comparison which would be applicable
to logos in all respects, a vast leap of the imagination is required to move
from the personification of law to the equation of logos and fire. T h e personification of law might conceivably provoke one to imagine a personification of the word, but the essence of this is the universality of both concepts.
The law is said to have "as much power as it desires" t o be "sufficient for all,
and . .. still abundant". The language of personfication simply serves t o highlight the fact that the divine law can cater for all things, and is never found
without a response because of its complete universality. One could imagine
such an image for Heraclitus' logos.
Kirk proceeds to identify the logos further as the source of unity. Fragment 50 reads as follows:
Listening not to me, but the logos, it is wise to agree that all things are one.
Having rendered the logos substantial, Kirk (70) proceeds to identify it as
the source of unity: the logos "results in the fact that 'all things are one' in
two ways: they are 'one, first, in that they all have a common component,
part of their structure; and secondly because they all connect up with each
other because of this common structure". Whilst it may be conceded that, if
the logos could be identified with fire, then it might be regarded as a source
of unity, insofar as it would be a common factor throughout the various
existents. However arguments have already been advanced against the identification with fire, and in respect of the second point, it seems clear that
Fragment 50 does not say what Kirk wants it to say. We are merely told that
we learn from the logos that all things are one, and not that they are one "because of the logos", which phrase would surely have been within the range of
Heraclitus' Greek. In short, all the evidence points to the meaning of "account", or "tale" for logos. Heraclitus' logos is a kind of mythos, a tale of a
different type, with a different subject and different canons of belief.
M. L. West (124) emphatically dissociates himself from the idea that Heraclitus had a Logos doctrine, as opposed to an ordinary pre-fifth century use
of the word logos. In other words, there was no cosmic entity envisaged by
Heraclitus, but this Logos was manufactured by his later exponents. It is also
claimed that Ionian writers habitually refer t o their writings as if they were
"self-activated autonomous beings" (124). The examples cited seem to fall
somewhat short of this assertion, since the evidence is drawn mainly from
Heraclitus and Herodotus, but other passages (from non-Ionian writers) are
adduced, and it is indeed striking that there was a generalized tendency t o
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treat the logos as if it had a life of its own (West 127,112). This is an interesting point, and it undoubtedly contributes to the explanation of the later tendency to hypostatize the logos.
However it would appear that there is no great mystery. If one understands the logos as a kind of myth, it is clear that it would have a life of its
own, since myths did have such a life, outside the minds of their individual
exponents. Thus can one of the passages cited by West (127, n.2) be explained, where Aristotle refers to Heraclitus' logos which states that everything is, and is not. It might be thought odd that Aristotle refers t o his logos
rather than to Heraclitus himself, but the explanation no doubt lies in the
fact that Heraclitus made such a distinction in Fragment 26, when urging his
hearers not to listen to him, but his logos. A number of scholars seem to feel
that a contrast between the speaker and his logos is odd in the extreme, and
this fact itself is odd in the extreme. The tendency to identify an individual
and his opinion is a function of an individualist view of society, in which the
formation of individual and private opinion is encouraged. We tend to foster
the illusion that thinkers own their ideas, and that they create them ex nihilo.
The Greeks were unaware of the private ownership of ideas, and for them
the distinction between the individual and his teaching was not bizarre. In
Heraclitus' case, if logos is understood as meaning a "rational tale", then it is
not unnatural that he should draw attention to the fact that such an account
is larger than himself. The logos, like a myth, was considered as a body of
necessary and uncontrovertible notions which were an objective part of the
cosmos, to be sought by a philosopher, rather than created by him. For West,
the advice "don't listen to me but to what I'm saying" is puzzling, but it is
quite understandable if a deliberate attempt is being made to objectify one's
discourse as being apart from one's own state of mind. This is precisely the
myth-like aspect of logos, in that it does stand as a body of knowledge which
is available to all, and which belongs to all.
This is the notion which explains Fragment 2: "Wherefore it is necessary to
follow the common, but although the Logos is common, the many live as
though they had a private understanding". It is emphasised that the logos has
a kind of universal authority and presence, which goes beyond individual
perceptions, and for this reason it is doubly odd that the many live according
to their own, private way of thinking. Heraclitus expresses a bewilderment
like that of Parmenides in the face of the fact that his account, though it has
a universal validity, goes unrecognised. Against Guthrie (I. 428), there is no
evidence at all that Heraclitus' logos is "both human thought and the governing principle of the universe". In respect of the first claim, Guthrie proceeds
on the basis of an-elementary logical fallacy, as follows. Fragment 2 tells us
that the logos is common, and Fragment 114 (by means of a word-play involving c6v vow and {uv$) tells us that intelligence is common, and the conclusion is drawn that the logos may therefore be identified with intelligence.
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This is incorrect: if a chair is brown, and a table brown, we do not therefore
conclude that the chair and table are identical. The two fragments ought to
be interpreted as meaning that the intelligence is common. Guthrie draws a
further unwarranted conclusion when he claims that the logos represents
Heraclitus' closest approximation to the arcbe of his predecessors, whereas
fire ought clearly t o be reserved this place, as was thought to be the case by
the doxography. Theophrastus, in Simplicius' Physics (23.33) claims that he
made Fire the arcbe, and this conclusion may be confirmed by Plato (Cratylus
413 B-C), though Heraclitus is not in fact mentioned. In short, there is no
reason for concluding otherwise than that Heraclitus' logos is anything more
than a rational tale.
One finds this usage in Parmenides. In Fragment 2 he refers to discussion
of existence and non-existence as a mythos, inviting us to "listen" t o it, as did
Heraclitus for his logos. Fragment 8 has the same usage of mytbos, and line
50 has logos employed in much the same sense. Logos is contrasted with the
<'
opinions of mortals, and Parmenides presents his own views as a trustworthy logos and conception". Thus for Parmenides myth and word can be virtually interchangeable: both mean account, o r tale, and we may surmise that
log05 differs in that it can signify a reasoned account. However Parmenides
has one significant and different use of logos in Fragment 7: he invites us t o
"judge with reason (logos) the much contested argument which has been given by me". Tarkn has little to say on the significance of logos, but Guthrie
(11.25) rightly emphasises the importance of the notion used by Parmenides.
"Here for the first time sense and reason are contrasted, and we are told that
the senses deceive and that reason alone is to be trusted. It is a decisive movement in the history of European philosophy, which can never be the same
again". It is one of the earliest cases where logos must indubitably mean "reason", rather than "account", or "explanatory tale", and does indeed constitute a striking confirmation of the growing tendency to contrast old ways of
common-sense and religious thinking with new ways of thought. It is probably true that the impetus for this arises out of cosmology, rather than from
any initial concern with epistemology. In other words, problems of knowledge are the legacy of thinking about nature and its constituents: when once
it has been thought that things are in fact different from the way they appear,
then there follows a number of questions about the senses, which are the
means of registering what appears. If the fundamental substance is said to be
air, or fire, o r water, or oneness, then one must call into question that which
tells us otherwise namely the evidence of our senses. As a general rule, early
Greek philosophy was characterized by its inattention to epistemological
questions, and by its indulgence of ontological questions. The desire to discover the essence of reality was given priority over the problem of how such
a fundamental substance might be known. Some tendency to show interest in
the problem of knowledge will be found in Pythagorean writings, but it is
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worthy of note that it was not a major subject of discussion prior to Plato,
and only with him did epistemology become a necessary part of the philosophical curriculum. This is odd, since the assertion that variations in perceived
reality constituted manifestations of one single substance entailed a departure from the plain evidence of the senses. Yet it is true in general that ontology takes priority over epistemology in Greek philosophy, from its origins to
the end of antiquity. What exists is determined in the first place, and how it
is known is determined in consequence. For these reasons we may concur
with Guthrie that Parmenides' confrontation of reason with the "heedless
eye, sounding ear and tongue" was a major step in Western thought, and
Fragment 7 gives a striking statement of the new consciousness which was
unfolding.
Plato will later take up the issue of the meaning of logos, and give a conscious analysis of its significance. This is a noteworthy step, since it indicates
that the word has reached the status of a technical term for the philosopher,
and that it is now regarded as an acquisition of thought, of which some explanation must be given. By the stage of Plato's Theaetetus, the Greeks have
developed some self-consciousness about their possession of this thought. In
206D it is noted that the claim has been made that the most complete knowledge derives from the addition of logos to true opinion, and the need to investigate the meaning of this logos is stated. The passage concerned amply illustrates the ambiguity of the term, since it scrutinizes three possible meanings for it. The goal of this part of the Theaetetus is the definition of knowledge, and it is in relation to opinion (doxa) and knowledge (episteme) that
logos is determined. Socrates and Theaetetus work from the suggestion that
right belief becomes knowledge when logos is added to it. What is this ingredient, which is added? What quality enables logos to transform belief into
knowledge? ~ o c i a t e sinherits the question posed by the Presocratic transition
from mythos to logos, and he first puts forward the idea that it refers to the
ability to express one's thought in speech, through connecting verbs and
nouns in a stream. The image of the thought would thus be "mirrored" in
speech. The difficulty with this is clear enough, since most people have the
"
capacity to speak; right opinion" and knowledge would in this case be incapable of differentiation. Knowledge must be something more than the expression of one's thoughts in speech, and logos must be more than verbalisation.
The second understanding of logos brought forward emphasises the ability
to give an account of something in terms of its constituent elements (stoicheia), as when a wagon is defined as containing so many pieces of wood. It
was argued earlier that Heraclitus seemed t o be using logos in this sense,
since he spoke of "distinguishing each thing according t o its nature". Crombie (11. 113) finds it a matter of curiosity that this definition should occur
here, but recalls the role of dialectic in the Republic, noting that part of its
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function is t o analyse into component parts. In view of Heraclitus' statement
that his logos sought to distinguish things according to their nature, the present attempt to define logos similarly does not seem surprising. (Any cosmology, which is roughly what the first logoi were, has as its goal an account
which gives a true analysis of reality, discovering and naming entities.) Yet
this definition of logos does not satisfy, since Socrates points out difficulties.
Taking the letters of a name as the constituent elements, it would be possible
to get the order right by accident, and so knowledge would not be involved.
Further, a complete account of the elements would have to be given for
knowledge to have been acquired, but this appears to lead to ridiculous consequences. Can we be said not to know the wagon if we cannot give a complete account of every plank in it?
Socrates and his respondent turn to the last possibility, that the logos is the
account of a defining characteristic: that characteristic which is specific to an
entity and is not held in common with others. Being able to state the difference in a thing would be that which makes right opinion become knowledge,
and this stands as the last attempt to show that knowledge is right opinion
accompanied by logos. Yet this possibility is rejected because an entity must
be known in order for its difference to be able t o be stated: knowledge is prior to differentiation, so that the latter cannot constitute one of its contributing factors. The dialogue knds on this note of failure, and thus ends the attempt to define knowledge as opinion with logos. Yet the attempt to try out
the term in this context shows us how much a p a n of the armoury of Greek
philosophical vocabulary it had become. The fact that Plato is unable to define it clearly is simply a part of the debate, but it clearly emerges that logos
is a rational faculty. In each of the cases discussed, it is seen as a discursive
rational faculty, because in each case an account is either given or able to be
given. Even in the last case, which involves focussing on the specific, an account is involved, since the specific is defined in relation to other factors.
The attempt to make a scientific discursive faculty essential to knowledge
was unsuccessful, but in the process we have at least been told what logos
might mean.
Ax this time the sophists, the purveyors of argument and discourse, were
coming into prominence. Gorgias was the chief proponent of the power of
language, and he treats logos as a mighty force, capable of bringing divine
blessings, powerful enough to release from fear, grief and to excite pity
(DK 251, B11, 8). Rhetoric and sophistry were quite close, and sophistry did
not always enjoy a bad reputation: indeed, even in the time of Plato, who vilified it and was chiefly responsible for the stigma which subsequently attached to it, sophistry was regarded by many as a legitimate branch of education. But both Socrates and Plato were concerned with educators who
brought the art of logos into disrepute, and who tended to create a class of
logos-haters in whose existence we may readily believe on the basis of Aristo-
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phanes' Clouds. The danger of becoming a "misologist" is referred to in the
Phaedo (89D), and ascribed to the repeated undermining of one's arguments.
The constant experience of constructing an argument, only to see it collapse,
produces the condition of hatred of reasoning. It is somewhat similar in origin to misanthropy, Socrates says, in that dislike of one's fellow man can follow the undermining of one's faith in him. T h e intensity of debate and disputation in Athens must have been such that there were many aching heads, and
reeling former devotees of the philosophical art: it thus became Plato's concern to define a proper approach to argument. H e endeavours to define a
proper type of rhetoric, and a proper type of sophistry. Despite his general
vilification of sophists, Plato does concede that there is a possibly correct
genre of sophistry: "The noble art of sophistry" (Sophist 231B).
The rhetoricians and the sophists introduced an understanding of logos
which was new and doubtful, from the philosophical point of view, since it
conceived of speech as a means of persuading people, for whatever good they
might choose. Socrates (according to Xenophon, Memorabilia 3.3.11) had
noted the importance of speech in learning how to be human.

. . . the best teachers make particular use of speech, and those with the deepest knowledge of the most significant matters are also the best speakers.

Rhetoric was seen by Plato as being concerned not with fact, but with appearances and more probabilities (Phaedrus 267A). It was an art which flourished owing to the particular circumstances of the Greek democratic states.
The art of speech-making became essential for participation in that mode of
government, and the circumstances of the assembly made effective oratory a
prime condition fbr effective political activity. Rhetoric became the prime
training for a career in politics, and thus was ushered in a period in which
rationality and speech were put to the task of persuasion rather than demonstration. It is in this context that we must place Gorgias' statement that the
logos has supreme power, capable of bringing release from fear and grief,
and of exciting joy and pity. Logos is now seen as an instrument for psychic
<<
manipulation, and seeming rationality replaces the concern for a true account". It is therefore plain that the discussion of this development should
have been of concern to philosophers and philosophy, since in some way the
discovery of reason had led to a distortion of reason. It was the very rationality of rhetoric that made it convincing: it endeavoured to speak plausibly, yet
with some sleight of hand. It was directed at the rational faculty, but is goal
was to produce an emotional decision. This art of persuasion could convince

. . . judges in court, councillors in Council, the ~ e o p l ein Assembly, or any other
gathering of citizens.. . (Plato, Gorgias 452E)
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Gorgias had iess of a philosophical position than Protagoras, but nevertheless shared the philosophical quandary engendered by the new relativism.
Speeches were his mode, on subjects like the myth of Helen, and he foreshadows the kind of superficially learned disquisition that we find in Plutarch,
centuries later. Plato tells us that Gorgias repeatedly stated that logos was a
"mighty despot" (Philebus 58 A-B), and he uses the power of the word as an
explanation for the behaviour of Helen and her adultery. It is an irresistible
force against which we cannot prevail. Gorgias thus gave himself to the
teaching of rhetoric, writing a number of manuals ( Tecbnai),which purported to give instruction in the art. Plato tells us that he did not claim t o be able
to teach virtue (arete), but laughed at those who claimed to do so (Meno
95C). Not only did Gorgias repudiate the pretensions of men like Protagoras, who did claim to give instruction in virtue, but he also thought that their
proper business was teaching skill in public speaking. This appears to be a
claim that the proper task of a recognized class of sophists was to be education in rhetoric. Following this reference to Gorgias, the dialogue continues:
Socrates: Then you don't think that the sophists are teachers (of virtue)?
Meno: I can't say, Socrates. I have the same view as everybody else: sometimes I think
they are, sometimes I don't.

Gorgias took a specific view of his profession, then, which consisted in
teaching the young how to use logos in a certain way. This was clearly teachable (unlike virtue), and Plato did not criticise Gorgias on that score. Yet
his view of rhetoric came with a philosophy of a well-defined kind, and it
was this which was most provocative. Gorgias recognized that skill in the use
of logos could lead to deceitfulness, but deceit was widely practised in arts
which were held to be edifying. The poetic or dramatic artifice was a kind of
deceit. Gorgias saw as his role the function of teaching people how to persuade. but not that of teaching" them how to distinguish
between right
and
u
u
wrong. All one person can offer another is opinion (doxa), and there is no
soundly based truth which can be passed on (Helen 11, in DK B11, p.252).
Since opinion is all that can be offered the mind, then one must set about
making it as compelling as possible: the logician is no longer judge of ideas,
and so the orator may come onto the field as a kind of combatant, ready to
persuade, since opinions can always be swayed by persuasion. One can easily
see why the distinction between true and false belief must have become very
urgent for Plato, for he wished to safeguard objectivity in matters of ontology and epistemology. There is a kind of immoralism about Gorgias' view
formulated in its most radical form (though he himself lived an "exemplary"
life), since for him the efficacy of a speech counts for more than its content.
The philosophy of reality which lay behind this was appropriate. We have
seen that logos can mean the ability to detail the true nature of a thing: that
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seemed to be the case with Heraclitus, and Aristotle also has this usage. In
Metaphysics 1024b17,Aristotle deals with falsehood, and claims that a false
logos is of something which does not exist. Conversely the true logos specifies an existent. This has been referred to elsewhere as "naive rationality".
Gorgias seeks to undermine such an understanding of logos by arguing
against the notion of an absolute existence, which alone could guarantee
knowledge, on the view obtaining thus far in Greek thought.
Gorgias' ontology broke the nexus between logos and reality, and his logoi
were aimed at effect rather than the categorization of reality. In a fitting
piece of sophistry, the sophist devotes himself to the question of nothing. On
the basis of Sextus Empiricus (Against the Logicians 1.65) and the treatise O n
Melissus, Xenophanes and Gorgias (attributed to Aristotle), it is possible to
reconstruct his argument as consisting of the following propositions: that nothing exists, that if it did it would be incomprehensible, and that if it were
comprehensible, it would be incommunicable. That this discussion is dictated
by Parmenides' poem is clear, though Gorgias' intention is not so clear. It
seems that he is taking one aspect of Parmenides' discussion and deliberately
trivialising it in order to destroy its claim to be seriously accepted by anyone.
Gorgias sought to undermine the idea that there was any abiding substance
of reality, and in this way struck a blow at the "naive rationalism", characteristic of Greek thought up until his time: the function of logos was not that of
designating truly some aspect of reality, but in the absence of an essential
reality, it had the function of altering opinions about things, in a system
where each opinion was as valid as the next. Sextus Empiricus saw this as denying the kriterion, or touchstone, whereby all opinions might be tested for
their truth or falsity. In the absence of this, rhetoric became the mere deployment of persuasive force. Gorgias had produced, to the non-Sceptic at least,
an alarming caricature of the new intellectual tool.
In the post-Socratic era, it is natural that Plato saw such a view as a trend
t o be resisted, waves of irrational feeling having been responsible for the trial
and death of Socrates. H e did so with great vigour in the Gorgias, a dialogue
in which that sophist submits to the Socratic cross-questioning. As with the
Protagoras, it is the pretension of the sophist which is to be punctured:
Socrates: So we have come too late for a feast, as the proverb says?
Callicles: Yes, and a most elegant feast; for Gorgias gave us a rich and varied display
a short while ago. (Gorgias 447A)

Gorgias' proneness to giving such displays of logos will be put to the test in
the dialogue: he declares his art to be "about logoi" (449D), and with his customary use of the analogy from other skills(~&xvat),
Socrates finds this to be
a non-specific characteristic, since it is true that all the skills are concerned
with speech (logoi). Gorgias considers the power of persuasion to be the
greatest good, a source of freedom and personal power.
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It is a thing Socrates, which is genuinely the greatest good; a cause of freedom to man
in general, and a cause of the individual sway of others, in their several cities. (452D)
After more discussion comes the vitriolic reply of Socrates that rhetoric is not
a form of art, but a type of flattery. Like cookery, it is not a skill (TCXVI~), but
a kind of knack. Rhetoric is merely a semblance of political activity (463D).
Gorgias appears aghast at this suggestion, and Socrates consistently refuses
the term "art" to such an activity, indicating as much about his high view of
z&vq as he does about the major issues being discussed.
Gorgias' view is situated within the general debate over nomos and physis,
and the thrust of it appears to be an extreme emphasis on the former, and apparently a complete denial of the latter. Like other sophists, he emphasised
the contribution of education and culture to the formation of the personality,
and minimised the endemic natural factor. The Sophists provided a remarkable challenge to the mainstream Presocratic tradition, and raised important
questions about its foundations. It was earlier argued that Greek philosophy
began with questions about reality, and that epistemological questions arose
out of changes in the understanding of reality. The need for reason manifested itself, as Parmenides' Fragment 7 indicates, when conflicting reports of
the nature of reality were given and the function of reason was that of specifylng reality as it truly was. Now the Sophists focussed a critique on the very
factor that had brought reason into existence, namely the real reality underlying appearances. Non-manifest reality was declared not to exist by them, or
at least not t o be knowable, and in consequence the newly crowned prince of
human faculties, reason, had neither object nor foundation. Plato's reply to
this idea, and to Gorgias, is simply a continuation of the mainstream Presocratic tradition, that there is an underlying reality, and that the function of
reason is to deal with it. His metaphysical system aims at formulating what
the objects of reason are.
Aristotle's philosophy was not developed in the context of the sophistic
critique, and it seems to express more confidence about the meaning of logos
in the Greek tradition. H e is in no doubt about its value, importance o r
meaning: not only does he believe in an objective physical world, but at times
he seems to see logos as rooted in nature itself.
Aristotle's use of logos provides a bridge between the Classical and the
Hellenistic usages. On the one hand, it shows that the identification of logos
with the rational was now complete, and commonly recognised. O n the other
hand however, there are some passages which tend towards the kind of hypostatization of logos which we find in the late Greek cosmic force, Logos.
One of the classic passages is Politics 1332b4, where man is distinguished
from the animals by evidence of his possession of the faculty of reason. Men
are said to be virtuous through three things, namely habit, nature and reason.
Animals, it is said, live chiefly by nature, but also by habit to a certain extent:
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For he alone possesses reason.. . For men often act contrary to their habits and their
nature because of reason, if they are persuaded that another course would be preferable."
Y

Logos as man's distinguishing feature is also referred to in Politics 1253a,
where in a teleological perspective, man's existence as a city-dwelling animal
is stressed. The reason for man's particularly "political" characteristic is his
faculty of logos, but how to translate the term here is not so clear. In the first
passage it clearly means reason, since it is the faculty pitted against nature
and habit, but in the second logos is confronted with cpwvfi (voice).
For nature, as we declare, does nothing without purpose; man alone of the animals
possesses logos. The mere voice can signify pain and pleasure, and therefore is to be
found in the other animals as well .. . but logos is designed for indicating the advantageous and the harmful, and consequently the just and the unjust as well.
Though the passages are very close in certain respects ("man alone possesses
logos"), the latter contains a completely different understanding of logos. T o
this faculty is attributed the power of distinguishing between right and
wrong, and this is the essence of city-dwelling in Aristotle's view. But it is to
be noted that logos means more than the power to express the difference between right and wrong: it is also the power to discover it. There is here an interesting connection between thought and speech, and logos contains both
ideas, as Aristotle shows in the Posterior Analytics 76b25, where a distinction
is drawn between the internal and the external logos (npbg T ~ V
ii5w hoyov).
Demonstration and syllogism are said to belong to the logos in the soul, and
not that which is directed towards the outside."In this the way the Stoic distinction between the h o y o ~kv.v6t6ce~~og
and the hoyog npocpopt~og(to which
we shall return), is foreshadowed. The point to be made here, however, is
that logos is understood to have two aspects, which though separate, are part
of the same faculty of rationality: in the first aspect it appears as what we
should call the capacity for reasoning, and in the second as the capacity for
d'~scourse.
A different passage in the De Anima 424"31 employs the word as meaning
something like "the appropriate system of functioning". The logos (in this
sense) of a sensory faculty can be destroyed if that faculty is overstimulated,
just as the tuning of a lyre can be distorted if it is struck hard. The logos is
also man's specific mode of functioning: The Nicomachean Ethics 1169a1ff.
notes that we feel that our reasoned acts (T&PET& hoyou) are especially our
own. Thev are voluntaw.
,, rather than com~elledbv the forces of nature. For
this reason the good man has self-love: the reasoning faculty is his true self.
There is, Aristotle concedes, a pejorative sense of the word cpihau~o~,
but
this is based on the understanding of self-love as being governed by the pas-
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sions. There is another sense of self-love, which derives from the practice of
living according to reason. The hoyos as a specific function is confirmed in
the On the Parts of Animals 639b15, where the final cause is equated with
"that for the sake of which the thing is formed". In this teleological perspective, a thing has a purpose. The "for the sake of which" of a thing, is its logos.. .
"

and the logos is always the beginning point (dcp~fi)for things arising from nature, as
well as those which spring from tecbne."
Logos has thus a meaning which looks quite close to the idea of function. We
could translate by the term "rationale" but this would be less than adequate,
since a thing's reason for being there lies not in some plan external t o it, but
very definitely t o its own characteristics. Its logos is the specific design which
it carries within itself. The equation of h6yos and k p ~ fisi quite an extraordinary feature of this passage, since the latter term formed the object of investigation by the philosophers of the Presocratic period. The original principle
of the Milesian monists now finds itself identified with logos, a concept
which at that time meant little more than a "reasoned tale". .It should also be
noted that Aristotle makes logos the original principle both in the case of objects which result from skill in production, and objects which spring from nature. This is an important extension, since one might normally have associated logos with art ( T ~ x vonly,
~ ) reason and creative skill seeming to be associated: however logos is also made the original principle of brute nature, and
it here takes on an entirely different aspect. It is dissociated from human intention and capacity in the first case, and it thus becomes a characteristic of
all nature, including that which has been subjected to human skill. The
Nicomachean Ethics (1140a10)had made hoyos a part of the definition of
T ~ X V(skill):
~
the architectural skill is defined as a "making state with reason", and all arts are defined in this way, but the two passages are in fact
quite different. The passage just cited concerns the rational element in creative skill, whereas elsewhere Aristotle tends to hypostatize logos as a principle present in cosmic reality. It is an important shift in the direction of the
hypostatized logos of the Hellenistic period. A most important passage illustrating this movement is found in the Ethics (1180a23), where logos is presented as a principle descended from wisdom (cppovfiot~)and intelligence
(vo@). Law is said to be a logos which has a compelling power (kvayuao' C L K ~ V EXEL ~ ~ V C I ~
Unlike
L V ) .a father, law has the capacity to compel obedience: Aristotle thus gives a capacity t o logos, which had hitherto been
thought of as a mode. Such passages are indications of the origin of the hypostatized logos.
Those meanings of the term which have already become familiar may also
be found in Aristotle: y68os and hoyos are treated as partners once again in
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Politics 1336"30, where the responsibility of educators is said to lie in the selection of the kind of "myth" or "rational tale" which children are permitted
t o hear. In Rhetorics 1393b8logos is used in a way in which we would normally use "myth", since it is used to designate a legend used by Stesichorus
and Aesop. In the same work it is used in the context of mathematicians to
mean mathematical "discourses" or "arguments". These are examples of the
use of logos to describe extended pieces of reasoning, or rational thought,
which might well be covered by the general term discourse, which is a recognized and distinctive human capacity: so the n p a ~ ~ ( ?hoyog
,v
(the "theory" of
practice: Nicomachean Ethics 1104*3). In his discussion of choice, Aristotle
posits two conditions which are necessary for choice to occur, namely desire
and reason. Choice causes action, and choice is caused by a combination of
desire and reasoning being directed towards some end. Thus choice involves
the exercise of reason through intellect or thought, and disposition (EELS:Nicomachean Ethics 1139a32). In this case "reason" (hoyog) clearly refers to a
capacity, rather than a formulated set of principles.
Logos elsewhere means reason in the sense of rational propositions, as in
Nicomachean Ethics 1179b27where the man who is living according to passion is described as he who will not listen to reason (logos) from the person
who seeks to deflect him from a course of action. The rational part of man is
referred to as being twofold (Nicom. Ethics 109Xa4), and in 1103a2 the rational part (TOh6yov 2 x 0 ~ )is again alleged to be twofold (~LTTOV).
In both
cases the two levels of this rational part are defined as the capacity to obey
reason, as a child obeys its father, but the other level constitutes rationality
properly speaking, for it is the capacity to exercise intelligence: to indulge in
reason, as well as obeying it. The passage first cited from the Ethics has some
significance because it dwells on the idea of man's function, which has a
great importance in Aristotle's teleological view of reality.
Just as the carpenter and shoemaker have specific functions and businesses, and the eye, the hand and the foot all have a function of their own, so
does the human being have some specific function. Various possibilities are
entertained here, but each is rejected as being non-specific. Living is common
to plants as well as man; sentient living is shared by animals; there remains
the practical life of the rational element in man. Aristotle thus defines man's
function as the active exercise of the soul's faculties in accordance with reason. This confirms other statements about the specific quality of man's reasoning capacities, which constitute a defining characteristic. (It is interesting
to pursue the posterity of Aristotle's bifurcation of the logos-capacity. The
two types of reason surface later, in Christian philosophy, as the Father and
the Son. R. P. Casey has traced the importance of the Gtocroi h 6 y o ~in early
Patristic philosophy, and Clement of Alexandria distinguishes between the
paternal logos and the immanent logos, which is incarnate, in a fragment listed by Stahlin 111, p.202. This distinction is generally held to have contributed
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to Arianism, in which a substantial difference between the Father and Son
was claimed, by offering a means of prising apart two sides of the logos. The
Arians leapt upon such justifications, and in this way Aristotle seems to have
played an unwitting part in the trinitarian disputes which divided the late Roman Empire.)
An important qualification is placed on the role of logos in Metaphysics
1059b27,which will be seen eo have a future in Neoplatonism and also Patristic Philosophy. The question under discussion is the object of science ( episteme), and the idea that science is concerned with the ultimate elements is rejected.
"It would seem rather that the science being sought is to do with universals, for every
reasoning (logos) and every science concerns universals rather than ultimate (species);
and so it must deal with the primary genera. These would be Being and Unity."
The proper concern of reason, then, is not to do with particulars, but with
the broad bases of reality, being and unity. This point of view is confirmed in
the Physics 189a:

". . . the universal is known by logos, and the particular by sense-perception. For logos
Thus great and
grasps the universal, and sense-perception the partial (KW& p&p~S).
small are known by logos, whilst thick and thin are known by perception."
Such an assessment of the epistemological function of reason demonstrates
its claim to be the highest faculty possessed by man, since it is that part of
him which deals directly with the essence of reality. The Neoplatonic use of
this will do more to highlight the difference between the universal and the
particular, and will give a transcendent significance to the One and Being,
said by Aristotle to be the primary genera, or the proper objects of logos. In
keeping with its focus on the general, logos is closely connected with definition ( 6 p ~ o ~ o gWe
) . are told that every definition is a logos, and that the definition indicates the essence of a thing. The idea of definition contains the
idea of limit, and thus the essence of a thing is contained by reason (see also
Meteorologica 37Sb20).
Aristotle's logos marks the full flowering of the concept in the classical
era, since its great variety of meanings is fully exploited, and fully accepted as
part of the technical language of rationalism. H e is heir t o all the tendencies
discovered in the use of the word prior to him; logos appears as the defining
characteristic of man; it is contrasted with "voice", and therefore appears to
mean the faculty of making rational sounds; yet it is defined as having an internal aspect, as well as an outward, articulated aspect; it is the characteristic
of man which is chiefly responsible for his being a city-dweller; it has an exploratory and expressive power; it is the essence of man, and the basis of his
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voluntary acts, and therefore of his freedom; it is the design which inheres in
both natural objects and artefacts; it is the original principle (arche) of reality; it is the twofold capacity of the human soul; and it is the science which
grasps and specifies the essence of reality. The definition of logos as a qovt
oqpavzticfl (On Interpretation 16b26)is of great importance, though it only
refers to the externalised form of logos, since it emphasizes the idea of meaning: it is that which lends a sound, or group of sounds, meaning. Logos is
that which informs human communication.
It has been suggested that Aristotle provided a bridge between the classical
and hellenistic understandings of logos, and several passages were noted in
which he saw reason as inherent in nature itself. This is a prominent theme in
Stoic thought, and late Greek thought generally: describing the views of
Chrysippus, Posidonius, Zeno and Boethus, Diogenes Laertius (VII.149)
gives as their definition of fate, the following.
Fate is defined as an endless chain of causes of the existence of things, or the reason
by which the world proceeds.
In Stoic thought such a guiding principle would not be considered to be outside nature, since the latter is understood as the principle of the cohesion of
things. Diogenes in fact gives us two possibilities for the meaning of nature,
the one being the idea of that which holds nature together, and the other that
which causes things to spring up from the earth (VII.148). Nature is conceived of as an energetic, energising force, and reason is associated with it.
Perhaps the best known of the Stoic usages of the logos concept is concerned with its seminal function in the realm of the cosmos. According to the
evidence of Diogenes Laertius (VII.136; SVF II.179.35), the seminal power
was considered by direct analogy with human generation.
(Zeus) is called by many other names: he turned the whole of being into water
through air, and just as in procreation the seed is enveloped, God, who is the seminal
~ d < of the universe, remains behind in the moisture making
reason ( o n ~ p p a ~ tLOYO<)
matter manageable for the next stage of creation.
The seed is thought t o be secreted in moisture, which acts like the shell of a
nut, and the seminal reason principle acts similarly: encased in moisture it engenders the various stages in the formations and mutations of matter. The
seminal logos has a function which begins with the very material origin of the
universe, and is not constricted to the endowment of other-worldly essences
in the soul. Aetius (PIac. 1.7.33) records a similar view, attributing it to the
Stoics, although here God is said to embrace "all the seminal principles . . . as
he goes on his way towards the generation of the cosmos". There is envisaged a plurality of seminal logoi included in the divinity, which is also made
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equivalent to a "creative fire", creative being understood in the sense of being
able to design and make (TEXVLK~V).Proclus, in his commentary on Plato's
Parmenides (V, 135 ed. Cousin) also refers to the seminal principles in the
plural, as a group of eternal forces, combining them with the Platonic ideas
in an effort to guarantee the stability of "the entities which participate in the
idea", and this later use of the Stoic notion gives a good example of the Neoplatonic deployment of concepts native to Stoicism.
In general the ancients report the Stoic doctrine in the context of matter
and its generation, rather than that of the soul or mind. But of course Stoic
philosophy is materialist and any attempt to accommodate such entities must
be carried out within the limits of physical reality. The status of the seminal
principles is not quite clear because they appear to exist alongside matter, as
things "according to which" matter takes its quality and shape. In this way,
according to Galen (Defin. Medicae 29: SVF 11.218, line I), the Stoics defined the soul as "a body composed of small particles moving out from itself
in accordance with seminal principles". This notion is clearly quite different
from the later Christian use of the seminal logos, since the soul has no
special status, and like all other reality, evolves from matter shaped according
to seminal principle.
There subsists some ambiguity in the causative value of the seminal logos.
The first passage cited from the Stoics has God as seminal reason, and reality
is held to grow out of him as plants grow from the seed. Other passages
speak of reality emerging "in accordance with" ( ~ ~ 1 ~ the
6 1 )seminal principles,
as if they are merely an agency for shaping reality as it emerges. Yet even in
D.L. VII.136 there is an ambieuitv.
" ,, since the seed is oresented as both the
origin of reality and a force which exists alongside matter, accommodating it
to itself. Such a dualism in the originating principles of the cosmos is characteristic of Greek philosophy, since from Plato's Timaeus onwards there is
held to be a certain given set of factors, Nature or Matter, sometimes described as Necessity, and in tandem with Necessity some kind of designing
and constructing force, called in the Timaeus the demiurge. The logos speumatikos of the Stoics comes close to this artisan God of Plato's, even though
it is intended to unite both aspects of the dualism outlined above in a single
function. Any dualism is an embarrassment in Stoicism, which holds that
reality is constituted out of a single principle, namely matter: and so the originating logos has the character of something out of which reality grows
rather than that of a controlling force standing above it.
Of course logos has its ordinary meanings of "speech" and "reason" in
Stoicism. In a definition which smacks of Aristotle, logos is defined as a semantic vocal sound proceeding from the intelligence (D.L. VII.56), and here
Diocles Magnus is being reported on the subject of speech, which term provides the best translation for logos in this context. An interesting argument is
ascribed to Diogenes of Babylon by Galen (SVF 111.215, line 30) according to
L
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which voice comes through the pharynx. Speech proceeds from the intelligence, and is voice in a certain form: the intelligence is not therefore located
in the brain, since its product in the form of speech would not pass through
such an indirect route as the pharynx if this were the case. The understanding of logos/speech here appears to be that vocal sounds are formed into a
semantic structure by the intelligence, thus yielding speech. The Greek word
semantikos comes from sema, meaning "signn o r "omen", and is thus similar
to our "significant": the "semantic" is that which contains recognizable signs;
that which is interpretable.
The Stoics recognized the capacity for silent thought, which seemed to be
speech-like, though without the articulation of sounds. Their terminology allowed for silent discourse. A distinction was drawn between the logos prophorikos and the logos endiathetos, uttered and internal reason respectively.
The internal logos is that by which we know the connections between things,
argument, division, synthesis, analysis and demonstration (SVF I1 43, line
14). These are all the forms of reasoning which make up the armoury of
Greek logic. Sextus Empiricus (Adv. Math. VIII 275; SVF I1 43, line 18)
gives us the Stoic view of the uttered word: Aristotle's famous definition of
man as being distinct from the animals by his capacity for speech, that is vocal sounds which possess significance, is now refined by virtue of the Stoic
distinction. Sextus reports the Stoic opinion to be that man is distinct from
animals not by virtue of externalised discourse, but the faculty of internal
discourse. His ability for silent reflection places him apart from the animals:
that this should be the case is an interesting development, since one might
have considered the ability to utter sounds possessing significance to be an
adequately distinguishing feature. Clearly the idea that thought could take
place withou~words was a striking fact to the Stoics. The dominant part of
the soul is that from which reason springs. Logos and intelligence have the
same origin: the spring of such higher faculties lies with the heart.
Logos as reason is amply attested. Chrysippus spoke of the rational being
as guided by the faculty of reason (SVF 111.95, line 11). Galen reports him
(SVF 111.113, line 21) as stating thae the rational being is moved according to
reason, rather than the soul. The emphasis on nature is important, since it establishes reason as a part of the ordinary functioning of reality. The connections between things and the ability to grasp these connections are rooted in
the same physical process as the rest of reality: reason is not considered t o be
a transcendent entity, hovering above the real world upon which it must sit in
judgment. According to the Stoics, virtue is a disposition of the soul, springing from reason, which was held to be a stable and immutable power (SVF
1.50, line 2). Diogenes Laertius VII.54 attests the Stoic understanding of
right reason as the "kriterion", o r standard of truth. This notion of an intellectual touchstone was a common subject of discussion among Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics, and Diogenes reports a variety of views among Stoics on
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the subject of the kriterion. Some argued that the genuine and indubitable apprehension of a real object constituted the means of testing concepts: others,
for example Boethus, advocated several standards, namely intelligence,
sense-perception desire and knowledge. Chrysippus advocated sense-perception and "prolepsis", a term which is usually translated by the word preconce~tion.
,bv
, which the Stoics meant a naturallv endowed and innate svstem of
thought involving universal concepts. Posidonius, we are told, made right
reason the kriterion, and he also considered it to be a faculty endowed by nature. Chrysippus (D.L. VII.128) claimed that both law and right reason exist
by nature and not by convention. Right reason is said to be common to gods
and men (Cicero, De Legibus 1.7.22).
In conclusion then, the Stoics stress the idea that logos/reason is rooted in
nature, and it consequently looks like an arche, or the first principle familiar
from the Presocratics. Reality grows out of seminal reason, which is both its
source and its designer: both mind and physical reality share in reason, which
is inherent in them. Logos has an embodiment in speech, which is the production of significant sounds (logos prophorikos), but it does not need this
vocal incarnation in order to exist. Reason is also an innate capacity, like a
disposition enabling the comprehension of rational procedures.
Scepticism is a crucial ingredient in the development of later Greek philosophy. Its prime concern was the kriterion for distinguishing truth from falsehood, and its exponents were more doubtful about finding such an instrument than the Stoics or Epicureans. They emphasised that what we acquire is
manifestations of reality, and that reality itself is either difficult or impossible
to apprehend. Scepticism is extremely important for this study in particular,
because of this thoroughgoing concern with epistemological issues. In many
ways its contribution is negative, since it strikes at the foundations of the edifice built around and upon the advances of the Presocratics by Plato and
Aristotle. These thinkers are now seen as dogmatists, and ripe for intellectual
pruning; such movements occur regularly in the history of Western philosophy, following hard upon periods of intellectual confidence and theoretical
construction. Once philosophy departs from questioning, from the Socratic
inquiry, and moves to the statement and the theory, it overreaches itself, and
its hubris brings the critical vengeance of the Sceptics, of William of Ockham, of Husserl.
The Sceptics, then, pay particular attention to the earlier and most fundamental acquisition of Greek philosophy, the idea of reason/speech. One of
the most perplexing things about reason is that it brings different results.
This in fact had been a failing in sense perception and the thought of ordinary mortals, and the antidote seemed to lie in reason, which provided a
stable and disciplined account of reality. The Presocratic understanding of
reason presents it as canonical and unambiguous: yet those deploying it differed from each other. This was a terrible failing in the new tool, and one
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which the Sceptics triumphantly exploited. The story of Carneades' speeches
for and against justice, delivered in Rome on successive days in 155 B.C., is
well-known and it is a good illustration of the Sceptical method of pitting logoi against each other. Conflicting arguments ( d o v z t ~ ~ i p ~ vh6yot)
ot
were
brought together in order to illustrate the inefficacy of reason. Sextus Empiricus outlines the Pyrrhonian approach to this (Outlines of Pyrrhonism I.8),
and notes the ethical value of opposing ideas. The conflict thus generated
will show us that many such judgments possess "equipollence" (ioo0iv~ta),
o r that they are equal in strength: as Sextus says (I.10), they are equal in respect of their probability and improbability. The knowledge of the real status
of arguments will have a psychological effect, relieving us of tension and
bringing us to a state of intellectual suspension of judgment, which will in
turn yield imperturbability of mind (ataraxia). In the first place one opposes
the sensibles to the intelligibles, but one may also oppose intelligibles, that is
intellectual judgments. None of the conflicting arguments ( T ~ pa~ophntwv
V
Xoywv) will take precedence over any other. An example of this type of
procedure at work may be found in the same work (II.130), where the question of the existence of the "sign" (semeion) is discussed. The Stoics had
argued for the existence of such a logical indicator in argument, whereby the
conclusion is permitted. The sign is that which allows and brings forward the
conclusion, and is itself apprehended before the thing signified. Sextus first
argues against the sign, and then proceeds to argue in favour of it, in order
to demonstrate the "equipollence of the conflicting arguments ( ~ V - C L K W pbvvuv h6yov)".
It was claimed that to every argument (logos) an equal argument could be
opposed: Sextus qualifies this statement by saying that it refers t o arguments
for which the hypothesis has been tested, so that it is limited to one's personal investigation of arguments and their counter-arguments. The concern here
is to avoid the charge of dogmatism, to which the whole Sceptical enterprise
was opposed. The view is therefore reformulated as follows:
To every argument examined by me, which establishes something dogmatically, it
seems to me that there is another argument opposed, which establishes a point dogmatically, which is equal to it in credibility and incredibility. (Outlines of Pyrrhonism
1.203)

T h e emphasis on the subjective aspect is included to avoid giving the proposition a dogmatic form, but rather to make a claim about one's own state of
mind. This particular strategy is not wholly successful in avoiding dogmatism: it is true that Scepticism was defined in a passage quoted earlier as the
ability to place arguments in opposition to each other (I.8), and the emphasis
pretty clearly lies on the psychological disposition. Yet the claim about the
capacity for opposing arguments must be more than a psychological or sub-
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jective one, since for it to have any importance there must be a presupposed
claim that the construction of such antitheses is a possibility in the world of
discourse; that argument lends itself to this treatment when properly
examined. Self-contradiction is thus a characteristic of argumentation, irrespective of the manoeuvres of the philosopher.
Scepticism wishes howev'er, to lay stress on the subjective experience of the
antithetical character of argument. Sextus tells us that the basic principle
(arche) of Scepticism is the hope of attaining quietude (op. cit. 1.12): nevertheless there does appear to be a dogma involved, despite the desire to avoid
this charge, and that is the view that many propositions have equipollence:
none of the conflicting arguments takes precedence over any other. For this
reason Scepticism stands at a crucial point in the progress of Greek rationalism, which it reduces not to absurdity, but to impotence: and it is held that
the failure of logos to produce unambiguous answers does not result in
anxiety, but peace. It does not interest itself in the dogma of physics per se
but only in the possibility of establishing contradictions within its dogma,
with a view to reaching quietude (1.18). The word argument (logos) is understood as that which establishes something dogmatically, a point which is not
evident in itself, but acquired through the reasoning process: it is ratiocinations of this kind which are to be opposed to each other (1.202). Sextus differentiates between his school and that of the Cyrenaic school on the question of the logos of external objects. This school was founded by Aristippus
of Cyrene, and had ethical goals similar to those of the Epicureans: pleasure,
the greatest good, consists of an internal state whose cause is unknown.
Truth is measured subjectively, rather than by reference to the external
world. Sextus comments here (1.213) that external objects have an =inapprehensible nature" in this view, whereas members of his school suspend judgment on the logos of external objects, which appears to refer to the account
of them which is to be given. So Protagoras is said to have believed that the
logoi of appearances reside in matter. In this way matter is the appearance
(I.218), and this, according to Sextus, gives us the meaning of his claim that
"
man is the measure of all things". Protagoras' statement means that man is
the kriterion of all things: he is the kriterion of all existence, since logos is in
matter, and things which appear to man therefore exist. Protagoras thus,
somewhat oddly, becomes a realist: but we note the idea of logos as signifying the meaning of an object. For him the object contains its meaning; for the
Cyrenaic, the nature of the object cannot be known; and for the Pyrrhonian,
the meaning of the object is a matter for suspended judgment. (The Sceptic
has the appearance as kriterion, since that is not open to question, like the issue of whether the amearance has a basis in realitv: 1.22.)
The appearance has a certain validity, for one can be certain of having it,
whatever its provenance. Against the idea that the appearances can be undermined through reasoning, is pitted the argument that if reason were held to
A L
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be such a trickster as "to snatch away appearances from our eyes", then it can
hardly be relied on in the case of non-evident notions which are acquired by
thought. As Bury, the Loeb editor notes, this seems to be an a fortiori argument, since the discrediting of appearances by reason is much harder to
achieve than the discrediting of the objects of thought by reason, appearances being the possession of which we can be most sure. Appearances have
certainty, and it is reason which is self-defeating (1.19-20).
Sextus undertakes a complete review of logos in the history of Greek philosophy, and associates it with the question of whether there is a kriterion of
truth. Gorgias is quoted against the position that things thought have existence, on the ground that the mere fact that one thinks of a man flying does
not mean that this is an existent fact: thought does not imply existence, therefore (Against the Logicians 1.79). Even if the existent ( t b iiv) is apprehended,
it cannot be communicated to another person: if the thing apprehended is
visible, then it is received by sight.
How then can it be communicated to another person, since the faculty for
communication is speech (logos), and speech is not itself the real and existent
things in question? The thing seen becomes a thing spoken of, and it is
speaking which is proferred to the interlocutor. Speech results from external
objects (on Gorgias' view, as interpreted by Sextus). The incidence of colour
causes speech about colour, and so the external object provides the key to
speech, rather than the reverse: speech is logically secondary. Speech is not
capable of manifesting colour; one existent does not manifest another.
(Whether speech has the same status as physical objects is raised but left
open.) In this way, says Sextus, the idea of a kriterion of truth was swept
away by Gorgias. For Sextus, the physicists from Thales onwards initiated
discussion of the kriterion, since they needed reason to compensate for the
now recognized untrustworthiness of reason. A story about Anaxagoras is
quoted on the fallibility of the senses: if, he said, we take two colours, say
black and white, and pour one into the other drop by drop, we will in fact be
unable to observe the change of colour in all its gradual stages, even though
we know full well that it is taking place. In this way he concluded that reason
was the kriterion whereby the truth of the situation could be judged. The Pythagorean~added the idea that it was not reason in general, but that which
stems from the sciences ( mathemata) which ought to be held to be the kriterion. This form of reason is held to have some kinship with reality, and since
like is known by like, reason knows the truth of reality: the principle that reason has some kinship with nature is attributed to Posidonius in his exposition
of Plato's Timaeus (Against The Logicians 1.93). This view we may note, is
close to that of the Stoics but also to that of Philo, which is shortly to be
examined.
Xenophanes is quoted (op. cit. 1.110) on the distinction between cognitive
( epistemonike) apprehension, which is inerrant, and opinionative ( doxastike),
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and Parmenides said to have espoused cognitive and inerrant reason as the
criterion. This chapter began with Parmenides' emphasis on reason, and Sextus says that Parmenides gave up belief in the senses in order to posit reason
as the kriterion.
This man himself, as is evident from his statement, declared cognitive reason to be the
canon of truth in things existent, and gave up paying attention to the senses. (1.114)
The Against the Logicians reviews the whole history of Greek philosophy in
the light of the problem of the canon of truth, and arrives finally at the
Sceptical view that there is no such kriterion (1.440). Without going into the
arguments for and against such a position, we may note how fundamental an
issue this is. The Sceptics were able t o perceive the basis of the Greek scientific revolution as clearly as if they were standing completely outside it, and
they take the disjunction between the senses and reason as the essential feature of the claim that truth can be acquired. There is something intellectually
courageous in their willingness to go back to the starting-point of their tradition, and declare the route taken to have been incorrect: the Sceptics are the
first stage in the growing sense of the inadequacy of Greek rationalism,
which we will see culminating in Damascius.
The trenchant character of the Sceptical attack on reason is well illustrated
by an argument in the Outlines of Pyrrhonism (111.50). O n the subject-of incorporeality, it is argued that it is either sensible or intelligible. If sensible, it
cannot be apprehended because of the variety among the sense receptors of
animals and men (the attack on sense-perception had been developed along
these lines in 1.36). If intelli~ible.
"
, it is subiect to the same difficultv.
,, since
sense-perception is held t o be the starting point of the move towards conceiving of the intelligibles. Alternatively, it can be maintained against the idea
that the incorporeal is apprehended by sensation, that sense-perception proceeds by way of impression, Emissions or images given off objects touch
some organ for sense-perception to occur: the incorporeal is unable to set off
such a Drocess. Can it be a.~ ~ r e h e n d ebvd reason then? If reason itself is incorporeal, then it makes nonsense of such a claim: reason would therefore
belong to the class of things which are under consideration. For reason to be
employed, it would have to be apprehended in the first place: otherwise the
prospective instrument would be unknown. Yet the means of apprehending
the incorporeal is precisely the question, which is not answered if reason is
defined as incorporeal. If it is considered to be a body, then it is subject to all
the difficulties which beset sense-perception, as previously outlined; further,
on this hypothesis it is involved in the problem about the stability of physical
objects. Given the flux process attributed to the physical world by Plato in
the Timaeus (and prior to him, Heraclitus of course), it is impossible to conceive of objects having a durable and identifiable existence. It is therefore imA
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possible to conceive of reason, whatever its nature, and incorporeals therefore remain inapprehensible.
Thus ends the first stage in the progress of logos. It had been thrust forward as a word which was not tainted with the fanciful and the incredible,
and therefore became the preferred term of the philosophers, for the description of their new philosophical myths. By the time of Plato it had become a
matter for analysis: it had been noticed and isolated as the key concept in the
new scientific approach. With Aristotle and the Stoics it begins to be reified,
and thus begins its voyage towards hypostatization. And with Gorgias and
the Sceptics we have the
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ple of being, able to compete with the first principles of the Presocratics. It
retains its ancient meanings, and the notion of discursive reasoning, or of
reasoning in discourse, is now written into the basic elements of the universe.
T h e other main consequence is that Logos now has a threefold meaning:
speech, reason and hypostasis are now all available to him who wishes to play
on words, o r simply to explore the depth of the concept brought forward by
the Greek language. (The Fathers certainly made much use of this possibility
with their use of the adjective h o y t ~ b ~ . )
Philo has a great deal to say on the uses and functions of language, and
much of it is quite positive. There is little trace of the failure of confidence in
language which is characteristic of the writers of late antiquity, though there
is a strong attack on certain uses of language, such as the Sophists' eristics.
The utility of speech is stressed in various ways. H e regards words as an
important means of release, seeing emotions which are stifled and suppressed
as becoming more intense where verbal expression is lacking. Joseph's brothers are said not to have given verbal expression to their hatred of him, thus
rendering it increasingly violent. (This is one of the very few ancient statements of the modern notion of the evils of self-repression, and the necessity
of emotional release, and for Philo words constitute the safety-valve.) Elsewhere the voice is said to have a dual capacity, for speech and song (The
Special Laws I.342), and both are said t o be of benefit to the soul, and both
are described as health-giving and life-preserving medicaments (phamzaka).
Song has three characteristics, each of which has therapeutic value for the
life of the soul: rhythm checks its irregularity, melody cures the discordant,
and measure the immoderate elements in the soul. Speech restrains the impulse towards evil, and helps redress the balance in those who have become
dominated by foolish thoughts. It is the "source of the greatest benefits"
(343). Philo sees verbal expression not only as a means of externalising the
unspoken deliberations of the mind, but also as having the power to turn
back to the mind, influencing its processes.
Speech, like the bird, is swift in its movements. It is quickly broadcast into the environment.
For speech is naturally light and winged, moving swifter than an arrow, and shooting
in every direction. Once spoken the word cannot return, but when carried outwards
courses away at high speed, strikes the ears and passing through the whole hearing
process immediately issues in sound. But speech is twofold, true and false. (On
Change of Names 248)
In a series of graphic images Philo thus describes the lightning movement of
the word, and its irrevocable character:
spoken it has been unleashed.
Speech is undeniably
powerful, and it can be of therapeutic value for the
soul, but it is also undeniably
There are falsehoods, sophistries
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and blasphemies within its ample capacities, and Philo sometimes turns to
this other aspect of language. Joseph's wandering on a plain is interpreted as
his being lost in a contest of words, and there follows a development of this
theme of verbal strife (The Worse Attacks the Better 28, 35). Cain and Abel
are described similarly as debating each other, and the dreariness of lengthy
arguments
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the case that speech is included with all the aspects of existence in the body.
H e who abandons them will meet with the "powers of Him who is". Speech
is part of living in the body.
Thus Philo occasionally refers to language in a pejorative way and he
usually castigates idle or useless language by referring to it as sophistry.
Among other things that are dismissed under this heading, there is included
disputation and eristics, which are apparently held to be the sophistic activity.
Probabilities and plausible arguments do not bring knowledge of the truth,
but only "disputation and eristic strife" (Alleg. Interp. 111.233). There is
therefore a production of words which are useless and misleading. Philo develops an interest in the articulated word: he has the idea of the "word which
has become" (h6yog yeyov6g). Abraham means "the chosen father of
sound", and the change in his name from Abram means that he has adopted
the role of spokesman. The father of the word which has become is mind itself; having grasped the good, it comes forth in sound (On Cherubim 7). Philo is close here to the Stoic idea of the logos which is brought forth (logos
prophorikos). The ideas of an emerging logos, which springs from a higher
and purer source, and which takes on some sort of clothing, is clearly extremely important for the subsequent history of the idea.
We turn now to the hypostasis Word. In the course of an allegorical interpretation speech is said again to have Mind as its father, and again Mind is
said to have speech as its "hearth" or "living-room", secluded from the rest
of the dwelling. Mind enters its living-room to display the conceptions to
which it has given birth, and thus speech (logos) is the faculty of rendering
overt the hidden deliberations of the mind (The Migration of Abraham 3).
God also has a house, namely his Word, which is prior (npeo$b~epog)to all
that has come. into existence. Philo presents the Word as an instrument by
which God carried out his purposes, comparing it to a rudder used t o guide
things on their course. In this way Philo appears to see a pattern of similarity
between the human word and the divine Word, since both are the behavioural tools employed by their proprietors t o realise their intentions. Both represent the public face, as it were, of internal purposes and deliberations.
This idea finds more formal expression in respect of the Word of God, in the
O n The Cherubim (127), where Aristotle's fourfold categorisation of causes
is used to clarify the matter. The cause of the universe is God (69' o6), the
substances from which ($5 (3v) it was made the four elements, the instrument
through which it was constructed ( 6 ~06)
' being the Word of God, and the final cause of its making is the goodness of God. In this view then, the Word
corresponds to Aristotle's instrumental cause, through which a thing comes
into existence. (Aristotle's doctrine of causation is outlined in the Metaphysics 1013a-1014a, and in the Physics 194b:he himself classifies logos as final
cause in The Parts of Animals 639b.) Philo considers that it is important to
get these distinctions clear, since one may otherwise commit gross errors of
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spiritual understanding, mistaking for example the instrument for the cause.
<' Right reason" recognizes the true state of affairs: Joseph's particular failing
lay in this failure to grasp God's causative status in Aristotelian terms. Right
reason would have seen that dreams are interpreted by God, rather than
through God.
The "reason of God" is that in which all things are written, and in which
the formation of all other things has been engraved. The hypostatization of
logos is evident here, since it appears as a primal principle from which intellectual entities derive their function. Logos
" is a force which ensures that the
ideas are borne in on reality, and that the appropriate human receptors are
attuned to them. It is the guarantee of the intellectual function. One notices
the tell-tale use of the word "write" (kyyp6ccp~o0at)for the explanation of
how the composition of things is in the divine reason: it is written in the divine reason. The making of the world may be "incomprehensible", but its
principles are nevertheless written somewhere: language is not about t o be
lightly abandoned, since the word/reason principle stands at the very source
of the created world. Philo's commitment to language is very great, and he is
far less willing to recommend an escape from it than some later Christian
philosophers.
The human faculty of speech was not a mistake on the part of the Creator,
and the relation of the human mind to speech functions as a microcosmic remesentation of the relation between God and his Word. The ~ a r a l l e is
l not
absolute, to be sure, and the higher ontological level carries with it certain
"
distinct features. Whatever God speaks are not utterances (bfipa~a)but
deeds" (The Decalogue 47): Philo is commenting on Exodus 20.18, which
emerges in the LXX as "the people saw the voice". Just as the voice of man is
audible, so the voice of God is visible. This point is made in greater detail in
The Unchangeableness of God 83:
God then speaks unmixed unities. For his Word coming forth is not a percussion of
air, nor is it mixed with anything else at all, but it is incorporeal and naked, differing
in no way from unity.
God's speech is thus transferred into acts in order to preserve it from the
same limitations as apply to human speech. Here Philo refers t o the dyadic
character of human speech, being constituted as it is by a combination of
breath shaped by the tongue, which merges with its kin, the outside air. Two
elements are needed, and speech is therefore not something which can be attributed to God, who is pure unity. "His Logos", therefore, "is his deed"
(The Sacrifices of Abel and Cain 65): there was no interval between his
speaking and the result.
The Word of God in Philo is a subordinate power, whose specific function
appears to be the guidance and composition of the world. It is described as
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the "most sure and stable prop of the whole": in a reinterpretation of Plato's
World soul, the logos is said to be the force which extends itself from the
centre to the boundaries of the world, combining and unifying its parts. The
word is an unbreakable bond of the universe, separating and organising the
four elements in order to make of them a constructive whole (Noah's
Work.. . 8). Plato had envisaged such a force in the Timaeus, where he has a
craftsmadgod construct the universe out of the materials he found at his
disposal. The demiurge formed the elements into a beautiful and ordered living creature, using as his model the eternal world of the forms (Timaeus 29):
"he brought it into order out of discorder" (30A). H e built reason into soul,
and soul into body (30B); he made it into one single whole made of all
wholes, perfect, ageless and free from ailment (33A); he constructed the
world soul in the shape of a cross bent over into two complete circles, and
built all physical reality into it (36E); and the soul of the world was invisible,
but partaking in reason and harmony.
The world soul is the archetype of Philo's logos, and it has a considerable
development in later Greek and Christian philosophy, partly explored by Daniklou (Message.. .). The demiurge and the world soul merge in a single
creative and sustaining principle. Apart from the passage cited above, one
may also refer to The Sacrifices of Abel and Cain (8): through the Word by
which the universe was made, God draws the perfect man to himself. In a
passage closely reminiscent of the Timaeus, we are told that God gave the
universe shape ( o ~ q p a )and figure ( ~ 6 ~ ~ 0that
s ) ; when he had perfected the
universe, he stamped it with his image and idea, namely his own Word (On
Dreams 11.45). Both God and his Word are unnamable: after the wrestling
match described in Genesis (32.29), Jacob asks his antagonist for his name.
Philo comments that the master refuses to give his personal and proper name
('i6tov ~ aKi~ P ~ O V
and
) , that names are the symbols of created beings. It is
only to be expected, then, that both God and his Word should remain nameless (On The Change of Names 14). The Logos is the ogos is Genesis
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view is not at all clear, and seems mainly directed at rebutting Zeller's charge of
inconsistency in Philo (Die Philosophie der Griechen 111, 24, 407,413), considered to result from the attempt to combine a transcendent god with a material
universe, so that some interaction is possible. There is also an attempt t o differentiate Philo's handling of this problem from that of Plotinus, who later saw the
impossibility of multiplicity (which characterizes the world) coming into existence from the One (Enn. V. 1.6). Plotinus' solution was to argue that the world
came into existence at the hands of some intermediary force.
However Philo's solution is precisely that of Plotinus, and is an absolutely
classic example of Neoplatonist metaphysics. God deals with the Word, wmo
deals with the world and humanity: as the world is to the Word, so the Word
is to God, but the relationships are not wmolly comparable. God's Word is
his deed, as we have noted, but the Word comes forth in speech and writing:
there is therefore a relationship of a continuous sort, despite this asymmetry.
Relations at a higher ontological level are transposed into a form appropriate
to a lower level where the downwards movement is taking place. The Logos
of the World is more than just a pattern, or blueprint, asWolfson claims
(285), and it is more than a mere model for men (loc. cit.). Whilst it is true
that the Word sometimes emerges as an instrument, like a rudder or a tool, it
also contributes actively to the world on its own account. It causes mind to
order itself according to the ideas (loc. cit.); it sustains and unifies the world
in its many parts (loc. cit.). The Word is the image of God stamped on the
world, but unlike a mirror image it has its own life and activity.
In conclusion then, Philo preserves the notion of discourse with his concept of Logos, combining the ideas of reason and speech, but he goes in the
direction of the Stoic spematikos logos. He makes the logos first principle,
and a creative and sustaining force, developing this notion in a much more
thoroughgoing way than the Stoics had done. But somewhat similarly to the
Stoic view, the hypostasis Logos leaves its traces in the appropriate form
throughout the whole of material and human reality. Just as a Presocratic
arcbe, such as fire, would entail the essence of reality being fiery, so Philo's
first and originating principle means that the fundamental ingredient of reality is logos, word/reason. Reality is "logikos".
It is clear that a new stage has been reached. New concepts bring new
words, and in late Greek the verb hoyoo is coined: it means to "logofy", or
introduce the characteristics of logos into an entity. This piece of linguistic
evidence demonstrates the change in the meaning of logos, and highlights
the new developments. Plotinus uses the verb to refer to the imprinting of logos on reality (111.2.16, 1. 21), and it is found elsewhere in Neopythagorean
and Neoplatonic Greek. Logos is no longer merely a "rational tale": it has
become an element in reality. It is now a real and existent force; it does not
bear the same relationship to reality as design to the designed object, for example. It is both design and stuff.
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Philo marks the significant stage of the combination of the language of
Greek rationalism with religious sentiment, and this same tendency is found
among the Gnostics. This group must have come from the same mould as
Philo, combining Greek and Eastern religious ideas, but their writings are
marked by a greater degree of speculative zest. This imaginative aspect of
Gnosticism goes hand in hand with the absence of authoritative documents:
unlike Philo, who works from the Jewish scriptures, the Gnostics engage in a
free hermeneutic of a variety of texts, from all kinds of sources. T h e Gnostics
create new myths, using their background of Greek philosophy, Jewish religion, and other oriental influences. Hans Jonas' view (The Gnostic Religion
102), that the Gnostics effected a remythologization, is well-known, and he believes that they deliberately welded together mythical systems in order to communicate highly sophisticated ideas. How conscious this process was may be
open to doubt, but there is no doubt that they created personal sagas around abstract intellectual principles, such as Wisdom, Intelligence, and Unity.
Primarily affected by this mythicization process is the notion of Logos. In
the first place it is objectified as an entity, that is, it is hypostatized, and then
it takes on a semi-personal dimension. This is not so clear in Philo, where the
Word is merely hypostatized, but in the Hermetic documents to which we
now turn, the Logos is portrayed very much as a kind of cosmic entrepreneur. This being the case, it must have been very easy for John, in writing his
gospel, to identify Jesus with the Word thus defined.
Logos was identified with many mythical figures, and Leisegang has given
a list of such identifications (PW 25, 1061 ff.), of which the best-known cases
combine logos with HerrnedMercury, Isis, Pan, Helios and the Dioscuri. Of
these the most significant is the identification with Hermes which is first
found in Plats's Cratylus (407E). Here "Hermes" is said to be related to the
term kppqv&6g,or interpreter: Hermes is thus to do with speech (logos), and
this etymology plays a considerable role.
It is recalled later in Plutarch (On Isis and Osiris 378 B), where Hermes is
made equivalent to Logos, and as Logos points out that Nature "undergoing
change of shape in function of the intelligible brings about the creation of
the world". This is Hermes/Logos in his role of revealer and instructor, and
it represents a considerable shift in the direction of the logos theology of the
Hermetic treatises and John's gospel. Cornutus, a first century A.D. Stoic
philosopher, has a crucial passage in this context (Theol. Graec. 16): Hermes
is the logos; he was sent by the gods, who made man alone of all creatures on
earth logikos. Hermes/logos is said to be the herald (~qpu{)and messenger
(&yy&ho<)
of the gods, announcing through speech their will: =for we know
the will of the Gods through the notions given to us in discourse (logos)".
Just prior to the redaction of John's gospel then, Cornutus declares Hermes
to be the word of the Gods, and their ambassador, announcing their will to
mankind.
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The Hermetic treatises are hard to date with any precision, but is generally
supposed that they were written about the second or third century A.D., and
that they represent an already long-established tradition. They combine
Greek philosophical notions, such as noas and logos with religious speculations of a cosmic and metaphysical kind. And so the Poimandres (1.4) describes a kind of chaos:
Then this darkness changes itself into a kind of moist nature, shaken in an unspeakable way, emitting smoke, as if from fire, and producing a certain sound, an indescribable mournful sound. Then there emerged from it an inarticulate shout, such as
could be compared to the voice of fire. But . .. holy word (logos) came out of light
down against nature, and an unmixed fire sprang from the moist nature, upwards
towards the higher.

(I have followed the text as given by Nock/FestugiSre though there are some
difficulties. C. H. Dodd for example, in The Interpretation of the Fourth
Gospel [37], diverges from both Reittenstein and Nock/FestugiSre at certain
points in the text. Intellectually speaking the most significant difference lies
in the passage where I have translated ". . . compared to the voice of fire".
he reads cpwvtv c p o ~ owhich
~ , is confirmed by the MSS, but
For cpwvq x o p 6 ~
which seems to make no sense, since it is impossible to compare something to
the "sound of light".)
The position, then, is that nature was emitting a sound which was not
speech, and indescribable, resembling the sound of fire, when the holy word
(hagios logos) came down upon nature, similarly to the way in which it descended on the soul in Philo (see p. 44). Poimandres continues by explaining
that the light from which the logos emerged was God or Mind, who preexists moist nature. The logos which comes forth from the light/mind is the
son of God. At a certain point the Word of God leaps upwards and is united
with the Intellect/demiurge, and together they give rotational movement to
the planets. Since the logos has deserted the lower levels, the creatures there
are devoid of reason, being irrational or a-logical (aloga). There is frequent
mention of the alogos in Poimandres: in 1.24 he mentions "nature without
reason" ( T ~ V&hoyov9 6 0 ~ )H. e is speaking of the "ascension" and the dissolution of the body which this entails: the body is given up to qualitative
change (&hhoiootg)and one's physical form is no longer seen. The sense receptors return to their sources, whereas spirit (Bup65) and desire (6n~Buyia)
return to "nature without reason". After this man is launched upwards across
the harmony of the spheres, losing in successive belts various aspects of his
humanity, such as the ability to increase and decrease, or the capacity to feel
desire, audacity and temerity. His goal is the ogdoad, the intelligible world in
the -31.303
launched
-1.141 Td(the )T21-4.6m0.c 1.211 0 Td(hpn./T1_0 1 3.m(the )Tj0 T,meticc 4.495 0
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sector is inert or devoid of life: the a-logical beings in fact have souls. The
importance of intellect in the soul is emphasized; if it leaves the soul, the soul
'<
neither sees nor hears, resembling an irrational (alogos) creature. So great is
the power of the intellect!", exclaims Poimandres (loc. cit.). Similarly in 12.4
we are told that when the human soul is not guided by intellect, it falls into
the same state as the beings devoid of reason.
The Neoplatonic principle of resemblance between ontological levels is
evident in much of this kind of literature, and it is preserved in the relation
between the rational beings and men. Intellect (nous) is from the "very being
of God, if indeed there is a substance of god". It is deployed like the rays of
the sun, not being cut off from its source when it acts. T h e intellect in men,
then, is god, and some men are very close to the divine. In the beings devoid
of reason, intellect is found in the form of instinct: as Nock/Festugihe point
out (I 178, n.3), the idea that the goals of animal instinct may be comparable
to those of the human intellect can be found in Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1153b32. Poimandres notes that in man, intellect constitutes a counterbalance for instinct, whereas in the animals it co-operates with instinct (12.2).
Distinctions also exist within the class of beings who have reason (logos).
The fourth tractate (3) notes that reason has been given to all men, whereas
intellect (nous) has not. God did not distribute the latter equally to all men,
though not because he felt jealousy towards some, this being an emotion
which belongs to lower reality. It was intended that intellect should constitute the prize after which souls should strive, not a faculty automatically bestowed on all men. All those who were baptized with intellect share in knowledge (gnosis), and are perfect, since they have received intellect. Those who
did not listen t o the proclamation ( K ~ P U Y ~ O Iare
) called the logikoi, presumably because they have logos only, and "they are ignorant of why they have
come into existence, and at the hands of whom" (4.4). These men experience
sensations which are like those of beings without reason, and they attach
themselves t o ~ h ~ s i cobjects
al
of desire, passing over things worthy of contemplation. This is the first indication of a dramatic new development in the
career of reason: it is now associated with ignorance.
Logos is also used of speech in the Hermetic tr.eatises, as for example in
9.1, where the speaker refers to his "Perfect Discourse": in the same passage
intellection (noesis) is said to be the sister of speech. The two are said to be
the instruments of each other, "since no discourse finds voice without intellection, and no intellection manifests itself without speech". Elsewhere
(12.13) a distinction is made between voice and logos: animals are said to
have voice only. The two are sharply distinguished, since men are said to
have discourse'(logos) in common, though their tongues differ, whereas each
species of animal has its own specific voice. There follows an interesting
statement of the unity of mankind in the matter of intellectual capacities
(12.13):
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But among men, father, is not logos different from race to race? It may be different,
child, but mankind is one. Thus logos is one, and is translated, and is found to be
identical in Egypt, Persia and Greece.

Logos is therefore a universal faculty, which remains undifferentiated despite
the heterogeneity of speech. This view of logos is of course associated with
the claim that there is a general law by which logos is an ingredient of reality,
including human reality, a law which makes rationality possible and guarantees the possibility of knowledge. This is a very common view: the distinctive
Hermetic contribution is to make intellect the more important of the logos/
nous capacities, and to make those who have logos only a lesser group than
those who possess intellect. Logos is a faculty which belongs to all men, but
in itself it is not adequate for their enlightenment. There is evident here a desire to introduce nuances into the generally held wisdom of the age on the
subject of the "logical" faculty, and to make room for an klite in the gnostic
manner.
In 1.6 Nous is
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of logos with Jesus constitutes one of the foundations of Patristic philosophy. The same obscurity about origins and intellectual milieu surrounds
John's Gospel, as that which surrounds the Hermetic documents. It is probably earlier than they, but must be in touch with a similar tradition. John
writes as follows:
In the beginning was the logos, and the logos was with God, and the logos was God.
The logos was with God in the beginning. All things were made through him, and
without him was made nothing which was made. In him was life, and the life was the
light of men. And the light shines in darkness, and the darkness did not grasp it.
(1.1-5)

The first two words, Ev & p ~ gare
, held by many to be a conscious recollection of the first words fo Genesis, and this is a plausible hypothesis. It is
however equally likely that there is an allusion to the Greek notion of arche,
as originating first principle: after all, it has already been noted that Aristotle
identified the logos as arche. Nothing in the above quotation is new, or even
unexpected. The tendency to differentiate between logos and God, whilst simultaneously associating them as if to annul or mitigate the distinction initially postulated, is found both in the Stoic logos, and in the text of Poimandres cited above. Here logos and nous were both distinguished and identified. John simply borrows the emanationism of the hypostatised logos from his
predecessors, and they seem t o belong to the Stoic and Middle Platonist
group. However he does go further by actually personalising the logos:
And the logos became flesh and dwelt among us.. . (1.14).
At this point the Johannine prologue makes its most radical step in the direction already taken by others. With Philo we have seen the logos as the deed
of the Father, and as the name of the Father: with Cornutus we have seen the
logos as the herald and interpreter of the Father: with John we are provided
with a logos which is the bodily representation of the Father, his incarnation.
The cohabitation of the logos with the human race means that at last the logos has been completely historicized. Ever since it became an entity, the relationship of logos with the material world had been problematic: from Aristotle onwards the question had been how, precisely, the logos was in things.
John's answer is that the logos is embodied, and his answer is distinctive in
that he sees it in one person only, whereas it had always been treated as an
overall characteristic, or a uniformly distributed force. Now the logos is concentrated in one individual, a leader and guide, and the source of the view is
probably the fusion of Greek thought with Jewish messianic concepts.
John brings the logos into time and history. It is now subject to evolution
and process, and this too must be the contribution of the Jewish linear view
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of history. Suspicion of time was very marked in both Platonism and Gnosticism, and it is henceforth to be a hallmark of Christian orthodoxy that it endorses the element of process in human experience. John does not of course
introduce the notion of history, but he introduces tense into his verbs. The
first chapter has John the Baptist uttering the paradox:
After me there comes a man who came to be before me. because he was before me.
John is playing tricks with time and sequence, in order to highlight the entry
into time of the previously timeless logos. The past, the present and the future are all envisaged: the hour is coming, and now is .. ." (5.25). The language of apocalyptic infuses the Gospel with a sense of past, present and future, and the temporalisation of the logos must be added to its incarnation,
as John's chief contribution.
Gnostic logos doctrine is quite diverse. The sources of Gnosticism lie within the religious syncretism prior to the beginnings of Christianity, but there
follows a response to Christian doctrine. In this case there is much Gnostic
reflection on the Johannine prologue.
As Elaine Pagels notes (The Johannine Gospel.. . 14), otie theme which
unites the diversity of the Gnostic movements is the treatment of the earthly
Jesus. The idea of the historicization of the divine is the issue which polarizes
Gnostics and orthodox, and Irenaeus' claim (Against the Heresies 1.10.3)
that the basic postulate (hypothesis) of the faith is being challenged by the
Gnostics shows the way in which the notion that the word became flesh constituted a major point of division. In general it is not denied by the Gnostics
that Jesus enjoyed
6'
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flesh from the Logos, who remained within the Pleroma. (The ogdoad constitutes the Gnostics' collection of intelligible principles and the Pleroma denotes the "fulness" of the divine realm, descended from the ogdoad, and
usually composed of thirty beings.) The "animal Christ" (A.H. 1.7.2), who
actually underwent suffering, was in fact very far down the scale. As Irenaeus
observes (1.9.1), John would have written differently had he wished to refer
to the generation of the ogdoad in his prologue.
Basilides distinguishes between the Logos and Christ. According to Irenaeus' account (A.H. I.24.3), Nous originates from the unbegotten Father; Logos springs from Nous; from Logos Phronesis; from Phronesis Sophia and
Dynamis, and from the last two are descended various powers, principalities
and angels. It is Nous who is called Christ, and is sent by the Father to save
those who believe in him from the "power of those who made the world"
(1.24.4). He appeared as a man and performed miracles, and in order not to
experience suffering, he transformed Simon of Cyrene into a being who
passed for Jesus, and he was crucified through ignorance and error. Jesus,
however, took on the form of Simon, and stood by laughing at those crucifying his twin. None of this, however, is the work of logos, who stands below
Nous, or Christ, in Basilides' ontological hierarchy. The Barbelognostics, on
the other hand, distinguish between Nous and Christ, who are seen as partners, Nous being created in order to assist Christ (A.H. 1.29.2). Logos is
again separare, and unites with Ennoia to produce the self-originate. In these
views we see two things: the proliferation of levels of reality, and the tendency to push logos down t o a low stage among these levels.
Valentinian Gnosticism has by far
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lieve that the order of production of logos and life should be reversed, and
that they should be said to follow Man and Church in the order of generation. The evidence of Epiphanius (Panarion 31.5.7) confirms the idea that
there was some confusion over the proper order, since it refers to the tetrad
deriving from Father and Truth, as Man, Church, Logos and Life. This tetrad came into existence in one step, and was not the result of two stages of
dyadic procreation, and it seems likely that there was some confusion over
the details of the process of generation.
What of the identification of Jesus with the Logos? Epiphanius (31.7.3) reports of Valentinus that he calls Jesus by all kinds of names, such as Saviour,
Christ, Logos, Cross, Limit and Limit-setter. But he was not the first logos, it
is said, but a much lower creation who already possessed a body from above,
and was passed on through the virgin Mary as through a pipe. H e was
brought forth simply to save the spiritual race on earth. The system of Ptolemaeus refers to "Jesus whom they also call Saviour, and Christ and Logos"
(Irenaeus 1.2.6), although there are several Christs provided for. The first
Christ is higher than the second, which is the fruit of the Pleroma and who
has angels for bodyguards (Irenaeus 1.2.6; 3.1). The multiplication of beings
in this system of thought leads to an emphasis in orthodox ciedal statements
on the idea of the "one Lord Jesus Christ", and Irenaeus states it this way in
1.3.6: in 1.4.1 he outlines the type of thought to which he objects, with
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word, which is a name, and the name is that of Christ Jesus. She then falls
immediately silent, and Marcus (the Gnostic to whom this revelation was being given) expects something more: he is rebuked because he does not understand the power of this name, and its numerological significance is expounded. Truth is described in her physical features, each part of her body
represented by a letter of the alphabet. The composite whole is called "Man"
and is said to be the source of all speech and sound, and the expression of all
that is unspeakable: the mouth of Silence. One must listen to the self-begotten word, which comes from the mouth of truth (1.14.3), and this is presumably the name Jesus Christ. The system of Marcus is concerned at this point
with the origins of speech and knowledge, and there is an investigation of the
origins of language which closely resembles the theory of the origin of numbers in Plotinus. Words are treated as elements, and letters are said to be
constantly producing other letters to infinity. Marcus makes the aeons wordelements, and gives them the power by which each can utter itself: none of
them is by itself capable of enunciating the whole.
The whole idea of the seminal process of the growth of reality, familiar
from Neoplatonismkb4 1m
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primary particles of Empedocles, and then of Plato, as expounded in the Timaeus. In fact in this dialogue (48B) Plato refers to fire, air, earth and water
as the o T o t X E i a of the all (or the universe), and the context is so close that we
may surmise that Marcus had this passage in mind, together with a section
from the Theaetetus, shortly to be discussed. For the four letters of the word
C'
Beginning" are treated as generative forces, like the four elements of Em~edocles.as reintemreted in Plato's Timaeus. Various other names and sets
of letters are pronounced, and each letter has its own image, pronunciation
and appearance. "The sounds are those which have given form to the immaterial and unbegotten aeon.. ." Marcus envisages the creative process on the
following model: the word Delta contains five letters, each of which have
names, delta, epsilon and so on. Each of these contain letters which themselves have names, and so on to infinity, and in this way a word seems t o engender an endless series of other words. H e seems here t o be borrowinz" the
"
machinery of Neoplatonism, in particular the idea of procession from the
One, a notion used to explain the engendering of the World. Plotinus, for
example chooses number as his seminal influence, and has a number of henads (or units) which are both autonomous and heteronomous (terms which
could be used to describe Marcus' stoicheia), and which themselves descend
into multiplicity.

.

Thus all number is prior to beings.. .
Since Being comes from the One, and the latter was one, it must itself be number. For
this reason they say that forms are henads and numbers. (Ennead VI.6.9)
Thus the emanationism of the Platonic account of the genesis of reality is reworked to provide an account of reality which has speech and its origins as
the e rime factor.
The manufacturing of discourse reaches a stage where the name Christ Jesus is pronounced by Truth, as noted above (Irenaeus 1.14.4). Truth then
falls silent, and Marcus expects her to say more: The Tetrad explains to him
that he has underestimated the words already spoken. This name is not a
trivial name, she tells him, but one of great power. It is not a ancient name,
but a special name, consisting of many parts among the aeons of the Pleroma. Jesus contains six letters (in Greek), and there are a total of twenty-four
letters emanating from the powers above. One need not go into the detailed
arithmetic of those letter/elements, but it is interesting to note that there is
category of semi-vowels which occupy the middle position between consonants and vowels, <' receiving of the outflow of those above, and elevating
those below" (Irenaeus 1.14.5). This is a typical Platonic scheme, with graduated levels of being, from higher to lower, but with each level operating as
link in the chain, and in some way sharing in the characteristics of both the
level above and that below. Marcus is observing a distinction in quality be-

.
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tween consonants and vowels, the unvoiced letters and the voiced. As reality
proceeds t o be generated, it moves from silence to consonant, to semi-vowel,
to vowel, to voice which forms all things: from silence to word, in fact. The
seven vowels, representing the most articulate stage of the process of the generation of speech, belong to Man and Church, which we have frequently
seen to represent one of the last stages in the creative process. The voice goes
forth from Man, and forms all things, and there is a distinction between echo
and voice which has some utility in the system. The echo gives things form.
The stages of reality correspond to stages in articulation:
Father and Truth: nine letter/elernents, being the consonants n, K, t, p, y, 6, cp,

X, 0

1
Logos and Life: eight letter/elements, being the semi-vowels h, p, V, p, o,<,5,

1
Man and Church: seven letter/elements, being the vowels a,E, q, t, 0, U, a

The number of letters in each case is conveniently in descending order, whilst
the stage of articulation, or voicing is advanced, and so there is symmetry
within the descendcreation model typical of these emanationist systems.
There are seven heavens at a lower stage in the creation process (Irenaeus
I.14.7), and each of these utter the vowels: the first heaven utters alpha, the
second epsilon, the third eta, and so on until the seventh, which gives voice
to omega. Together, the seven heavens sound out the praises of him who
produced them, and the sound of this goes up to the Father: its echo returns
to earth, and gives shape and form to things there.
It is possible that there is in this material another allusion to the logos doctrine of John: 1, since in verse 14 the additional feature is adduced, that with
the presentation of the logos in the flesh, his glory (doxa) was beheld. In
Marcus' story, the combined utterance of the seven vowel sounds praises the
father, and "the glory of this sound is sent up again to the Forefather"
(1.14.7). In the next section it is said that the seven powers glorify (doxazousi) the Logos by their sounds. Whilst this may be a reference to John 1.14,
there is also at stake the wider Jewish concept of the glory of God, and thus
Irenaeus mentions Marcus' use of Psalm 19 (18).1: "The heavens declare the
glory of God". The logos is substituted for God in Marcus' account, and the
following verses of the Psalm give a probable source for much of Marcus'
theorising:
Day to day pours forth speech,
and night to night declares knowledge.
There is no speech, nor are there words;
Their voice is not heard;
yet their voice goes out through all the earth,
And their words to the end of the world (2-4).
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Marcus' use of the logos concept is strikingly distinct from that obtaining in
general during this period, for he emphasises the concept of speech in its externalised sense, as voice. The word which, when spoken, was the beginning
of things, was the word =beginningn,and then follows an aetiology of speech
in mythical form which progresses to the eventual utterance of vowels, which
are regarded as the expression of voice at its most articulate, of sound at its
furthest remove from silence.
The discussion of elements, words and vowels recalls most clearly the famous passage in Plato's Theaetetus, in which Socrates seems to encounter
great difficulties in giving his account of knowledge. Accordingly, he relates
a dream he has had, about the unknowability and inexplicability of the ultimate elements of reality (201E). Reasoning, it is said, arises out of the combination of names (202B), but what of the primal elements, who have no explanation and about whom no combination of names is possible? These elements have names, but the names do not explain them. Socrates claims to be
unhappy about the view which they have agreed on, namely that the elements
(o~otx~ta)
are unknowable, and that only things which are combinations of
such elements are knowable. The argument moves to the analysis of letters
and syllables: are syllables knowable, since they are single entities? There is a
distinction made between vowels and consonants, but all letters are equally
unknowable:
And so it is quite right to say that they are inexplicable (aloga), since the most distinct
of them, the seven vowels, have only voice, but no explanation ( logos) at all. (203B)
It is clear that Marcus draws on this fund of material for his own philosophical fantasy, since he uses the idea of the letter as element, but promotes it to
a creative function never imagined by Socrates in the original discussions.
Marcus' logos theology involves the by now inevitable notion of logos as
an entity among the pantheon of transcendental beings, but also stresses the
voice aspect of logos, out of its broad range of meanings. The importance of
logos in the cosmic process is not then that it endows reason, or that it disseminates thought processes into the fundamental material of the cosmos,
but that it breaks the silence. The Father, who dwelt in silence, decided t o
make speakable that which was unspeakable, and to give form to the invisible. The two acts are associated in Marcus' view, since the giving of form and
the establishment of physical reality, is the result of speech coming into existence. The primary particles of physical reality are the letters of the word
"beginning".
The Tripartite Tractate, one of the longest and most legible of the Nag
Hammadi discoveries, contains frequent reference to a logos theology and in
some respects can be classified as being close to Valentinian Gnosticism in
thought. In 76, it refers to the intention of the Logos to d o something good,
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and to the fact that he gave glory to the Father. H e had attempted to achieve
something which lay beyond his powers, in bringing forth a perfect being;
and what he produced was therefore defective. Much of the Tripartite Tractate is devoted to the construction of the Logos, and his work has the two
distinct aspects of the paradox of creation. It brings into existence both the
world and the beings which transcend it, but since these same beings are a
down-flowing from the perfect being, they are imperfect and insubstantial.
The Tractate frequently speaks in positive terms of what is made by the Logos, as for example in 99, where in response to the "lust for power" (trans.
Attridge, Mueller) of the two orders of the Psychic and the Hylic, he gave
each an appropriate rank, and an area of jurisdiction. Each of the archons receives a command and a place, and the result is a complete hierarchy of beings in levels of subjection and dominance. In 96 his work of "beautification"
is described, and part of his task is said to be the preservation of that which is
good in the Pleroma. Yet not all his work has the character of beauty or
goodness, because it is the logos who carries on the act of rashness which results in creation. H e is only one of the aeons, one who wished to comprehend the Father: he was last to be produced, and was young in age. He
looked into the depth, and doubted: because he looked away from the light,
since he could not bear it, he looked down and was therefore afflicted with
self-doubt, division, forgetfulness and ignorance, both of himself and of true
being. The Logos is thus a painfully inadequate artisan of the created world,
though he is not to be condemned (77). H e became weak, like a female who
has lost her virility (78). The Logos, being defective, brought forth defective
things (78), and they were weak and incapacitated by their nature (81).
The drama of the Logos is played out on the basis of his unsuccessful grab
for knowledge, and his subsequent living out of a career, which though it is
ostensibly creative and constructive, is uninformed. The Tripartite Tractate
begins with a long discussion of the Father, his qualities and his negated
qualities. He is of course incomprehensible, immeasurable and illimitable: the
standard negative statements about the highest principle. The Father dwells
in "untastable sweetness" (56), with the Son who has existed with him from
the beginning. Their offspring are like kisses given by them, since the kiss is
one and many at the same time, and springs from thoughts which are at once
good, and insatiable (57, 58). They produce a group of aeons (intelligible
principles) which produce others; the entire group of aeons has a "love and
longing for the perfect, complete discovery of the Father" (71). He does not
wish them to know him, and it seems from the text that being known would
detract from his being, and that out of a desire to preserve his autonomy, he
keeps the aeons from knowledge of him. Among the aeons, there is one,
younger than the rest, which is destined to become the Logos. This one (74)
desires to grasp the incomprehensible, despite the limits on language set in
his level of existence (the Pleroma). This aeon is a unity, though not from
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the Father or the Son; he has the nature of wisdom, and intends t o examine
what is hidden. He intended to do something good, but attempted an act
which he was incapable of achieving. The Father drew away from him, in order to maintain the existing limits (76). H e became convinced that he would
obtain knowledge of the unknowable, and so overextended himself, with the
result that he became ill with self-doubt, and he failed to attain the Father.
And so he produced things which were only shadows, images and likenesses:
he had not been able to bear gazing into the light, and therefore looked into
the depth and developed doubt (77). His predictions lack reason and light,
and belong t o vain thought (78).
In this way the production of the world, which the Tripartite Tract$te is
careful not t o condemn, is based on ignorance and failure. That which was to
be the inspiration of the Logos, this younger member of the aeons, was not
grasped, with the result that the world was based on misunderstanding and
on an unplanned movement. The problem of knowledge, and the impossibility of gaining it, is at stake in all this. All the aeons are imbued with the desire
for knowledge, but they are kept from it. What we inhabit springs from this
intellectual failure. With astonishing virtuosity, the Tripartite Tractate reverses the whole late Greek and early Christian notion of the Logos: it is now
the principle of failed reason. In many respects Gnostic thought parodies o r
reverses the mainstream ideas of the Greek and Jewish traditions, and the
present example is an ample testimony to this part of Gnosticism, which one
might describe as its negative dependency on traditional systems. Though the
Tripartite Tractate stresses that one should not condemn the movement of
the Logos, since it is the cause of an order which was destined to be ( 7 3 , the
whole thrust of the document is that the world is seriously impaired, and that
living in it is living an imperfect life. The cause of this is its creator, the Logos, or the aeon who wanted to have ultimate knowledge, but failed.
The dethroning of logos is completed in the Tripartite Tractate. Its position was weakened once it had become an hypostasis, and it was therefore
possible to locate it on a scale of being. The last Gnostic view described retains the connection of logos with reason and discourse, but regards this as a
low-level faculty. Reason is in fact ignorant, and all its works are tainted with
ignorance. That which was isolated by the Presocratics as the route to truth,
has become the cause of ignorance. Marcus, on the other hand, stresses the
role of logos as that which breaks the silence clouding the transcendent
realms, and that which ultimately produces voice. Marcus is concerned with
language in its most material form, but he too sees the process as a descent
from purer reality. Marcus' speculation is that the beginning of reality was a
word. namelv arche. and that the letters of this word form the ~ r i m a r velements of sensible realitv.
Aristotle begins the process of the reification of logos, and once it has become an entity, it can be appropriated by anyone. Phi10 demonstrates this by
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making it into the intermediary which renders the Father intelligible in discourse to the world, but the Gnostics also appropriate it for certain tasks in
their myths of descent into matter. And it is here that the deconstructionist
tendency of the Gnostics reveals itself at work, for they focus on the underside of reason, that negative aspect of it which suggests epistemological failure. The limits of reason become their interest. and its inca~acitvis what
they see, spread across material reality. The reification of logos contributes a
new verb, to "logoff, and gives the logos the power to stamp itself on reality, for better or for worse. Reality itself is now known as "logical" (logikos),
and is held t o have the characteristics of logos, with all its competence, and
all its incompetence. For the revisionist Tripartite Tractate, this reality lacks
substance, since the Logos only succeeded in creating images and phantasms,
and "that which is dead is ignorance" (Tri. Trac. 105).
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III. Thought as sight
By the time of Plotinus it has become clear that Neoplatonism will, portray
thought as a process of becoming what one contemplates. The intellectual
process is indistinguishable from the objects it is involved with* Thought is
not a separate register, requiring translation from the world of objects: a
common modern view would see the intellectual process in such terms, separating thought and being as entirely different genres. On such a view thought
somehow runs parallel to reality, responding to it in its own entirely separate
way, following its own path, but somehow mimeographing reality in its own
terms. Thought
- is seen as reality in code. For Plotinus, however, the true way
is "to be, our very selves, that &e are to see" (VI.7.15.30-2). Intellect and its
objects are therefore held to merge in some way.
Further, the philosophy of late antiquity seems to emphasise the holistic
aspect of thought. The intellect is able to grasp things immediately, in a
flash, and in their whole structure. This is a separate issue in that it focusses
on two other aspects of thought, namely its ability to grasp some thing (i)
suddenly, and (ii) as a whole. This higher exercise of %poO~.is
distinguished
from its lower form, which involves the separating of things into lists of
items: the lower form of thought is ultimately destructive of any attempt to
grasp the unity of things, or things in their wholeness.
The classical Greek view of the thinking process is therefore an issue of
importance. Reason is one matter, but thinking and the intellect are another.
It will be the intention in this chapter and the next to dwell on the meaning
of VOOS (mind, or understanding) and its derivatives, since little has been
done to isolate the particularly Greek understanding of thinking. In many
ways nous has a similar career to logos, in that it begins as a capacity, and
ends as a cosmic principle. §,nell omitted it from discussion in The ~ i s c o v e r y
of Mind, but it is an important issue: what is the understanding of thought in
the classical period? How does intellect grasp its objects?
Any consideration of this issue must begin with a review of the work of
von Fritz, who wrote two papers on intellect in early Greek thought, one on
the Homeric poems and the other on the Presocratic philosophers. H e points
to the famous third line of the Odyssey (1943:86), where it is said of Ulysses
thalt "he knew the mind (VQOS)of many people". Where we should more naturally say in English that one knows the 'kays" of many peoples, the Greek
here makes the mind the cultural variant. As von Fritz points

nous here sltands for a mode of thought
- which issues in
action. He further notes (84) that many of the Homeric passages associate
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thinking with violent emotion, and the thinking process is seen as the source
of the latter.
An important ingredient in the meaning of the word is the notion of becoming aware, of "realising". The "noetic" capacity does not involve planning,
to be followed by the realisation of the project: rather the awareness
experienced may lead to planning and its results. The awareness gained in the
noetic experience may lead to some emotion, despite the fact that later Greek
philosophy, in particular Stoicism, contrasted mind and emotion. Von Fritz,
partly agreeing with Boehme (Die Seele ...), notes that even in the Homeric
poems there is some trace of this later tendency to contrast v o a ~with emotion, and refers us for references to one of Boehme's notes (53, n. 2).
However, Boehme's evidence is of a slightly different character: he in fact.
refers to Iliad 24 (358) which speaks of Priam's mind (noos) being confounded, and his great fear; to Iliad 12 (255) where thunderloving Zeus
weakens the noos of the Achaeans by producing a storm; and to Iliad 9 (554),
where anger is said to swell the minds of the people. These passages show
both the tendency to contrast mind and emotion, and to allow for some interaction bemeen them. It is clear, as von Fritz notes, that a sudden emotional experience may set in train the noetic understanding or awareness which
will then result in thought and planning of various kinds (1943:87). Seeing
( i 6 ~ i v )is also brought into relation with thinking, so that perception and
thought have a close relationship, and it is argued that thinking ( v o ~ i v is
) often conceived as a kind of "mental perception" (1943:90), whereby one apprehends not as the result of a chain of reasoning, but of an intellectual
sighting of the issue involved. The seeing of the essence of a situation is the
most important aspect of the noetic process, and we shall return to this theme
in connection with the allegory of the cave, at the end of this chapter.
Among philosophers Xenophanes was the first t o use the verb noein: in
Fragment 24 (DK) he says of God that "he sees as a whole, he apprehends
(VOET)as a whole, he hears as a whole".
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translating thought into action and motion, that is, deeds: God '"shakes"
reality by his mind alone.
Heraclitus has several important usages:
Those who speak with intelligence (vbq)must rely on what is common
as a city on its law, and much more so. (I31 14)

(
to all,

cc
There is a play on words, between intelligence" (~605)and "common"
(5~~62)
reflects an etymology of some significance in Hesaclitus' mind. T h e notion of some common fund of intelligence available t o
all men, and to be relied upon, brings us very close to the Heraclitean logos.
16 this fragment was used to illuminate Fragment 2 where the logos
is referred to as being "in common". There is a certain comparability
law, which is universally respected, and which governs all men. The canonical material on which intelligence relies has a universality like that of the law,
and this is as far as the analogy can be pressed. Von Fritz (loc. cit.) does
press it further however, and is thus able to identify that which is "in common" with the "divine law which governs everything", since this is said to lie
behind the law of the city-state. ?;his leads von ~ r i t to
i the eiaggerated conclusion:

V h a t Heraclitus claims is merely that it is not possible to 'understandy anything of
this kind properly unless the divine law which governs everything is part of the picture. (1945:233)

H e is thus enabled to see v o as~the~faculty of perceiving the essence of the
divine law. This is a conclusion which is not permitted by the evidence, which
merely supplies us with the notion that the intelligence has access t o some.
thing which is universal. Fragment B 113 tells us what is universal, or In
common') ( 5 0 ~ 6 ~it) :is thought. It is as if thought is identical from person to
person, and race to race.
Parmenides establishes an important direction for the meaning of v o o ~
and its derivatives, just as he had done for logos. The famous Fragment 8
(line 34) refers t o thought, and Fragment 3 links being and thought. There
are few more crucial lines in Greek philosophy than Parmenides' famous
seeming identification of being and lthoughe in the third Fragment:
CC

TO

yhp a h 6 vo~iivGo~ivTE ~ a~ivae.
i

H o w can this be translated? The most natural translation is as follows:
"thinking and being are the same thing". Yet two weighty authorities, Guthrie and TarPn, translate differently from this, Guthrie's version being as follows:
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. . . for it is the same thing that can be thought and can be. (A History of Greek Philosophy 11.14)

Guthrie is making this Fragment follow immediately on Fragment 2, and he
interprets it in the light of this supposed context. Fragment 2 concerns the
impossibility of knowing that which is not, or of stating it, and Fragment 3, if
taken as a rejoinder to these observations, would have the force of asserting
that it is one and the same thing which is, and which is the object of thought.
Yet it does not seem clear that such an observation fits entirely well with the
content of Fragment 2, though many have thought so, including Diels himself. As TarAn observes (42), this assumption probably derives from the feeling that the claim that not-Being is inconceivable, would need some sort of
demonstration. Parmenides would not simply assert the unknowability of
not-Being without some supporting assertion. Now of course this is not a
good reason for joining one fragment to another. Simply that they look as if
they are about the same thing should not lure us into imagining that they necessarily fit together, convenient though this may be. There is no compelling
argument for linking 2 and 3, since the third is not quite an explanation of
the end sf the second. There is no reason for introducing the concept of "the
same thing": ( ~ .6.. a6ab), as an addendum to the contents of Fragment 2.
There seems then to be no reason for translating in any other than the simplest way:
"Thought and Being are the same thing".

Fragment 6.1 similarly links thought and being, and is similarly difficult to
translate:
Xpq TO h k y ~ ~TEvvoetv T' 6Ov @~EVO;L
"It is necessary to say and to think Being" (TarAn 54).
"What can be spoken and thought of must be (i.e. exist)" (Guthrie 11.17).

These m o hermeneutic efforts are quite different, and Mourelatos (The
Route of Parmenides 15) concludes very scrupulously that syntactic ambiguity makes "gratuitous any attempt to obtain from these lines positive information regarding Parmenides' philosophical doctrine." This concern for method is altogether laudable, but it is in the gambling spirit that I would suggest
the following translation: "It is necessary that the saying and thinking of being must stand", i.e. the view that being is the object of speech and thought
must be preserved at all costs. A third passage on the LWO ideas may be found
in Fragment 8.34:
~ a 6 ~ 6'
bv
VOEW IFE ~ a Ol~ ~ V E K E~VG T v6qpa
L
"It is the same to think and the thought that (the object of thought) exists.. ."
(TarAn 86)
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"W'hat can be thought (apprehended) and the thought that 'it is' are the same.. ."
(Guthrie 11.39)

Again, the curiously divergent translations render it difficult to make statements about the philosophy of Parmenides, and much turns on the meaning
of OSVEKEV,as von Fritz' discussion indicates (1945:238). This question
should be argued out in another place, and we shall simply note here that it is
difficult to translate the line. Mourelatos' effort, however, seems the most
careful and the most lucid:
"And the same is to think of and wherefore is the thinking". (The Route..

. 170)

The thinking and its source are the same, and this seems to be a claim that
thought and its objects are identical, if we take it that the objects are the substance of thought. Despite the fact that this is a latesounding sentiment, it
seems that Parmenides advocated it in some form. H e is not claiming that t o
speak of something implies its existence, as Guthrie suggests (II.17), but
more that the existence of an object and its being thought are inter-dependent (see below, p.75). The meaning of the word VQEW is crucial here: it does
not mean to "think" in the sense of deploying rational, syllogistic reasoning,
but to "see" intellectually. Becoming aware of, or "sighting" an event or fact
is closer to the meaning of the word. It is therefore understandable that it
should be claimed that the existence of thought must spring from the existence of an object. Why then is it not claimed that seeing and existence are
the same thing, o r hearing and existence? These two faculties are equally object-related, but VOOS and its objects are singled out for specific treatment.
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to is alleged to have identified them with "the idea9': as Brkhier notes (Plotin
V.26 n. 3), Plotinus is very vague about where Plato actually says this.
Parmenides' Fragment is then cited as showing that being resides not in sensible things, since Parmenides identified being and intelligence. Plotinus does
not seek to interpret further than this, and his main interest devolves on the
validity or otherwise of Parmenides' concept of the One. Clement of Alexandria also preserves the Fragment (Stromateis VI.2.23.3), but it forms part of
a
of classical quotations, cited
examples
merely of
plagiarism from Jewish wisdom. No particular interpretation of fragment is ofed.
It is important to note that "speaking" crops up in two out of the three
gments cited. In 6.1 thinking and speaking of being are coupled, and
-6 it is claimed that
"you will not find thought without being, in which
it has spoken..

Critique of Guthrie's discussion of Parmenides
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ent. The idealist mistake he considers therefore to be built into the verb "to
think", since this verb seems to require objects to function.
H e further labours (11.2) a comparison between Descartes and Parmenides, finding that for the latter as for the former, the starting-point was
thought. But for Parrnenides, cc the first inference was not: cogito ergo sum, but
cogito, ergo est quod cogito.'' Parmenides is thus committed willy-nilly to having made the Idealist mistake of supposing, for example, that thinking about
the present King of France must entail the actual existence of a present King
of France, for him to be thought about.
There is a big leap from the fragments to this statement of the position,
and whilst it is true that Parmenides is saying something about a special relationship between thinking and being, it is not at all clear that it is along these
lines. We can begin by noting that Parrnenides sees a very intimate relationship between thought
and being.
- This is not like the relationship between
hearing and being, or seeing and being, as noted below (p.74). m y is
thinking identified with being, whereas seeing is not? There is an asymmetry
here, which alerts us to the need to define thinking in a way which differentiates it entirely from the two modes of sense-perception used as examples.
The answer appears to be that sense-perception deals with the area of opinion. Parmenides' One Being does not contain fire, air, earth and water, is not
visible or audible: the data of sense-perception belong ro the way of seeming,
and it is here that mortals go astray. In Fragment 8 (50) Parmenides dismisses the distinction between fire and night, and relegates it to the status of
mistaken perception. It is as if mortals have brought them into a fictitious existence, and it is not clear how Parmenides sees the naming process. Are the
names given by human beings allocated to some sort of appearances, or do
these things come into existence along with the names. Where do the appearances come from? Cornford concludes (Plato and Parmenides 50) that
Parmenides leaves this unexplained: "The problem was left for Plato to attempt, and he everywhere implies that no solution was to be found in ParmeT h e objects of sight and hearing therefore, have no real existence, and for
Parmenides there is either Being o r mst-Being, with no intermediate area
such as the world of Becoming envisaged by Piato. Thought, on the other
hand, is applied to Being, and this puts it on a very different footing from the
sensible faculties. One can say that rhought is dependent on being for its existence: being is that in which it takes place, and is lormed. Indeed t l m g h t is
being, and if one is to be seen as dependent on the other, then it would be
preferable to reverse Guthrie's order, and regard thought as dependent on
being. There is something in the way in which the Greek of this period uses
~ ~gives a special possibility to Parmenides: it is on the one
the word v o which
hand the ability to pick out the essence of a situation, to see it as a whole, independently of its component parts. But it has also an objective exiseence.
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Nous is not only a faculty, but is also an entity, and this aspect of its usage
has not been properly examined in the attempt to elucidate the Parmenidean
problem. Concentration has focussed on mind as a knowing, o r apprehending faculty. T o the question of how it functions, various answers have been
given: von Fritz, for example, was principally concerned with promoting the
importance of intuition in the Parmenidean understanding of the thinking
process: "So for Parmenides himself, what, for lack of a better word, may be
is still most important" (1945:243).
called the intuitional element in the ~ 6 0 5
Guthrie does more to stress the extra-noetic characteristics of vooq, noting
that it is considered to be independent of, and over and above the other human faculties, "more than human" (11.18). H e cites fragment 1018 (Nauck2)
of Euripides, which states that "the nous in each of us

Empedocles' thought like sensation
One further point is crucial. Being is not only the stuff of thought, it is also the ground of speech. Fragment 6.1 (see below, p.64) is difficult of interpretation, but we can at least say that it involves both the thinking and the
saying of being. B8.35-6 (see p.66) claims that "you will not find thought
without being, in which it has been spoken.. .". Being is not only the stuff of
thought, but also of speech (presumably of true speech): thought, one notes,
is something spoken, and it is spoken in being. No doubt the reason for this
lies in the understanding of the "is" in a standard predicative sentence as having an ontological import. "The King is dead" is a statement which Parmenides would see as made out of Being: its underlying substance is Being.
Modern Anglosaxon philosophy in its presumed wisdom distinguishes between the predicative and ontological uses of the verb to "be", and Parmenides did not do so. A statement like the above is simply an example of Being
at work, of existence existing. Speech is Being being what it is.
Another approach to the thinking process is associated with the old G_reek
principle that like is known by like, whish runs throughout the classical tradition, but it is chiefly associated with Empedocles. Combining fragments 109
and 107 we read:
With earth we see earth, with water water, with air the divine air, but with fire destructive fire, with love love and with strife we see dismal strife; for out of these are
all things formed and harmonised, and with these they think and feel pleasure and
pain.

Perception is explained by the idea of the merging of the perceiver and the
perceived: physical objects give off emanations which fit into the pores of
each sense organ (see Theophrastus, De Sensu 7). Because they radiate parts
of themselves, sense objects are able to come into physical contact with the
sense receptors of the human perceivers, and it is important that these effluences make contact with the pores into which they pass. An object giving off
an emanation which is too small or too large for the pores it encounters will
have no effect, and sensation will not result. It is difficult to reconstitute Empedocles' views on the mechanisms whereby the five senses operate, though it
is clear enough that cognition results from physical bodies touching each
other. As for thought, there is little enough evidence to go on. Fragment 105
tells us that thought takes place in the blood, ". .. for the b l o ~ daround the
heart is thought." We are told by Theophrastus (De Sensu 10) that Empedocles considered thought and sensation to be much the same in character. The
principle that ignorance results from the interaction of dissimilars, and
knowledge from the interaction of similars must therefore apply in some
way. One is at a loss to see where blood comes into external physical reality,
to provide the merging required by Empedocles' general principles. We cannot go further on this point, but Fragment 108 should be noted:
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T o the extent that men change, they think different thoughts.

If Aristotle, to whom we owe this Fragment, is interpreting it correctly, then
the above means that thought is materially based, and the change envisaged
is of the bodily type. Thought then is a function of the body, but it does
come into being when the blood coalesces with the outside object, or its products.
Anaxagoras has been referred to above: a little older than Empedocles, and
a little younger than Parmenides, he made thought the apex of his cosmology. "Mind", the essential force of the cosmos, was somewhat like a combination of Parmenides' Being and a slightly embellished portrait of the workings
and efficacy of the ordinary human mind. Mind sets reality in order (D.L.
11.6): it is infinite, independent, unmixed, and alone. Its function is as follows:
Mind sets everything in order, what was to be, what was but is not now, and all that
now is and shall be, and this revolution in which revolve the stars, sun, moon, air and
fire (aitber) that are being separated off. This revolution made the separating off: the
dense is separated from the rare, the hot from the cold, the bright from the dark, the
dry from the wet. There are many portions of many things, and no one thing is completely separated or divided from another, except Mind. (Fr. 12, DK 38, 10-39, 4)

Anaxagoras' view of cosmic mind is based, no doubt, on an analogy with the
human mind in its creative and initiating aspects. The functions of planning
for the future, and of executing such plans by moving objects, are made into
the defining characteristics of cosmic Mind, and some of the limitations
which ordinarily weigh on the human conceiving of plans, and on their execution, are removed for the sake s f aggrandising the cosmic principle. We
might, somewhat unfairly, extrapolate from Anaxagoras' cosmic Mind to a
definition of what he thought mind to be in ordinary experience. The characteristics of mind would, on this analysis emerge as the capacity to conceive of
the future, to draw up plans for it, to impose order, and above all to initiate
motion.
T o what extent do men possess Mind? Fragment 13 tells us that "after
Mind began motion, it began to separate off from all that was moved". (This
translation follows that of Guthrie: for his account of others, and the difficulties, see 11.274, n. 2.) The thrust of Anaxagoras' position seems to be the
distinguishing between motion and its cause, and there is therefore a prima
facie case for seeing cosmic Mind and human mind as quite distinct. In fact
he was attacked by Plato and Aristotle for having Mind withdraw so decisively from the material world, and for giving explanations based on material
causes (Plato, Phaeds 97; Aristotle, Metaph. 985"18). However, prior to his
criticism, Aristotle praises Anaxagoras for his achievement, and credits him
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with the idea that living creatures have nozas. And Aristotle tells us elsewhere
(De anima 494b2) that Anaxagoras held mind to be in all things that have life,
of whatever status. But his interest here seems to lie in the controlling and
moving function of mind, rather than the epistemological questions of
knowledge and reasoning. We can do little else than identify it with the lifeprinciple in animate beings, but we can note that it is a shared phenomenon.
Human mind is part of a larger pool of cosmic mind: it is part of the essence
of reality, comparable with Parmenides' identity of being and thought.
Anaxagoras was, however, favoured by the Sceptics, as indicated in chapter 1 (see p.36). Sextus Empiricus tells us that he cast doubt on the validity of
the evidence of the senses, by using the example of vision. If one gradually
mixes two colours, he said, one will be unable to pick out the stages of colour
change. We know that these stages occur, yet we cannot see them. Sight,
therefore, cannot be trusted t o detect that which takes place in fact. H e thus
finds favour with the Sceptics, but we d o not really know what alternative to
the senses was offered by him. What was the efficacy of mind, in contrast to
the senses? Presumably the mind obtains knowledge, but the evidence does
not permit us t o say anything at all about how it knows.
Democritus' theory of knowledge was an attempt to meei the epistemological problems which were the legacy of Presocratic cosmological speculation. The senses were widely recognized to be inadequate, and the establishment of the authority of reason brought with it a series of attendant problems concerning the means whereby knowledge could be obtained. It had become clear what the tool of the intellect was to be, but not so clear how it
was to function. According to Sextus Empiricus, Democritus rejected the evidence of the senses (Against the Logicians 1.135-6), because he thought that
the true picture of reality lay in the theory of the atomic vortex which he had
advanced. T h e pictures available to one through sense perception must therefore be rejected as misleading. This he called a "bastard" form of cognition.
Now in these passages he practically rejects all apprehension, even though it is only
the senses that he singles out for attack. But in his "Canons" he says that there are
two kinds of knowledge, one obtained by the senses and the other by the intellect. Of
these he calls that by the intellect
and attests its trustworthiness for the
judgment of truth, and that through the senses "bastard", denying its freedom from
error in the discernment of truth. (Against the Logicians 1.137)

Democritus did not however deny that truth existed, or that it could be apprehended. Fragment 117 tells us that "truth is in the depths", and that it is
hidden (b6qhov) from us (Arist., Metaph. 1009b2). Precisely how the mind
obtained its grasp of this imperceptible truth is not clear to us, and as
Guthrie points out (II.462), it is probable that both Leucippus and Democritus were unsuccessful in relating mental processes to their materialist and at-
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omist explanation of all reality. Thought occurred by the physical contact of
atoms on the soul, itself a conglomerate of atoms, and mind took its raw material from the evidence of the senses, however faulty (Frag. 125, quoted by
Guthrie 11.460). These must have provided a means of apprehending the true
nature of the atoms after their apparent nature had registered itself through
the senses.
With Plato and Aristotle we move to the major attempts to define mind
and thought, in response to the problem area established in the field of epistemology by their predecessors. Yet the problem it not only a problem of
knowing, since nous in Plato resembles very much the cosmic principle of
Anaxagoras. It has been noted earlier that there was a tendency to hypostatize logos late in the Hellenistic period, and it was argued that this was foreign to classical Greek philosophy. However the tendency to make of Mind a
cosmic principle, resembling a hypostasis, reaches back to Anaxagoras and is
maintained by Plato. Early in the Timaeus, he tells us that the cosmos is a Iiving creature endowed with both soul and mind ( nous). In this tale (29E) God
is said to have come upon reality when it was in a discordant and disordered
state. Me brought it into order, and being able to perform only the "fairest"
( ~ h h h t o ~ oactions,
v)
and seeing that sf visible creatures those with mind
(sous) were fairer than those without, he placed mind within soul, and placed
them within the body of the All. In this way the cosmos is possessed of mind
and soul, and in this way ontology is introduced into epistemology since the
exercise of reason will resemble not so much the application of a technique to
objects, as the striving after self.
The real lover of knowledge will strive for true being; he will not devote
his attention to particular instances, but will pursue things until he comes into contact with this essence. Through "mingling with genuine reality, he
would beget intelligence and truth" (Republic 490B). Once this has been
achieved, he will enjoy true life and growth: noteworthy here is the order of
events envisaged by Plato. In the first place the individual has to discover the
true nature of things, coming together with genuine reality: this change of
state then leads to his capacity to "generate intelligence" (nous).
In a fragment of discussion from the sixth book of the Republic, the objects of knowledge are discussed (507B), and it is admitted that there is a
class of things which can be seen, but not thought. There is also a class of
things which can be thought (noeistbai), and not seen. The discussion does
not terminate at this point, so that the piece of dialogue should not be taken
as more than an intellectual incident, but it is fascinating to note how rigidly
objects are allotted to their appropriate receptors. The objects of thought are
for thinking, and those of vision are for seeing. The objects of thought are
the ideas, and one presumes that thought cannot see, hear or perform the
functions of any of the five senses.
A further limitation in the separation of the faculties is as folilows. TThen
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the soul focusses on the domain of truth and reality, it apprehends ( & v ~ ~ G E )
these things, and "seems to possess intelligence" (noz-zs:503D). When, on the
other hand, it focusses on the lower regions, it can achieve only opinion, and
cc
seems not to possess intelligence (noz-zs)".The power to know results not
from the efforts of the individual, nor from the quality of his intellect, nor
from some other internal ability, but from the external objects themselves.
"This thing which gives truth to the things which are known, and the power of h o w ing to the knower, must be said to be the idea of the good, it being the cause of
science (episteme) and of truth to the extent that it is known". (Rep. 508E)

The efficacy of nows is not therefore a matter of sharpening the intellectual
instruments, or of perfecting one's attack on problems of the intellect, but it
springs from its objects. Reality is the cause of knowledge and truth, and it
somehow activates the knowing faculties by its presence. D o they exist in its
absence? The answer is not clear, but it is as if they are dependent on it for
their own being. However one important reservation is stated at the end of
the above quotation: realicy is the cause sf truth to the extent that it is known
(. . . d15 y t y v o a ~ o p b qpBv
~ GtavooD.. . 593D). There is hire an odd paradox, since on the one hand external reality is the cause of truth being apprehended, yet on the other it sometimes fails in its task since truth is not always
known. Clearly cognition must depend in some degree on the knowing subject, whether on his intellectual ability or his attention to the reality in question.
Yet this passage, an important one for the Neoplatonic disciples, continues
to insist on the truth-givingness as a characteristic of the object apprehended.
An ccinconceivablebeauty" (kpfi~avovK&?L?Los) is menrioned, which is the
source of science and truth, but it itself surpasses them in beauty (509A).

.. . the objects of knowledge, it will be said, not only receive from the presence of the
good their being known, but their being and essence comes from it, though the good
itself is not essence, but surpasses essence in dignity and power ( ~ Z ~ K E LT V~~o6oiag
S
npsofkiq. ~ aGuvQp~t
i
..., 509B).
This last phrase is one of the most frequently cited expressions in Neoplatonic literature, which is coloured by key excerpts from Plato's dialogues, in
much the same way as the English language owes much of its phrasing to the
Authorised Version of the Bible. In Neoplatonism that which "surpasses essence in dignity and power" is the high'st principle, the One or the Good,
and Plato's treatment of the Form of the Good is usually held to presage the
portrait of the Neoplatonic One.
The Good then furnishes being and knowability, but is itself beyond these
two characteristics. Just as light and vision are obviously like the sun, but are
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just as obviously not to be identified with the sun, so the Good is the source
of being and knowability, but lies beyond them (509). The discussion moves
into an analysis of different types of reasoning, and in particular that pursued by geometers, who treat their hypotheses as a means of reaching the "unhypothetical" ( & v u . ~ Q ~ ~ T
51QIB),
u : or that which is known to be true without the making of assumptions. From this principle other reasoning flows: we
have here a fleeting reference to the mathematical technique of synthesis,
which will be referred to later in connection with middle Platonism, and also
with Origen. Plato wishes to label the reasoning technique of the geometers
dianoia (understanding), and to place it as intermediate between reason
( nous) and opinion (doxa). The knowing faculties of the soul are accordingly divided into four parts (511D-E): the first and highest capacity is that of
reason ( nous); the second, that of understanding (dianoia); the third, belief
(pistis); and the last, conjecture ( eikasia). An important principle is enunciated last, and concludes Book VI of the Republic, namely that these faculties
possess clarity to the extent that their objects possess truth. This last claim is
a most significant addition to the fourfold categorisation of human knowing
capacities, since it attributes truth to the objects of knowledge, and not to the
faculties, nor to discourse about reality which might emerge from them.
Truth is not a characteristic of language, but of external reality (if Platonic
reality can be characterised as external). What follows is the allegory of the
cave, containing men who see only shadows of outside reality, and in the
course of this discussion it is again implied that truth is characteristic of reality, rather than discourse. The vision of converted soul is towards "true
things" (519B). That truth belongs to reality is significant, since it casts a different light on the process of thought. Our own natural assumptions direct
us to the idea that truth is generated when a proposition of the requisite type
is pieced together: a certain combination of subject and predicate might produce truth, whereas another might produce falsehood. Constructions in discourse are not what Plato has in mind when he discusses truth, which is defined ontologically: it is a characteristic of being.
The Phaedrus myth of the charioteer refers to the highest reality, only visible to mind, which is described as the "pilot of the soul" (247B). The "truly
existing essence" (o60ia (avrw~o6oa) is the object of true science (episteme),
and it is this which is the domain of mind. The understanding (whether divine or of the individual soul) "rejoices in seeing reality for a time, and is
nourished and cheered by its contemplation of truth" (247D). The divine understanding (dianoia) is said to be nourished by mind and pure knowledge:
the understanding of the soul receives that which is appropriate to it in varying degrees. The story proceeds to distinguish between that science which
has a beginning, and varies according to the object of its attention, and that
which "abides in the truly existing essence" (247B), the latter phrase being
reiterated from the earlier passage, where it was established that ~ n l ymind
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could apprehend the truly real. And so the image of the "erotic" as applied to
the seeker after knowledge is increasingly applicable.
Socrates' description of the lover of knowledge in the Phaedo (82D) is
quite well-known, and places emphasis on mind as the faculty for apprehending true reality. Philosophy assists the soul in escaping from the prison of
fleshly reality. The classic separation of the classes of sense receptors and
their objects is made here: that which is visible is apprehended by the senses,
whereas the soul itself sees that which is apprehended by the mind ( noeton).
Philosophy encourages the same

. . . to trust nothing except itself and its own thinking (VOEZV)
in itself of things which
exist in themselves. (Phaeds 83B)

Thought and the genuinely existent belong to each other, and constitute the
only relationship which is trusrworthy. Reason (nous) is compared t o the pilot of a ship in the Laws (961E), who secures the safety of the ship and the
sailors when they are endangered. In company with the senses, the pilot reason guides them into safety. The issue arises from a discussion of political
theory, and of what constitutes an anchor for the State ( 9 6 1 c ) , and of what
is the "saviour" of' any particular organ. In an animal the soul and head are
agreed to provide salvation. The combination of reason with the senses is
what brings deliverance, and the image of the pilot intervenes at this point.
Any State will need such an element if it is to survive, and reason may be embodied in the laws, or in the advice of men.
But if any State is devoid of such an element, it would not be surprising if, being
mind-less (&vou~)and sense-less, it were to act in a random way in each of actions.
(962B)

The philosophy of mind is thus incorporated into political theory, and the
role of reason in the microcosm of the individual is transposed to the macrocosm of the State. The law and men of wisdom constitute the pilot faculty on
the level of society as a whole, and it is concluded that there is a need for a
special system of education in
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tal to the discussion of pleasure, which dominates the passage). Anaxagoras'
belief in Nous as primary cause is thus implicitly endorsed. The Timaeus, in
fact, rejects solely materialist explanations of reality, distinguishing between
material causes and those belonging to the Intelligent Nature. The former
are things which are set in motion by other forces, and then move other
things out of necessity. The lover of mind ( norrs) and science ( episteme) must
pursue the higher type of cause (46D). These auxiliary causes do not possess
either reason (logos) or mind (norrs) and the only thing which possesses
mind (nous) is soul, an invisible entity. It must be emphasised that here mind
is a cause rather than an epistemological process: the Loeb editor Bury endeavours on each occasion to translate nous by "thought", but the intelligent
action envisaged for mind here is not the process of thinking, but that of
moving. This highest cause produces that which is fair and good, but the
auxiliary causes produce accidental and unordered effects.
We have cleariy seen here an early attempt to hypostatize a psychological
characteristic. Mind is considered to be a causal principle, a real existent, and
a transcendent entity. Logos did not achieve the status of an hypostasis until
much later in the history of Greek thought, but Nous was enthroned from
Anaxagoras onwards. Yet because this Nous has a causal status, we are sometimes misled into thinking of it as the locomotive factor only. Rather it
should be emphasised that Intellect has thus been placed into the general
pool of being, and that it thereby has a share in it. Individual intelligence,
and the individual thinking process, is therefore part of a wider ontological
state.
For this reason we can understand why there is such an emphasis on
thought as coalescing with being. The kinship of thought and what is, is constantly present-in the accounts that have been examined. Thought is rarely
seen a s i n external mode, or a parallel but separate function.
interaction
with being is always stressed, and sometimes the identity of the two is argued
for.
Truth, says Plato, is a characteristic of being rather than thought. Thought
simply responds to being, and it is worth returning by way of conclusion to
the allegory of the cave (Rep. VII). Throughout this extended metaphor, seeing is taken as the model for knowing. The prisoners take the dim flickering
on the wall for reality, and he who is released sees the full picture of the outside world in all its complete detail. Human vision dominates the whole allegory, and the suggestion is that thought is seeing what is. Plato's understanding of vision was based on the notion of interaction, followed by a change of
state, On this analogy thought and being coalesce, until thought and its objects are indistinguishable. Thought is an intellectual seeing, in this specifically Greek understanding of seeing.
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TV. Thought as self-thought
Aristotle refines and develops the idea of the identity of thought and being,
giving it its definitive form for the remainder of the history of Greek philosophy. In this chapter the posterity of the Aristotelian view will be expounded,
through to the revisionist theories of the Gnostics.
How does Aristotle see the identity of thought and being? We may begin
by recalling that the logos of a thing, for Aristotle, is not an external intelllectual replica of it, but a rational element within it. Here, as we have already
seen, is something reason-like in objeces.
An example of the deployment of this principle may be found in the discussion of unity at the beginning of Book 10 of the Metaphysics. H e distinguishes between that which is one by virtue of some continuity within itself,
and that which is one because its logos is one. Here is a clue as to how
thought may be seen to be in its objects, and it will be explained thus:
Aristotle concludes his discussion of the various types of unity as follows:
All these are one because they are indivisible; some in motion, and others in concept
(noesis) or logos. (Met. 1052bl)

The question of how to translate logos without being misleading is very difficult, but it does not suggest a subjective rational state. We have seen elsewhere (p. 29) that in Aristotle, logos can signify the basis of an entity's reality, and that it is identified with the final cause: it is not simply that logos is
the plan for the construction of an entity, since it is part o f the thing itself.
Accordingly, the passage quoted above does not seek to make a distinction
between a thing's being one in thought, and one in reality. A superficial reading might yieldsuch a-conclusion; &e must however resist the temptation to
distinguish between thought and reality in Aristotle. The logos of an object,
that is, its "formula" o r "plan", is present within it, but it is also an intellectual reality. The logos of reality is therefore both a matter of thought, and a
matter of being. The distinction drawn by Aristotle here is not between unity
which is real, as opposed to that which is "only" in thought: the conditions
for the one in thought to be possessed of its unity are laid down.
Elsewhere we are told that things are one in the highest degree "if the
thinking..., of their essence is indivisibleJ9(Met. 1016b1). One presumes that this
means that there are ways of thinking of things which d o hot maintain their
unity, such as when we focus on part of an entity. In this way, again, characteristics of being are made to be contingent on thought and its characteristics; thinking and being are considered to be part of each other. The interrelationship of thought and its objects is a major theme, and it will be raised
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again in discussion of the On the Soul and its expression of views on the nature of thought.
What then are the characteristics of thinking? The Metaphysics (1032b15)
distinguishes between "thinking" and "making", and thinking is defined as
coming from the first principle (urche), o r the form ( eidos), whereas making
o r production comes from the end of thought. Thought is therefore the result of that which defines the meaning of an object, in terms of its purpose,
structure and origin. Thinking is distinguished from imagination (phantasiu)
in that animals possess only the latter, whereas human beings possess both
(On the Soul 433"lO). Together with appetite, it causes action. "Thinking
and being intelligent (phronein) is the business of the most divine" (Parts of
Animals 686"28), and man is the only animal which is upright: this is because
in essence, fie is divine. Beasts live by appetite, spirit and desire, but man lives
mostly by intelligence (though he is inclined t o think one thing, and d o another: Problems 956b33).
Thought (TO vo&iv)is said (On the Soul 427b29) to comprise both imagination and judgment, and this is the beginning of a long passage on imagination, feeling and mind. It is again noted that animals have imagination but no
reasoning power (427b14): at this point, the capacity to assess the products of
imagination is added to the capacity to imagine, and both are said to be parts
of reasoning. Reasoning on this definition, then, would consist of the capacity to conjure up images, and assess their truth-value.
H o w does thinking come about, asks Aristotle in 429"12. What follows is a
most important passage on the nature of thinking, in which it is stated,
among other things, the historic Aristotelian position that mind thinks itself:
The mind ( nous.) is then capable of thinking itself. (On the Soul 429b9)

Equally importantly, it is stated that the thinking is a process in which the
soul is acted upon by that which is thinkable. It must therefore be receptive,
and in fact it has no characteristic other than its ability to receive. In order to
receive, it must be the same as its object (429"15). These two principles are of
the utmost importance because they give an insight into an understanding of
thought which is so different from our own. Thinking here is really a means
s f allowing being to be what is, in the soul. It is not a process which registers
reality in its own way and in its own code: mind is not a machine for dealing
with matter foreign to it, according to its own mechanism and means of organization. It is the same as that which it apprehends, and receiving its ontological kin is the necessary and sufficient condition of thinking.
That part of the soul, then, which is called mind (I mean by mind that by which the
soul thinks and assesses), is not actually Q ~ V E ~ ~existent
E ~ Q Iuntil
) it thinks. (429"22)
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The. contact beeween mind and its objects is referred to as a pathema in the
On Interpretation (1Qa5),a d histotle here refers us to his discussion in the
On the Soul. In the former work he is concerned to stress that, whereas men
speak different languages, their mental experiences are referred to as "likenesses" of their objects. The interaction between mind and the intelligible
apparently separate from both mind and its objects,
produces a tertium
and which has the status of a "likeness" (bpoiwpct).It must be remembered
that in the O n the Soul (429"15) Aristotle describes the thinking process as
being "receptive of the form of an object, that is, potentially of the same nao ~ ) , not identical with it (.t-oa;to)".If we wish to harmonture ( ~ o t o O ~ though
ize the two works, the affection described as being a likeness in the O n Interpretation would be construed as being fashioned of a material like that of the
object perceived. The representation of being which is in the mind, is
grounded in mind, which is like the being it apprehends. Now similarity is
not identity, so thar: Ariststle seems to diverge from Parmenides, who
claimed that thinking and being were the same thing. It was argued above
(g.64, 66) that for Parmenides, Being was the stuff of both thought and
speech, the material out of which they were made. Is Aristotle deliberately refining the Parmenidian position here? It is possible that the utlderstanding of
similarity and identity had progressed in such a way as to allow Aristotle t o
~ osuch
~ a kind) and
rework Pasmenides' claim. The Greek words ~ o t o a (of
o 6 ~ (this)
o ~ provide the conceptual structure for Aristotle to make the distinction he is here drawing, and the way to use these terms was clearly illustrated by PBato in the Timaeus. (In a Heraclitean reference [49D], Plats endeavours to hold down the material flux of the Presocratic thinker to certain
identifiable recurrences, so that reality can be said to have some permanence
and stability. The demonstrative tout0 and the qualitative toiouton play a
large part in this discussion, and yield for Plato a notion of the similariry of
recurrent phases in the flux, and a means of avoiding the claim that such recurrent phases are identical with each other.)
Aristotle here uses the same distinction: thought is such as its objects are.
Mind has the same relation to its objects as perception to the perceived
(429"17): yet this statement does not tell the whole story. Aristotle proceeds
almost immediately to write as if they were identical:

. . . when the mind has become its several objects (429b6)
. . . mind is potentially the things apprehended by mind.. . (429b31)
.. . speculative science ( episteme) is identical with its object. . . (430a5)
. . . actual (kat' energeian) science is identical with its object. . . (430a20)
Science when actively operative is identical with its object (43lal)

.. . in a sense, soul is all existing things.. . (431b20)
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These repeated affirmations of the identity of thought with being make it
clear that some nuance has to be found, in order for us to be able to distinguish between the first claim, namely that thought is not identical with its objects, but only similar to them, and the second view reiterated above viz. that
they are identical. That nuance lies in the expression kat' energeian ("in act")
and this brings us to the knotty problem of the distinction between the intellect in potential (kata dmarnin) and the intellect in act. It is clear that the
mind is identical with its objects only when in activity. While passive and receptive it is like its objects: when operating it becomes them. T h e passages
listed immediately above illustrate perfectly that this is the case, and this is
the refinement which Aristotle brings to the Parmenidean position. The distinction between the two phases of intellect allows Aristotle to resolve the
problem of how the mind can be said to exist when not engaged in apprehending its usual objects.
The precise meaning of the distinction between the potential and active intellect is an historic problem of Aristotelian scholarship, but it does not affect
our general intention of giving the portrait of the Greek idea of thinking. We
shall return to the issue of the identity of mind and its objects, but there are
other observations made by Aristotle on the nature of thought, which are
worthy of mention. In the first place, he notes that the thinking part of the
soul is receptive of the forms of objects (429"15, 28), this aspect of them being presumably that in them which is the intellectual part, and therefore conceivable by mind. Aristotle later returns to this quotation, and points out that
the "objects of thought lie in the sensible forms" (432"5). In this way the
forms of the objects known enter thought, and not of course their physical
qualities, which cannot d o so, and for this reason Aristotle seems led in the
direction of comparing thought to the possession of ""mental pictures" (phantasmata). H e sees thought as being full of object outlines, linking up together
t o form a kind of intellectual landscape, like a collection of hieroglyphic
ideograms.
It is further noted that a difference between sense perception and thinking
lies in the fact that a violent sense-experience dulls the senses (for example, a
strong taste renders it difficult to taste anything immediately subsequently),
whereas the highly intelligible renders the mind more acutely attuned to the
objects of its understanding (429b1). Mind itself is an object of thought, and
it therefore has some element in conimon with the objects of thought. In a
way, however, the mind is nothing until it actually thinks, like the empty tablet awaiting the engraving of some letters (430a1).
Mind is activity: it causes (430a15). Following its passive phase, it simply
becomes all things. Yet in 431b21 questions are raised about this. The initial
statement is made, that the soul is all existing things, but qualifications follow. Thinking cannot be identical with its objects: stones do not exist in the
soul (43Ib3Q).The form s f the stone, however, is in the soul.
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The soul then is like a hand: for the hand is an instrument which uses other instruments..

What Aristotle appears to be suggesting here is that the hand is like the instruments it uses, since it is itself an instrument. It is therefore comparable to
these instruments. The likeness of mind to its objects is being dealt with in
this analogy, and the similitude in question in this case lies in the fact that the
mind receives forms, and the objects of mind themselves possess forms ( t h
Ei6q: 432"3). It is this in the object that the mind apprehends: that which lies
in the realm of the form.
This is Aristotle's concluding attempt to give an analysis of the relationship which holds between mind and its objects. Whereas it has been confidently stated up until now that the mind-in-act is identical with its objects, it
is now the case that this statement is subjected to a closer analysis which very
much weakens it.
For the hand is an instrument which employs instruments, and in the same way the
mind is a form which employs forms.. (432"l).

The similarity between mind and its objects is much diminished by this comparison, which reduces it to a matter of one single function held in common
within a multiplicity of characteristics. This tenuous comparability comes as a
surprise following the confident nature of Aristotle's previous and repeated
claims of the identity of mind and its objects. However this in his position,
and the failure to justify it in a compelling way should not mislead us into
underestimating the historic influence of this Aristotelian theme.
There is a further development in the Metaphysics (1074b15) which must
be noted. If mind is to be regarded as "the most divine of phenomena", then
in what does its excellence consist? When one recalls that it does have a passive and inert phase, during which it is merely waiting to receive, one is in
some difficulty about conceding its lofty position. Aristotle seeks to give an
answer which is tied to the objects of thought, and after an argument in
which there appears to be a step missing (1074b24),it is concluded that the
mind thinks that which is ccrnostdivine and estimable" (1074b26).What is this
divine object? The emphasis must fall on the object if mind is considered in
its inactive phase. When inactive it would appear to be lacking something,
and the logic of Aristotle's distinction between the potential ( k a t a dunamin)
and the active (katk' energeian) requires that the latter precede the former.
Metaphysics 1049b5 argues that actuality is prior to potentiality:
T o every such potentiality, then, actuality is prior both in formula and in substance;
and in one sense it is prior in time, but in another sense it is not. (1049~11)
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The arguments in favour of this position need not detain us, since it already
tells us enough about Aristotle's handling of the primacy of mind: potential
mind cannot be the supreme being envisaged, since the notion of potency implies a prior principle. This would necessarily be the object of thought, from
which the actualisation of mind would arise. This solution will not work,
since unworthy objects of thought would detract from its perfection. It is
therefore concluded that mind thinks itself, and in this way its task does not
diminish its nature:
"Therefore mind thinks itself, if it is that which is best, and its thinking is a thinking
of thinking (fi vbqot~voTjo8og vb~loy:1074~35)".
This famous ~ h r a s emlkes mind quite distinct from the other faculties, since
they are concerned with that which is different from themselves. A tendency
on Parmenides' part to separate nous from the other faculties in the same way
has been referred to on pp.65 and 67. Aristotle now observes, however, that
it seems that knowledge is of something else, "and only incidentally of itself"
(1Q74b37).But thought deals with that in the object which is like itself, namely that which contains no matter. In things which contain no matter, thought
and the object of thought are not different.
The object of thought cannot be composite, since if it were, thought would
be subject to change as it ranged from one part to the next. Such variation
would permit change for the worse, and as we know from Greek philosophy
in general, change and perfection are incompatible. Thought deals with the
indivisible in an object, that which contains no matter; and self-thought itself
is eternal, unlocated in time (1Q75a11).
Aristotle thus completes his claim that thought and its objects are identical,
with the claim that thought thinks itself: its object is thought.
Since the work of Anaxagoras, Nous had been considered a directive and
causative force. The Epicureans however did not accept the existence of a
providential force in the organization of the cosmos, which was explained according to the general principles of their atomic physics. Mind, therefore,
was relegated to a purely epistemological position, which saw the Epicureans
distinguishing between thought and sense-perception. It seems to function in
a way which is not unlike sense-perception, and thus represents a distinct
break with the tradition of distinguishing sharply between the functioning of
mind and that of the senses. The images (eidola) given off by bodies are apprehended by the senses, but the mind handles those which are accidental
mixtures and which give rise to imaginings which have no basis in reality,
such as dreams and visions of things like centaurs (kueretius IV.732-776;
V. 148-149). Thought also plays the part of assessing and judging the images
which are availabe to the mind. The eidola given off by physical objects come
together to form mental pictures (phantariai) and nous forms these into pro-
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lepseis, or general notions. The prolepsis was the result of recurrent observations, and formed a reliable basis for judgment. Of course, baldly stated, the
only criterion of truth in Epicureanism is sensation (aisthesis), but the mind
and its habitual concepts were also allowed some role in the process of the
determination of truth. Eucretius described these general notions, which
were akin to the Stoic katalepseis, by the term noiitia (De rerum nat. IV.476).
These standard mental notions render it possible to make judgments about
individual sense occurrences: such judgments are hypolepseis (Diogenes Laertius X.34). The mind is also capable of ratiocination (logismos), and of apprehending realities not immediately accessible to the senses (op. cit. X.32) a
prime case of the latter being of course the atoms which were fundamental to
Epicurean physics. Clearly then, mind was indispensable for certain important epistemological tasks, and has the character in Epicureanism of a rather
grudgingly admitted piece of knowing apparatus. The philosophy seems to
have been devised with a view to making sense-perception the ultimate
source of knowledge, and the ultimate guarantee of certainty: having been
unable to do this to the extent desired, Epicurus was forced to bring in mind
to assure some quite crucial functions.
The Stoic nous, on the other hand, preserved the causative'role accorded t o
it by Anaxagoras and Plato; the Stoics also saw the mind of the individual as
part of the cosmic pool of nous, which directed and guided reality. T h e term
hegemonikon is applied to it, meaning "leading" or ccauthoritative", and this
notion applies to both the leading rational principle of the soul, and as well
the cosmic authority of the universe. This constitutes a clear reminder of the
causal aspect of mind, which is quite a separate matter from its epistemological capacity. This cosmic nous, also called logos, pervades all and directs all
(Diogenes kaertius MI. P 3 8). The epistemological "leading principle" functions through kdtalepsis (apprehension). The mind is conceived of as waiting
for the senses to register external realilty, and the result is a mental response
of acceptance o r rejection. The mind gives assent (synkatathesis) eo an impression, and it is thus apprehended. (Clement of Alexandria was lager to use
the Stoic notion of assent in an attempt to explain the Christian notion of
faith: the idea of faith as a psychological act of assent to a truth seemed particularly appealing.) The "leading principle" matures over a period of time,
reaching the point at which it can create its own concepts. The concept (ennoia) results from the sensible image being processed by mind: the Stoics felt
that the full operation of the mind began at the age sf seven, a fact they detected on the grounds of biological criteria rather than psychological. The
first production of sperm seemed to be the appropirate moment for the first
productions of concepts, and it is at this time that the notion of good and evil
is formed ( S W 11.764).
A description of Stoic views given by Sextus Empil-icus (Against the Logicians 1.303 ff.; S W 11.849) has them claiming that the intellect (dianoia) ap-

prehends bodily substance, the senses and itself. It is difficult to disentangle
the Stoic view from Sextus' anti-Stoic polemic, but it can be inferred from
304 that the Stoics had taken account of the Aristotelian view that mind cannot deal with mere pans of what it apprehends: it must deal with the whole.
Sextus advances a Sceptical argument against the view that mind knows the
senses: if so, it would become them, this being the only way to know them.
But if this is the case, then there would be left no higher faculty to know the
senses: a Stoic argument is cited in reply which gives intellect (dianoia: nous
is used later) and perception (aisthesis ) as two sides of one faculty:
Yes, they say, but intellect and perception are the same thing, but not in the same
way, it being in one mode intellect, and in another perception. (Against the Logicians
I. 307)

An image was offered to reinforce this statement of the oneness of intellect,
and perception: a drinking cup is both concave and convex, depending on
whether it is viewed from the outside or the inside. Sextus found this riposte
to the Sceptical arguments to be not a reply at all, but it is interesting to note
the Stoic attempt to bind together sense perception and thought. This must
partly be the result of the Stoic concern with material explanations of reality,
and the desire to avoid dualism in the constitution of reality. A consequence
of this is the attempt to avoid the postulation of a transcendent and overreaching mind, to which would be attributed thought, freedom of decision
and such other attributes as are attributed to mind in the Idealist tradition.
The uneasiness of the Stoic approach lies in the juxtaposition of this material
concept of mind with the concept of it as being the highest God of all, resident in the aither (SVF 11.1027).
Sceptical:arguments take the critical analysis of Greek philosophical tenets
to an acute level and the discussion of thought and mind is no exception.
Their fundamentally negative character means that in many histories of philosophy they are neglected, but it is precisely their negative quality which
makes them important for this study. The arguments which are now described attempt to expose as unsubstantiated the general Greek claim of the
primacy of mind, the reliability of its findings, and the privileged relationship
between mind and reality. The Sceptics are the first Greek revisionists, and
they are followed in this by the Gnostics.
The Aristotelian view of the self-knowledge of mind is subjected to a
searching scrutiny in Against the Logicians 1.310. Against the dogmatic philosophers is directed the following argument: if mind apprehends itself it does
so either as a whole, or by employing a part of itself for the purpose of selfknowledge. Now it will be unable to apprehend itself as a whole, for if the
apprehending subject were whole, the apprehended would have no room for
existence; i.e., it would be nothing. It is however impossible that the appre-
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hending subject should exist whilst its object fails to exist. Secondly, the
mind cannot employ a part of itself in order to obtain its own self-knowledge. If it resorts to knowledge of one of its own parts, it will have created
an infinite regress. (The above constitutes a rephrasing of the Sceptical ar&ment.) Further, if the mind knows itself, it will also know where it is locat'ed,
whether in the head, the breast, or the liver: it clearly does not do so, for the
question of its locadon is a matter of

implication that they are subject to opinion and variety of view, and are in no
way absolute.
An understanding of the relative and the absolute in Sceptical thought may
be gleaned from Against the Logicians 11.37: truth is either ccabsolute"(Kaadr.
Gtacpophv ~ a cp6ost)
i
or "relative* ( n p 6 ~at). The absolute is "that which
exists by difference or by nature", and (it is argued) truth has no such quality, since it does not affect all men in the same way. Heat, for example, affects
all men in the same way, given that they are all in the same condition. This is
not the case with truth, since people disagree about it. Its failure to assert itself unmistakeably to all men in the same condition indicates that it does not
have the status of an absolute. If it belongs to the class of relatives, it will
~),
have their general characteristics: ccrelativesare only conceived ( v o ~ x ~ aand
do not exist" (Against the Logicians 11.38). Another characteristic of relatives
is that they can be both true and false at the same time, just as a thing can be
both above and below an object, according to the perspective being used.
The intelligible objects, then, are relative in character: they are merely matters of thought, and vary according to the observer.
The Sceptical notion of the relative reduces thought ( noein) to a level far
below the status it had enjoyed in the Platonic and Aristotelian traditions.
Somewhat surprisingly, Sextus uses an objectivist view of the external world
in his effort to distinguish the absolute from the relative. The absolute is that
which is thought of (voctat: Against the Logicians 11.161) as independent of
other realities: the relative is that which can only be conceived in relation to
some other thing. External reality dictates thought; thought and that which
exists are quite different matters.
In quite a distinct step, the whole realm of meaning is consigned to the
relative, and then to the intelligence (Against the Logicians 11.206). Reversing
completely the usual trend in Greek philosophy, the Sceptical argument advances sensibles as being absolute, and sensibles only. The sign (oqpiov),
however is a relative thing, since it is considered in relation to that which it
signifies. The sign does not belong to the class of sensibles, though it may be
in itself a sensible: as a sign, it is relational, and therefore belongs to thought.
As was established earlier, all intelligibles are relatives, and the sign simply
fits into this category. Since it is that which endows meaning, we may conclude that meaning is relative: truth has already been established to be relative, and so the iniellect deals with the fluctuating and the uncertain. Scepticism strikes at the very basis of Greek philosophy, by undermining the
claim that reasoning- has access to the stable and absolute characteristics of
reality.
Philo's thought reflects both the tradition that Mind is a causing, providential principle, in the manner of Anaxagoras, but it also forms part of the
traditional discussion of thought and its characteristics, as formed by Aristotle and contested by the Sceptics. Mind as organising principle may be found
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in the O n the Creation (8), where Moses is said to have known that there
were two basic parts in reality; the active, and the passive.
The active (drasterion) cause is the perfectly pure and unsullied Mind of the universe,
transcending virtue and transcending knowledge (episteme) and transcending the
Good and the Beautiful. The passive part (patbetikon) is itself without life and motion, but when set in motion, shaped and enlivened by Mind, it is transformed into
the most perfect oeuvre, namely this world (8-9).

Mind contributes motion, shape and life to the inert mass, and so the cosmos
takes its existence. The function of mind on the macrocosmic level is reduplicated in the microcosm (as is so often the case with Philo), and the human
mind guides, directs and oversees the realm of the senses. The allegorical interpretation yields a picture in which mind and the senses are in combat
(Allegorical Interp. 111.15); mind should be able to control the passions, but
if unable it should disentangle itself from them. Thus Jacob flees the passions, and this is the better way since
continued recollection engraves (on the mind) distinct outlines, which injure the intelligence, distracting and perverting it. (111.16)

Mind has therefore the freedom to dissociate itself from the sensual pressures upon it, but it can be altered by their impact. Remembering causes the
tablet to have engravings made upon it, and it is better that the slate remain
clean, by attention being directed elsewhere. Philo compares the mind to an
untamed animal, which rushes off and makes its escape from the consideration of objects which could detract from its sway. The mind can in fact influence towards evil; theft, adultery, murder or sacrilege are all within the realm
of possible mental promptings. Yet they must be resisted, and it is therefore
clear that mind can rise above the forces which seek to dominate it. In the
manner, thus, of an ancient Karl Jaspers Philo claims the transcendence of
mind over matter: whilst he recognises the possibility of matter's exercising
an effect on mind, he also establishes the primacy of mind by attributing to it
the ability to dissociate itself from such effects (The Confusion of Tongues
163).
What of the thought process? T h e Maker has two distinct powers of
thought: the concept ( ennoia) and the thinking (dianoesis). The latter constitutes the bringing to issue of the latent thought (The Unchangeableness of
God 34). Thought ( noesis) is the outgrowth of the properly cultivated dominant faculty (to hegemonikon: Noah's Work 31), and the study of grammar is
said to help produce it (Preliminary Studies 15). Thought is really the correlate of mind, being the highest epistemological faculty, and the one which apprehends the highest realities: so the garb of the priest is replete with symbo-
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lism, presenting to the eye a rich visual experience, but also providing philosophical thought (noesis) about its meaning (Special Laws 1.95). Intelligible
reality is open only to the intellect: moreover it is numbers which lead us
from the contemplation of the intelligible to the perception of the visible (On
the Creation 49).
Philo considers that there were archetypes of mind and sense-perception,
and that before the intelligible objects came into existence, there was the intelligible itself (to noeton: Allegorical Interp. 1.22). This is generic in character, and existed prior to the existence of sensible objects. Philo clearly endorses the old principle that the mind knows mental things, and that senseperception knows physical objects.

. .. prior to the emergence of individual intelligible objects, there was in existence the
generically intelligible, by participation ( ~ E T o xin~ which
~)
the other things receive
their name. (loc. cit.)

An extraordinarily interesting passage may be found in Allegorical Interpretations 1.92, where Adam is identified with Mind, and where it is noted that
Adam gives n o name to himself, though he does undertake the task of providing nomenclature to other things. This then is Philo's account of the origin of language: Adam apprehends (~a~a3Lapphvov)
and names objects
other than himself. Of his own self he is ignorant, and therefore he is incapable of self-naming. (One presumes that he is known and named by a prior
entity, such as God.) Associated with Adam's strange synthesis of knowledge
and ignorance is the most important claim that mind does not know itself
(1.91). Mind and Adam are identified, but it is directly stated that mind does
not know itself. Comparing it to the senses, Philo notes that the eye sees
other things, but not itself; using what looks to be the Sceptical argument
discussed above (15 1-2), Philo asks:
Can it say what it is, and of what kind, breath or blood or fire on air or anything else?
(1.91)

And so, Philo along with the Sceptics directly refuses the Aristotelian claim
that thought thinks itself. He does however conceive of a higher mind (1.90),
and one surmises that self-knowledge is one sf its characteristics. Adam represents the earthEy mind, and self-thought is considered an ability which it
lacks. The conception of levels of mind is of course quite remote from the
approach of the Sceptics to the problem, but they and Philo do share an anti-Aristotelian posture on the question of the self-thought of human thought.
In Philo's case, the intention is to portray man as intellectually debilitated: he
is capable of naming all that lies outside himself. H e apprehends all but himself, and is capable of discourse about all objects except his own being: tragi-
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cally, Adam, after carrying out his task of giving language to the world, falls
silent when he turns to himself.
The Gnostics have similar preoccupations. Of particular interest is a passage which is very close in substance and development to Philo's discussion
of Adam's inabiliry to name himself. The Gospel of Truth (38) has a good
deal to say about naming, including the statement: "Now the name of the Father is the Son." The text continues to explain this, referring to the visibility
of the Son, but claiming the invisibility of the name, "because it alone is the
mystery of the invisible which comes to ears that are completely filled with
it."
Who will be able to name the Father, it is asked, and it is replied that only
those who rested in the name of the Father, and in whom the name rested.
This is clearly an allusion to a filial relationship with Christ. Observations
which follow bear a clear relationship to the line of thought which prompted
Philo's notion of a mind which does not think ieself: the Gospel
of Truth
argues that only the Father could beget a name for himself, since he is the
only being which is unengendered.
He gave a name to himself since he sees himself, he alone having the power to give
himself a name. For he who does not exist has no name. (Trans. George W. hfacRae,
ed. J. M. Robinson)

The ability of the Father to see himself is that which enables him t o create a
Name for himself, and in this rather loose way the Aristotelian notion of
thought's self-thought is broached. Granted, there is no identification of the
Father with Nous, or Mind, as there is in Philo, but: the connection bemeen
self-perception and self-naming is undeniably present. T h e text provides us
with an example of Gnostic deployment of traditional Greek themes in an
untraditional Greek manner, and in a somewhat untutored manner. Existence and self-perception are the preconditions for self-naming: the Son
exists and this existence constitutes the naming of the Father. In this way the
Gnostic author gives his view of the meaning of the revelation given by the
making manifest of the Son: the breakthrough lies in the naming of the Father, and in a sense the Son is not more than a naming. This interesting notion is illustrative of the Gnostic dilemma over predication, and the Gnostic
preference for negatives in descriptions of the Father: to this we shall return,
but it can be nored that chistology here simplifies itself down to the single
issue of language. T h e Christ-being breaks the silence, not by giving a name
to the Father, but by constituting that name. (See also my article on this, together with Tardieu's comments on it, in Gnosticism and Neoplatonism.)
There is also involved here a simple consideration of the ordinary experience of name-giving: in the first place the person giving the name is prior to
the named, and in the second place the parent usually gives the name to the
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child. Thus the Father is prior, and therefore through the Son-name is placed
in a clearly different category to other named beings.
First, then, it is fitting for us to reflect on this matter: what is the name? It is the name
in truth; it is not therefore the name from the father, for it is the one which is the
proper name. Therefore he did not receive the name on loan as (do) others, according
t o the form in which each one is to be produced. But this is the proper name. There is
no one else who gave it to him. (Gospel of Truth 4Q)

The name "Christ" is not an ordinary name, since it did not originate from
bestowal by a parent. Such names are "on loan": presumably they are contingent and arbitrary, capable of being changed without effect on the things of
which they are labels. This name is proper, in that it belongs to its object:
moreover it is its object. It is not therefore given as at a christening, the
label/object distinction being inapplicable. There is no real distinction between the Father and the Son, since they are one (38).
It is also noted that the name is invisible, despite the visibility of the Son
(38); it "comes to ears that are completely filled with it". The Father's name
is "apparent", but "not spoken", like Wittgenstein's category of that which is
manifest, but cannot be spoken; the mystical. This is an interesting feature of
the Gospel of Truth account, but it is difficult to discern consistency. It is later claimed:
But he is unnameable, indescribable, until the time when he who is perfect spoke of
himself. And it is he who has the power to speak his name and see it. (40, ed. J. M.
Robinson)

At first sight it would appear that the name is now spoken, but it seems that
the author is attempting to place the speaking of God o n a different footing.
His utterance is in fact the generation of a being, and it differs from human
utterance in this respect, since the latter engenders nothing but disappearing
sounds. Perhaps Philo may again be called in to play an elucidatory role: he
too shows a desire to distinguish between divine and human speech, and does
so by declaring God's words to be acts: "his word is his deed" (The Sacrifices
of Abel and Cain 65). Philo's view was discussed in detail on p.43, and it is
quite probable that material of this kind lies behind the present document,
and the Gospel itself does identify the Father's words as "works" (37). The
basic concern is to draw a categorial distinction between human speaking and
divine speaking, and the basic result is the emphasis o n the being of Christ
rather than on his own vocalisation. The passage demonstrates yet again the
Gnostic preoccupation with the origin of discourse. O n e of the fundamental
questions of Gnosticism, and perhaps the fundamental question, is the matter
of how the silence is broken.
The above material from Philo and the Gospel of Truth constitutes there-
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fore a by-product and mutation of Aristotle's famous claim that thought
thinks itself. God only is capable of this feat, and it follows that human intellection is defective in various ways. Humans can only name things other than
themselves, because of their inability to self-think: they receive their names
from others. This lacuna in human intellectual capacity is a unique development of Hellenistic religious philosophy, and constitutes the Philonic/Gnostic insight into the tragedy of man: ignorance is the human condition, and its
legacy of anxiety, doubt and fear is enhanced by the fact that the primary intellectual flaw lies at the very core of human rational endeavour. It is the
ability to perceive oneself which is missing. The apprehension of oneself is
therefore beyond one's own abilities, and one is dependent on the powers for
thought of oneself to occur. The depreciation of human rational faculties
which is so clear in Gnosticism means that there is little emphasis on the
characteristics of human thought: The Aristotelian analysis of human
thought is not lost, but is spread over the variety of hypostases postulated by
the Gnostics. In the Gospel of Truth, for example, thought is the property of
the Father, and constitutes the internal deliberations which precede and parent the subsequent word-acts (37). In the Tripartite Tractate (105), Mind occurs on the level of the "exalted aeons", and gives life to that which was at
first dead. Mind compensates for the work of the logos, which carried out its
defective work in ignorance. A Hermetic tractate entitled The Discourse on
the Eighth and Ninth has Hermes Trismegistus instructing a pupil:
I see another mind, the one that (moves) the soul! I see the one that moves me from
pure forgetfulness. You give me power! I see myself! I want to speak! Fear restrains
me. I have found the beginning of the power that is above all powers, the one that has
no beginning. I see a fountain bubbling with life. I have said, 0 my son, that I am
Mind. I have seen! Language is not able to reveal this. For the entire eighth, 0 my
son, and the souls that are in it, and the angels, sing a hymn in silence. (58, trans.
Brashler, Dirkse, Parrott)
The minds perceived by the mystagogue infuse him with power, and he is
then enabled to see himself. H e becomes Mind: language is outstripped, inadequate; the angels sing in silence. Mind cannot be "interpreted", since it is
self-contained o r self-sufficient (58). Clearly it is the case here that mind
only can see itself, and that it is a principle which exists on a level beyond
ordinary human experience.
Basilides has Nous originating as the first product from the unbegotten Father (Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.24.3). From Mind follows a series of lower
principles, including Logos, Sophia and Dynamis. There follows the creation
of innumerable intermediate ontological levels, including 365 heavens, before
man is finally brought into existence. Clearly then, mind is far removed from
man's capacities, since so much has intervened along the great chain of being,
and consequently steps are taken:
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The unengendered and ineffable Father, seeing their disastrous plight, sent his firstborn Nous - he who is called the Christ - to liberate those who believe in him from
the power of those who made the world. (Irenaeus 1.24.4)

Christ and Nous are thus identified, and Christ's gift to man is the intellectual processes. Other systems, such as that of Ptolemaeus, place Intellect a little
lower down the scale than does Basilides, but the function is constant.
Irenaeus says of Ptolemaeus' ??OM$ that he "alone comprehended the greatness of his Father" (Adv. Haer. L ¶ .¶). Gnosticism recognises Mind and
thought in the ordinary Greek sense, but it is considered to lie elsewhere.
Consequently the emphasis is not so much on the analysis of human thinking
in the manner of Aristotle, the Stoics and the Sceptics, but simply on the provision of gnosis, knowledge, to the intellectually impotent. There would be as
much interest for a Gnostic in the logic of human thought as there would be
for Aristotle in the logic of canine thought.
Now the end is receiving knowledge about the one who is hidden, and this is the Father, from whom the beginning came forth.. . (Gospel of Truth 46)

Knowledge is the human preoccupation, rather than thought, and it is received rather than obtained.
Overall, what may be said? Early characterisations of nous present it as a
holistic mode of apprehension, which enables one to grasp a complete situation or state of affairs in one action. Efforts to emphasise the intuitive function ought to be played down in favour of the holistic functioning of the intellect, and its capacity for complete apprehension. With Parmenides begins
the long Western tradition of identifying being and knowledge, and though
the relationship between Parmenides' views and the subsequent development
of Idealism is clear enough, it is not also clear that Parmenides is an idealist,
or that he commits the idealist "fallacies". Being for Parmenides is like a
cooking ingredient which disappears in the course of the production of the
dish, though basic and essential: for example, egg-white. Being is the medium
of speech and thought, or more strongly, the stuff of speaking and thinking.
The tendency here to establish a close relationship between thought and being is continued through the work of Aristosle who, like Parmenides, is absolutely unmoved by the common-sense distinction between thought and apparently external objects. Aristotle strives to locate that in "external" objects
which is in common with mind, and it is their intelligible aspect. Objects have
an aspect to them which is not material, brat which transcends the material.
Arissotle considers that there is a non-material element in physical reality,
which is intellectual in character. The shape of a thing yields to a notion of a
thing's format, the design or formula which gives it its rational aspect: objects have their own logos. It is clearly this rationally accessible aspect of the
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V. Naming and being
Under the shade of a plane tree, by the cooling waters of the Ilissus on a hot
summer's day, Socrates and Phaedrus explore the issue of language. Socrates, passive and unfamiliar with the area, is led by Phaedrus t o their shady
spot, and Phaedrus exclaims over the manner in which Socrates allows himself to be led about, "like a stranger" (Phaedrus 230C). Similarly passive before Phaedrus' speech Socrates declares himself quite overwhelmed by it, but
soon takes the initiative:
Then listen to me in silence: for truly the place seems divine. So d o not be surprised if
I often get in a frenzy as my discourse progresses: I am almost now bringing forth
dithyrambics. (238D)

T h e sublime character of the discourse is thus announced with gentle irony,
and its subject-matter glides from love, to rhetoric, poetic inspiration, madness, the flight of the soul, and finally language. At the end of the dialogue
(274D) the invention of words is described, and these are referred to as the
"elixir (pharmakon) of memory and wisdom". Theuth of Naucratis in Egypt
is alleged to have made the discovery of letters (ypcippaza), and he claimed
that his invention would make Egyptians wiser, and enhance their memories.
Thamus replies to him that his tool will in fact encourage forgetting rather
than remembering, since people will cease to rely on their memories. They
will use the written words as props, and their usefulness will spring from
their ability to remind: they are not, however, an aid to memory, properly
speaking. We may here assume that Socrates is referring to his doctrine of innate knowledge, brought out through recollection, in the case of the slave
boy in the Meno. Written words d o not awaken the memory in this sense;
they rather dull it by offering aids which diminish its own power of recollecting. The potion which has been given mankind turns out to be "an elixir not
of memory, but of reminding": Iris Murdoch (The Fire and the Sun) notes
the ambiguity of pharmakon (elixir) which can mean a drug which cures, or
poisons, and it is this ambiguity which allows the elixir to take on firstly a
positive, and then a negative aspect. Socrates, who left no books, has this to
say about the written word:
.

-

Writing, Phaedrus, has this strange quality and is very like painting. For the offspring
of the painters stand like living creatures, but if one asks a question of them, they remain in august and total silence. It is the same with written words. You may think
they speak as if possessing intelligence, but if you question them in the hope of learning something about what is being said, they always say one and the same thing.
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Socrates is suspicious of the written word, which he sees as rigid and immobilised: the real word (logos) is written, not on parchment, but in the soul of
the learner; it is able to defend itself. "It is the living and en-souled word of
him who knows" (276A).
The extent of Socrates' concern stops with his complaint about the word in
writing, and his objection is not to language so much as to books. The word
itself is not questioned, and his is not the Wittgenstein complaint about being
"held captive by language". Since Socrates' method is oral, and involves verbal interaction above all, it is predicated upon the value of words. Precise definition is the ultimate requirement, and the proper use of speech will follow
(277B).
Is there a deeper questioning of language than this? In late antiquity there
certainly is, but we are here dealing with the mere adumbration of late Greek
and early Christian philosophy. m e r e do we find the first stirrings of the
drive towards silence, and the suspicion of language itself which is the predominant characteristic of the classical thought of the second 500 years of
the classical period? Socrates himself was not afflicted by such doubts, and
he explains t o Phaedrus that he is not familiar with the particular part of the
Ilissus which they have found because he prefers cities, where he can learn
things: the trees, he says, don't teach him anything (23QD). Socrates is firmly
committed to verbal interchange, and to the idea of intellectual progress
through accurate definition of terms. Arguably, Plato lacked the same conviction: in the seventh letter (34dC-D) he refers to a philosophical matter
which is not appropriately treated in writing, and which is not verbal in the
manner of other studies. Knowledge of it is born suddenly in the soul, "like a
light fired by a leaping spark", and it results not from intense verbal activiry,
but from continued application and communion with the subject itself. This
is of course not an unfamiliar theme coming from the author of the Symposium, but it is clearly more Platonic than Socratic: and it must not be forgotten that the description of the mystical ascent given by Socrates in that dialogue is reported as coming from ""Diotima", rather than being advanced by
Socrates himself. It has often been noted that the Renaissance saw a resurgence of confidence in the power of language to communicate reality, and
one would expect that this early sector of the Greek achievement would exude a similar confidence. Yet side by side with the belief in logos and its
strength may be found, from the outset, doubt over the power of language.
Two thinkers whose views are poles apartj Heraclitus and Farmenides,
generate identical problems. Does language actually name reality: if so what:
kind of realities does it name? Parmenides refers to naming in the major
fragment, B8, in respect of Being and subsequently in respect of Dona (the
world of seeming, o r mere opinion): in the first place (B8, 34-41), the identity of thought and being are claimed, and the claim is made that nothing
exists apart from Being. How do names emerge? They are obviously included
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for the things of the doxastic realm, which have in any case no authentic reality, but
For them men have established a name distinctive of each. (B19.3)

Appearances receive conventional names, and B38 claims in addition that all
things are names established by men, who think that they are true. Great difficulties of interpretation and text attach to this line, but Parmenides seems
to suggest that categories of thought, such as Being, Becoming and Change
of Position are mere name. (We have not yet reached the doxastic section,
where of course there would be no difficulty about reducing the seeming to a
mere name.) Parmenides seems to want to establish that names have no being, and are therefore baseless and useless.
Yet he continues into the realm of Seeming and, notes that people have established two ways of naming things, which are apparently Light and Night
(see also B9). Parmenides attacks other philosophers here, rather than ordinary common-sense, and the naming divides off into two separate principles,
to which Parmenides objects. In short, naming is conventional, and it causes
the beings which populate the illusory world of the Doxa.
Heraclitus fefers to naming once, in the famous fragment B67 where the
collocation of opposites is held to be God:
God is day-night, winter-summer, war-peace, satiety-famine. But he changes like
(fire) which when it mingles with the smoke of incense, is named according to each
man's pleasure.

Naming is again regarded as conventional, and it is implied that it is inaccurate, since what is differentiated as various perfumes is in fact fire in a variety
of manifestations. The doctrine of flux is integral to Heraclitus' system,
though its scope has been much discussed of late.- he famous statement that
one can never step into the same river twice (B91) highlights the notion that
reality is constantly in a state of process. The question of how this process
can be known is clearly crucial, though we are told little of Heraclitus' opinions on the matter, since if there is no such thing as a thing, the naming process must be somewhat irrelevant. The flux cannot be halted simply in order
to be baptised.
The legacy of the problems generated by both these philosophies is to be
found in the problematic of Plato's Timaeus: both produce the same problem. If Being is all that exists, then names are nothing and apply to nothing;
if all is flux, then names are fraudulent attempts to demonstrate a piece of the
process. Plato expresses his dilemma in The Sophist:
We really are, my dear friend, involved in an extremely difficult investigation; the business of appearing and seeming, but not being, and of saying things - but not true
ones - all this is now and always has been very perplexing. It is extremely difficult,
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Theaetetus, to see how you can say or think that falsehoods have a real existence, and
not be caught in a contradiction as soon as you open your mouth. (236E)

The Timaeus asserts a view on the problem of naming the flux, and the shadows of both Parmenides and Heraclitus loom large in this dialogue. Having
established that there are two types
of reality, Being and Becoming,
- Plato
moves to consider the Becoming process and the possibility of designating it.
Taking the Heraclitean example, Plato affirms the impossibility of designating a changing object, like fire, by the term "this". The demonstrative pronoun being ruled out, the word toiouton is proposed, meaning "of such a
kind9': we identify phases in the flux as being similar when they recur, but we
do not seek to imply their stability or identity by calling them "this". T h e
nuance, one assumes, lies in the use of the idea of mere likeness, since it is
being conceded that there are similar phases recurring within the flux process, sufficiently close to warrant our sense of being surrounded by familiar
objects which appear to have some sort of constancy. Plato has taken Being
from Parmenides and flux from Heraclitus, attempting at the same time t o
place language on a reasonably secure footing.
T h e Cratylus is well-known for its discussion of naming,'and it is in this
dialogue the allusion is made to Heraclitus' statement that you cannot step
twice into the same stream (402A). Here however, the issue is not so much
how to corral the flux, but whether names (onomata, or nouns) have a natural
relationship with the things they designate, or whether they are merely conventional. Accordingly there is much attention to etymology and the analysis
of words into their derivative parts, since, if language is thought to have grown
out of reality in some way, then the resolution of words into their roots will reveal something about their meanings. T h e Cratylus piles these etymologies up
at breakneck speed, and there are frequent allusions to the breathless profusion
of etymologies thrown out by Socrates in the first part of the dialogue (420D).
That the dilemma of the Parmenides/Heraclitus option is still upon him, is clear
from Plato's concluding discussion (440C) though he here sets aside the decision on the matter: it is nevertheless stated by Socrates that
.

No man of sense can put himself and his soul under the care of names, trusting in
names and those who them to the point of affirming that he knows anything.
(440C)

Cratylus has the last word, and the dialogue
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there is a certain innate correctness in names, which is the same for Greeks
as for all men" (383A). Socrates proceeds to an investigation sf this view, and
begins the etymological analysis of the dialogue by wondering whether
Homer gave names to his characters in such a way as to match up with their
characters. Was Astyanax ("Lord of the city") called this because of his heroic efforts in defence (392B)? D o all words contain such information about
reality? Do they match reality in some way? T h e etymological process we
know to have been favoured from the outset in Greece, but also that it
achieved enormous popularity in late antiquity, when word-analysis was
much practised by those in search of truth and reality. Nevertheless in the
Cratylus it is practised somewhat frenetically, only to be ridiculed by Socrates and Cratylus: what is no doubt a tour de force of contemporary
pseudo-philoloj& inexplicably founders (4 1 OA) when it comes to the -words
for fire and water, which are said to be foreign in origin and therefore incapable of such analysis. "Air" is obscure, but is hypothetically related to the
flow of wind. There is more success with earth, but Plato has here failed to
find etymological clarification for three of the four substances he adopts as
the primary elements in the Timaeus, and which we know from ~ m ~ e d G c l e s .
His own philosophy of nature fails to emerge from word-analysis. The view
that words are naturally elucidatory is being ridiculed here, and we may take
it that it is put aside. Yet there is no commitment to the other view, namely
that names are merely conventional, and the interpretersy attempts to make
Plato say something clear on either of these options are not thoroughly compelling.
Aristotle has frequent recourse to etymologies, as Bonitz (Index Aristotelicus, under Etymologica) shows, and they d o not appear to be any more accurate than those satirized in the Cratylus: one well-known example is the derivation of the word for the heavens (aeon) from the words aei einai ("being
everlastingly": O n the Heavens 279"28). Whilst he appears to derive information about the essence of the thing named from these philological explorations, he does not believe in the natural relationship between names (onomata) and things which would guarantee the etymologizing process some intellectual foundations. As it is, word-analysis is simply a tool for defining the
meaning of a word: that names are conventional is quite explicitly stated by
Aristotle, and he treats the matter as if it were beyond dispute.
A noun (onoma) is a sound having meaning established by convention alone and without temporal reference; no part of it has any meaning taken apart (from the whole).
(On Interpretation 16a20)

The caveat contained in the last part of the definition rings oddly in view of
the abovementioned etymological analysis, and Aristotle proceeds to give as
an example the proper name Callippus ("Good-horse") claiming that its parts
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cannot be taken as significant: such a restriction is not consistent with his
practice elsewhere, of allowing the component parts of a word to elucidate its
meaning. Aristotle continues:
As we said, it is by convention and in no way by nature that nouns have their meanings, in that they become symbols. Illiterate noises also convey something, such as
those of wild beasts, but they are not nouns. (op. cit. 16.29)

Names signify by convention and are symbols: verbs, Aristotle continues,
have a time reference. Aristotle repeats his stricture against the natural origin
of language in 17"1, this time in respect of sentences (logoi). A sentence is
said to have meaning by convention, not as an organon: the latter term signifies that part of a physical body which enables the physical body to realise its
function, being the instrument of its entelechy. Aristotle here denounces
quite an interesting idea, which would have the sentence to be something like
the hand or the eyes, the tools of human nature. H e is however concerned to
stress that language is not in a similar position to such physical attributes,
and his account of language given in the O n Interpretation is therefore an explication of the rules of the language game, rather than a 'description of a
natural datum.
Names and definitions are distinguished (Physics 184b10), and the name
(or noun) is said to refer to something in an unanalysed way whereas the definition (horismos) divides out the various aspects of a thing. In the Posterior
Analytics (92b22) the same problem is raised in greater detail, and here the relation of names to definitions is the issue. In 93"4 knmiedge of a thing is
equated with knowledge of the cause of its existence, and a clear result of
this is that not only names, but also definitions are excluded from the category of procedures which give essential information.
It is clear from the forms of definition (horos) now in use that definition does not
show the existence of the thing defined. (92b19)

Definition does not show that a thing is; it shows what it is. Is the definition
then simply a periphrastic type of name? This cannot be the case, since there
are names of non-existents: nor can we admit that all names are definitioi15.
Aristotle now leaves the question of the relationship of names to definitions,
in order to conclude that definitions fail t o show anything about the essence
of objects. These are temporarily set aside in favour of syllogism and demonstration, but Aristotle continues to seek a better understanding of definition,
which will allow definitions to explain the essence of an object. In 93b29 he
moves to an understanding of definition which shows why a thing exists: one
type of definition conveys a meaning, but another is "a sort of demonstration
of the essence" (94"2). Such an account of the essence of a thing will show
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how and why it occurs, and this is what is called the demonstration of a
thing's essence. The principle that we only know a thing when we know its
cause, is maintained throughout. The eventual result is given in 101b38,
where a definition is said to show the essence of something. It is a phrase
substituted for a name or another phrase, which gives a quasi-demonstrative
account of a thing's actual nature. The power of the name, then, is strictly limited, and it is definition which bridges the intellectual gap between language and objects. It is again clear that the doctrine of the natural basis of
names is not treated as a serious option in Aristotle, since without definition
they convey nothing. Even definitibn is suspect, if it seeks only to communicate information on how a word is to be used, since such a manoeuvre does
not manage to cross the gap between language and reality. A definition
which does not provide knowledge of the essence of an object is somehow
uncommunicative about reality: we may define a circle as a line equidistant
from a central point, but this shows nothing about why the circle exists, and
why it is a circle. The definition may equally well be of mountain-copper, for
all it tells us about the essence of a circle (Post. An. 92b23). T o get away from
being a mere substitute for a name, a definition must take on the form of a
demonstration of the essence of the definiendum: the name itself is impotent
to d o so.
Yet in the Rhetoric 1404a8, it is stated that words are imitations (ptpqpaaa), and in 1405b13that some words are more appropriate than others for
conveying meanings, since they are specially apt likenesses. In the latter case,
however, the reference is to metaphors and so the comparability is between
terms, or between natural phenomena. The former case seems t o be a genuine case of claiming resemblance between words and reality, but is unfortunately not developed to any extent. The notion that names o r nouns imitate
reality could well be accommodated to Aristotle's views on naming and definition as developed in the Posterior Analytics and elsewhere, since mere
imitation of an object could never be held to "demonstrate its essence". That
names are imitations need not be held to imply that names are natural in origin, since their use can still be relegated to the conventional.
The O n Sophistical Refutations contains some interesting references to the
nature of names. It is pointed out that things are infinite in number, whereas
names are finite. It therefore follows that names are ambiguous, since they
have to do service for more than one object. This causes difficulty in argument, since we have no way of introducing real things into discussion: we
must use mere names, which will result in the changing of ground, and miscc
understanding. The sophist will make use of this factor, and so those unskilled in the power of names will find themselves the victims of contradiction" (165"15). Further on in this work, which is concerned with illicit forms
of argument, the distinction between verbal and intellectual arguments is introduced (170b12). Aristotle refuses to accept that there is a real difference
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between the two, since any attempt to detect ambiguity would involve
thought. One cannot have an argument which depends only on the meanings
of words, nor can one have an argument which depends only on thought.
In conclusion then, Aristotle does admit the practice of etymology as elucidating meanings. The Presocratics, we are told, gave the name aither to the
upper regions, since this name comes from and means "running eternally",
thereby conveying satisfactorily the view of the heavens which was envisaged. (Anaxagoras, it is said, makes a mistake when he calls aitber "fire":
On the Heavens 270b25.) Despite this vestige of the old word-analysis, Aristotle severely limits the utility of the process, and such semantic information
is intended to elucidate the meaning of the name, rather than suggest anything about its relation to reality. Aristotle is not suggesting that the derivation of the term dither casts light on the nature of the aither itself. Language
being ~ u r e l yconventional, other tools are needed if we are to obtain knowledge of the essence of things: the mere study of names will lead us only to
the knowledge of the meaning of names. If we are to know what a thing is, a
syllogistic demonstration must be employed, which will tell us above all the
cause of thing. Unless we know its cause, we do not know it, and the task of
a satisfactory definition is to substitute a demonstration of'the object's
essence in causal terms, for the name of the object.
The Stoics are said to reverse this view, believing in the natural relationship between names and things. A fragment given in von Arnim (SVF 11.44.
39), and taken from Origen (Contra Celsum 1.24) says that Aristotle believed
names to have arisen out of convention, whereas the Stoics considered that
they were by nature". Origen continues that the Stoics made deductions
from etymologies, since names were thought to be sounds which imitate
reality (ptpoupkvov ... ~h n p h y y a ~ a ) .As we have seen, Aristotle made
etgrmological deductions, but he does not d~ so on the basis of the natural
origin of names, and this despite the fact that he also believes that words are
imitations (mimematd). For Aristotle this fact will not yield any real advance,
since it is impossible to obtain knowledge of the essence of thing from merely
knowing how a word applies to it. The onomatopeic word will not elucidate
the nature of the thing it designates, since real knowledge embraces the cause
of a thing, through reasoning and demonstration. Thus the similarities between Aristotle and the Stoics on these matters should not cause us to overlook the crucial differences between them.
Epicurus used words in a highly precise way, refusing to employ any metaphor, and the result was described by Aristophanes the grammarian as "highly idiosyncratic" (Diogenes L. X. 13), and this probably explains his refusal of
rhetoric. Diogenes also tells us that Epicurus advised Herodotus to use
words for their primary and clearest meaning (X.37-38), and it is clear that
any literary conceits or tropes were excluded form Epicurus' speech. The
source of this view must lie in Epicurus' endorsement of the notion that IanC6
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Not surprisingly, Sextus takes up the question of etymology. The analysis
here (Against the Professors 1.241) is a little surprising, but it becomes clearer when one recognises that it is part of a Sceptical attack on the Grammarians, and is not regarded as a philosophical issue in the manner of the Cratylus discussion led by Socrates: rather etymology is attacked as a branch of
grammatical study. Dionysius the Thracian claims that etymology is one of
the six parts of grammar (Against the Professors I.250), and it is with this use
in mind that Sexeus gives his critique. (Elsewhere however, it is regarded as a
branch of logic: Against the Logicians 1.9.) Etymology was used as a test of
Hellenism, in order to discern whether words were genuinely Greek or barbarian in origin. The basis of Sextus9 hostility seems to be his belief that in
this procedure the grammarians are presupposing a natural origin for words:
The word judged to be Hellenic by etmyology must have in all cases the words from
which it comes as its roots (etyma), or else be traced to some word naturally pronounced. (Against the Professors 1.242).

The latter possibility indicates a Grammatical belief in the natural origin of
language: in the former case, Sextus sees an infinite regress, and concludes
that we will not find an original word, and so will be unable to conclude on
whether the term in question is good Greek or not. This does not seem a
strong argument, since there is the possibility of halting the process at some
root word, but another argument is stronger, namely that in the case where
the analysis leads us to a root-word, which is itself without roots, we will
simply j;dge the word's Greekness by common usage. This, however, could
have been worked out without performing the analysis: there is simply no
need for the etymology in this case. (Sextus gives the example of pillow,
proskephalaion, which is clearly a Greek word, without any etymology being
performed: 1.245.) It is in this way that Sextus frames his argument against
etymology, which in his day must have been being used more as a test sf
good Greek, than a source of knowledge about reality.
Elsewhere there is an attack on the idea that names are "in common"
(Against the Logicians 1.195): this is said to be misleading, since our sensations are private, and lack uniformity. If they were uniform, we could not
know it without experiencing the sensations of our neighbour, which is impossible. In fact it is clear that we do not receive identical impressions, since
some of us have impressions distorted by illnesses such as jaundice and ophthalmia. Names are therefore explicitly incorrect, since they designate as
identical, sense-experiences which are in fact different. Names mislead us
therefore, on the subject of external reality. Not only are they conventional;
they are conventionally misleading.
Philo shows an interest in names and nouns which owes a great deal to the
themes developed in classical Greek philosophy: he is aware-of the issues of
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the Cratylus, but offers his own development, and his own solution to traditional dilemmas. The issue of the relation between names and nature figures
prominently:
Most men, not knowing the nature of things, necessarily make mistakes in the matter
of giving names. (On Husbandry I)

Philo proceeds, however, to praise Moses for his anatomical precision, claiming that he uses words appropriately and carefully (and therefore that his
use of the word husbandman of Noah in Genesis 9.20 was the result of careful consideration). Precision in naming will emerge in Philo as a spiritual virtue, and in fact the ability to name oneself belongs to God alone. This theme
has already been developed in chapter 11, where the relationship between
thought and naming was noted. Naming must be preceded by thinking: our
failure to enjoy self-thought implies our inability to name ourselves. God's
nature is known to God only, and he is in the unique position of knowing
himself: he alone, therefore, can make any statement concerning himself.
Man should not swear by God, since they do not know his nature. We must
be content to swear by his name, which is the "expressive w o r P (TOO kppqhoyou). What is meant here? The "expressive word" is said to be god
for the imperfect, whereas for those who have attained perfection, the "primal being" is god. This seems to be a reference to the intermediary principle
referred to in chapter one, and the suggestion is that the word is the expression of God (Alleg. Interp. 111.207). Elsewhere we find the logos identified as
the name (snoma) of God: the logos, also the first-born, ruler of the angels,
has among his titles the "Beginning", but also the "Name of God" (The Confusion of Tongyes 146). How close this passage is to the prologue of John's
Gospel! The logos is identified with the Beginning.
However here we are concerned with the notion that the intermediary
principle is called the name of God. We shall come later to the Gnostic claim
that "The name of the Father is the Son", and in both cases the secondary being is intended to fill a gap left by the fact that the primary being cannot be
named. God alone knows his own nature, and therefore names himself: but
in his case, the name is a being. Adam assigns names to things, but not to
himself since he does not have this same capacity for self-knowledge: he can
know other things, and so gives names to them (see page 88).
There is a concern for the precision of names in Philo, and much talk of
whether things have been rightly given their labels. In an allegorical interpretation, for example, it is said that "woman" is the right name for sense-perception, since woman is passive, in contrast to the active nature of man (Alleg. Interp. 11.38). H e goes on to identify "man" with mind, since activity is
the province of mind, and presumably has in view here Aristotle's notion of
the active intellect (see page 80). There are many examples of this analysis of
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the significance of nouns, and predictably enough, the use of etymology is an
important means of casting light on their significance. A particularly interesting case may be found in O n the Creation (127): the number seven is thought
to be of great significance in both music and letters (given the seven-stringed
lyre, and the seven vowels), and so the Greek hepta is said to be derived from
sebasmos (reverence) and semnotes (holiness). Lest one should have noticed
that the words scarcely resemble each other, Philo completes the picture by
adding that the Romans add the sigma left out by the Greeks, giving the result septem. This brings us closer to the alleged derivation,
speaking, and the peculiarity of explaining one language by another does not
seem to strike Philo. A little later (op. cit. 133) the classic etymology of Demeter, as combining meter with ge ("mother" and "earth") is endorsed.
Where do names come from? This is a perpetual intellectual problem, and
none were more exercised by it than Philo and the Gnostics. The idea that
names are natural in origin seems to solve some problems, since in this case
they are not generically different from cries, gasps or puffs: they are a product of physical reality. Yet there are problems with such a view, since there
is discernably no causal connection between names and physical reality. A
cry, on the other hand, will have clear physical causes. Yet if names are conventional, or p a n of an agreed system of signals, they are simply irrelevant to
reality. No matter how much we scrutinise or torture a word, it will tell us no
more than its meaning in the conventional system: it will not elucidate reality.
It is this dilemma which leads histotle to assert the importance of demonstrating the essence of a thing in order to know it, and to deny the usefulness
of names in this process. Philo however, has a deus ex machina to solve the
problem: God gives the names. This task was included in this creative work,
as accounted for in Genesis (On the Creation 15). After creating days and
nights, God calls the first day ""the one".
And there was evening and there was morning, one day. (Gen. 1.5)

Philo notes that the word is not "first", but "one", and takes it that much wisdom lies in this variation, clearly because of the nascent Middle-Platonic emphasis on the One, as against the many of material plurality. The naming activity is referred to again in O n the Creation 39, where we read that God bestowed the names "earth" and "sea". (In 102 Philo refers to those "who are
accustomed to using words to their fullest extent", and who use "seven" to
mean "perfection-bringing".)
There is something to be added however: after the initial stage, prior to the
existence of life and during which God distributes names, there is created
man.
Moses very rightly attributes the distribution of names to the first man. (On the Creation 148)
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Just as a king bestows titles on his subjects, so does the first man give names
to the entities which lie under his dominion. This man, the pre-first Adam,
did his job well, and he understood the creatures he was describing so well
that "their natures were conceived as soon as their names were spoken" (On
the Creation 150). Philo here seems to be endorsing the natural origin of
names, which it seems he apparently accepts as indicators of reality. Their
natures are grasped as soon as their names are spoken, and the lucidity of
Adam is explained by the fact his mind was still free of disease o r infection of
any sort. His mind registered the impressions (phantasiai) made by objects
and things with absolute clarity, and so the naming process acquired an accuracy that it might not have had at a later stage of human culture.
Moses' description of the origin of the world is thoughtPhilo
by to contain both symbolic and literal significance (Alleg. Interpretation II. 14), and
he singles out for particular praise that element in the literal aspect of the stor y which deals with naming:
We admire in the literal account the way in which the name-giver ascribes the giving
of names to the first man. (loc. cit.)

Philo regards this as a direct answer to the problem of the "Greeks", who are
said to have believed that wise men were the first to give names. The advantage of a single name-giver is that there is unanimity about the use of nouns,
and
'"he naming by one man was bound to harmonize the name with the
thing" (Alleg. Interp. 11.15). It is not clear that Philo has correctly grasped
the views of the "Greeks" on the origins of naming, but as Whitaker and Colson point out (Loeb edition 479), the view that the first name-givers were
persons of considerable standing
is at least alluded to in Plats's Cratylus
(401B).
Clearly, however, Philo believes that there is a relationship between names
and things which is other than conventional. Interrogating the verse "she
brought forth Cain" (On the Cherubim 531, Philo wonders why the author
seems to suggest that Cain was already named, pre-natally, whereas the usual
wording is as found in Genesis 4.25: "she . . . brought forth a son and called
his name Seth". Philo's explanation is that the usual practice of men is to give
"names which differ from the things" (op. cit. 56). Moses however gives
names which are clear images of things (or "absolutely clear expressions of
things" if the manuscript kvkpystat is correct, as it must be to make sense of
what follows): the name and the thing are identical from the outset, and they
differ in no way. This is an extraordinary claim to make about language, and
it gives an insight into the new intellectual environment, that of late Hellenistic culture. If words and objects are said to be identical, then the old practice
of etymology and word-analysis takes on a new meaning. Far from being uncommunicative about reality, as Aristotle thought they were, names consti-
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tute an avenue through the veil between the mind and things, and they conduct the mind to their essences. Etymology becomes word-magic.
It is also clear that Philo feels that only some names have this status: God,
Adam and Moses are all name-givers par excellence, and the language bequeathed by them enjoys a relationship with reality which is not shared by
ordinary language.
Yet it is not only the identity sf the name-giver which determines the value
of nouns, since the things designated also vary in comprehensibility. God
does not admit of adequate names:
H e w h o is is unspeakable (avretos). (Who is the heir 170)

Language applies to his potencies (d~nameis),but not to his essence, which is
not descriptible. This is an important theme to which we shall return, and it
has a long history in Neoplatonism, both Greek and Christian. T h e highest
essence is beyond names, but it acts and effects at lower ontological levels
can be designated: names do not apply to God himself, but to his manifestations in our experience. There are several reasons, therefofe, for a counterbalancing pessimism about the reliability of names in Philo's thought; eventu3nhy,he says, parts of grammar, nouns and verbs, will return to the elements from which they came. (Philo here plays on the meaning of stoicheia,
meaning both letters and primary substances.) Words return to their elements, just as our bodies return to the fire, air, earth, and water of which
they were made.
The Gnostic Gospel of Truth could almost be said to be a reflection o n
names, It begins by portraying error as powerful cosmic force, which creates
a being as a substitute for the truth: error and anguish is presented as a fog
which prevents people from seeing the Father. Those who are "to receive
teaching" are inscribed in the book of living: God calls their names, and in
some way having a name is an assurance of existence (21-22). The Father only calls the names of those who know, and "he whose name has not been spoken is ignorant". The ignorant will vanish away, whereas knowledge guarantees being for those whose names have been called. The assignation of a
name is the key to knowledge and ignorance, to life and death.
When truth comes (26-27), it is greeted with love. Truth is the mouth of
the Father. By this instrument the Father gives both form and a name to the
ignorant: the Father must beget them and name them. Receiving a name is
crucial, and is associated with receiving both form and knowledge: name-giving is a form of salvation. In a passage (38-39) discussed earlier (page 89), we
are told that "the name of the Father is the Son": in earlier discussion, the
naming process was related to thought, and the ability to self-name connected with the ability to self-think. It was noted earlier in this chapter that Philo
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identifies the logos as the "name of God" (27), and the Gospel of Truth virtually reiterates this. God's name is not a word, but a being, namely the Son.
The author of the Gospel exclaims that "the name is a great thing" (38), and
throughout the discussion seems to be groping towards the relationship between naming and being. Philo, we saw, believed that Moses gave names
which in no way differed from the objects they designated: reality and its
names were identical. Philo here provides a bridge between Plato and the
Gnostics: extending the view that names arise out of nature, he claims that
some are identical with it. The Valentinian Gnostics extend this to the idea
that naming calls into being: Being named is being known, and this endows
existence. In the Tripartite Tractate 73, each of the aeons is said to be a
name, each of which is a potency of the Father: it should be noted that aeons
do not have names, they are names, and this is a variation on the Philonic
theme that whilst the Father is unspeakable, his potencies may be enclosed in
language. Although it is true that the idea of a name as a secondary and minor reflection of the reality designated is also present in the Tripartite Tractate (79, 634), the general understanding of names is merged with the philosophy of knowledge and being. T o be known is to be, and to be named is to
be known.
The Father, of course is beyond names, except for the case of the Son. Basilides is well-known for his insistence that God is unspeakable, and also
nonexistent (we shall return to the type of negation involved here in the next
chapter). In the beginning, said Basilides ( H i p p o l p s , Ref. VILZO), nothing
existed: it was inexpressible, or by hypernegation, ccnot even inexpressible". It
was above all names, and Basilides advances the view discovered in Aristotle
(see p. f 00), that there are too few names for the multiplicity of entities in the
world, with the result that discourse is confused and ambiguous, words doing service for a number of things, a means of grasping things without using
names. This takes us into another theme, and leads us into the growing Hellenistic insistence that silence is a superior epistemological weapon to utterance. Negative theology will be seen to grow out of this, and to focus its attack not only on the spoken word, but on the machinery of thought itself.
The Greek view turns on the relationship between names and being. The
suspicion was that names were part of nature, like trees, clouds or snow; if
so, then they would yield to analysis, and provide information about reality.
The same general theories could be applied to them. Though this view is subjected to intense examination, and though the theory of language as convention emerges and competes with it, the link between names and being never
disappears in Greek philosophy. From Parmenides onwards the view that
names are things, and not mere signs, is canvassed. With typical Gnostic
flair, the Gospel of Truth singles out this nagging philosophical problem,
and dramatizes it: to be named by God is to receive both form and knowledge. Names and being, having been cautiously but indecisively separated by
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Plato and Aristotle, are now decisively merged. The Son is the name of the
Father: that is, the being of the Son and his name are considered to be the
same thing.
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VI. The silence beyond names
m e r e i n lie the sources of the late Greek pessimism about the efficacy of language? We shall document it more fully in what follows, but it is clear that
somewhere in the history of Greek thought there began to develop a deep
suspicion of discourse, and the corresponding belief that lack of words, o r silence, could convey the deepest meanings sought. Just as that which is absent
in a painting can sometimes be more significant than that which is represented, so words came to be seen as directing attention to something which they
themselves fail to capture. If one concedes that the non-verbal is that which
words strive to communicate, that the absent is the object of the present linguistic artefacts, then the conclusion that words are injurious to the attempt
to grasp it is not far away. We have seen in the Phaedrus that the written
word can be seen as a drug which dulls the mind, causing it to lose its recollective insights. The trend in late antiquity is to stress that the word itself,
whether spoken, written or thought, may distract the mind from its goal of
conceiving transcendent realities. As classical antiquity lumbers on to its middle age, one becomes aware of an enormous increase in the language of silence, which expresses itself quite clearly in a statistical increase in the occurrence of the word sige (silence). There was a growing dissatisfaction with the
use of words, which was matched by growing suspicions about the use of
thought: the development of negative theology, t o which we turn in the next
chapter, marks an attempt to find a new mode of thought. This new mode
was to signal the end of the dominance of language over thought, and the
end of the tendency to see thought in the image and likeness of language.
T h e root of the problem, which develops into a major preoccupation in late
antiquity, and particularly the writings of Proclus, the apostle of negation,
may be seen to lie in the difficulty perceived by Socrates in the Theaetetus.
Socrates recalls a dream he once had (201E), in which he notes that the essence of reasoning lies in the combination of names. This is what logos is: the
individual elements, however, cannot be known in isolation. We can name
these "atoms", but we cannot know them, since knowledge arises out of a
plural structure, involving the subject and predicate combination for example. It follows that the individual cannot be known, since it lacks this structure, and we cannot add any other term to it without pluralising. We can
name it only, therefore, and we must even refrain from attributing existence
to it (2056). The difficulty we are now confronted with, is that we can name
things which must remain unknowable to us. T h e "first things" remain "outand "unknowable" (agnostos) to us. The concept of
side reason" (alogos)
thought as involving a plural structure is very dominant in Greek philosophy:
as Aristotle says, "truth and falsehood involve a combination (symploke) of
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notions" (On the Soul 432"12). The difficulty of this view, to be drawn out
by later readers of Plato, lies in the uselessness of names which do not in
themselves provide knowledge. Reasoning and knowledge cannot be applied
to an object which is to be known in and by itself: later Platonism will emphasize the failure of multiple-structure reasoning to apprehend the One, o r
God. The inefficacy of the name leads to silence about the One. The converse of the notion of multiplicity in reasoning is the view that one must proceed intellectually by a method of division (diairesis), as expounded in the
Sophist (253D), and this part of the dialectic aims at separating encities according to the differences between them, with a view to reaching the primary
ontological elements (Parmenides 129D). The method of division is the remedy for the groupings and collocations of notions which produce vagueness
in thought, yet it ends up with unknowable entities. As the Stranger observes
in The Sophist:
The separation of each thing from all the others is the ultimate destruction of all discourse. For discourse comes through the combination (symploke) of ideas with each
other (259E).

The seeds of the late Greek suspicion of discourse have already been sown,
and what culminates with Damascius takes its starting-point with the problematic evoked in these passages. The paradigm for thought in the Greek tradition has already been perceived for what it is, and the assessment of it is already under way.
Is there a similar embryonic development of the theme of silence in classical antiquity? It is a matter worth pursuing, since we may be in danger of
overstressing not only the rationality of the Greeks (as E. R. Dodds points
out, in The Greeks and the Irrational), but also their devotion to speech. The
net will be cast a little wider, to embrace the language of the mysteries and of
Greek tragedy in order to determine t o what extent silence is an early, as well
as being a late, Greek concern.
That the theme of silence is by and large a late Greek issue, is clearly illustrated by the lack of attention to it in Presocratic philosophy. T h e index to
Diels-Ki-anz (Fragmente der Vorsokratiker) shows some references to C F L Y ~ ?
otyh,~tydv,otonh otondv or fic~u~ia,
but few of them are of any conceptual interest: there is no attempt to elaborate a notion whereby the absence of
language might be said t o be intellectually helpful, nor any hint of such a notion. This should be expected, of course, of that group of thinkers whose primary concern was the development of the new logos-style account of reality,
and the enormous preponderance of material involving some use of that term
gives clear notice that this is the era of the verbal. The explosion of confidence in the mind and its logos is characteristic of the earliest period of
Greek philosophy. It is not at this moment that we should expect doubts to
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be emerging, or to be entertained in any systematic form. The one exception
to this general rule is Pythagoras, who we are told (Diogenes Laertius
VIII.IO), insisted that his pupils remain silent for five years, listening to his
discourse, and without seeing him. Heraclitus maintained (according to Diogenes VIII.7) that Pythagoras was the author of a poem which began:
Young men, come and revere in silence all these things.

This did not fail to attract attention in late antiquity, when Pythagoras was
revered as a prophet. Both Porphyry and Iamblichus, who were concerned to
revitalise the popular and mythical bases of Greek religious feeling in opposition to Christianity, wrote lives of Pythagoras. H e was regarded as a Greek
sage, and Iamblichus' Life (197) refers to the practice of silence. There is no
clear evidence, however, that Pythagoras developed an anti-verbal philosophyThe investigation of silence could lend itself to a literary treatment, and
Greek tragedy knows of the difference between speaking and keeping silent.
In fact it is a frequently employed theme, since silence is frequently enjoined
as a means of forestalling or peventing the remorseless unfolding of the
tragic fate which awaits the principal character. In Aeschylus' Agamemnon
(548), the chorus remarks that silence has long been its remedy @harmakon)
against harm, but in the events which follow it it proves to be a useless one.
Sophocles' Oedipus Rex turns on the silence of the prophet Teiresias, and
there is a continuous interplay between Oedipus and Teiresias, and the issue
of speaking out, as against holding one's peace. In line 216 Oedipus exhorts
the chorus to hear and understand his words in the cause of discovering the
author of the slaying of Laius: he continues by calling on them to speak.
Ironically, he who does not maintain silence is promised a reward by Oedipus, whose tragedy is that only silence can save him, since he is unknowingly
the parricide he seeks.
Throughout the play Oedipus encounters silence, and endeavours to penetrate it: in lines 328 ff., Teiresias twice asserts his desire to remain silent,
since his prophet's art will reveal truths which will be devastating to Oedipus.
Oedipus upbraids Teiresias' taciturnity, vaunting his own liberality of
speech; "I speak my mind" (346). Teiresias yields: "Thou art the murderer of
him whose murderer thou pursuest" (362). In this way Oedipus first breaches
the wall of silence, and the prophet's words convey the first stage of the
knowledge he is to resist. His own verbal prolixity contrasted with the silence
of his interlocutors takes on a cruel irony: Jocasta departs (1072) vowing not
to utter any further word to him on his ancestry, and again Oedipus asserts
his desire to discover it. The forces of silence and those of utterance again d o
battle (1 140-1 160), but eventually Oedipus learns the truth and engages in a
great gesture of self-mutilation: he puts out his eyes, having wanted to see
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the truth. Teiresias stands for revelation in language throughout Greek tragedy, and Euripides portrays him as he who must speak:
Creon: Be silent. D o not speak these words to the city.
Teiresias: Thou biddest me to injustice. I will not keep silent.
(The Phoenician Maidens 925)

Again language conveys knowledge of realities, which silence only served to
mask.
However Euripides introduces a note of scepticism about speech which
one does not find in Sophocles. In the Orestes, Menelaus sagely remarks to
Orestes:es
Silence may be better than speech, but at times speech is superior to silence. (638)

Orestes impulsively replies that many words will lend clarity to understanding, and that it is therefore necessary to expound his case at length. Yet
Menelaus responds that he is unable to help Orestes bear his burdens:
Orestes turns on him, denouncing his lack of loyalty and impotence. Finally,
in line 787, we find Orestes recommending silence about their difficulties.
The inefficacy of his speech causes him to turn full circle, and the silence
now advocated contrasts strikingly with the eagerness of his plea for language in the earlier passage. The confidence of the philosopher in the value
of words, and their ability to produce clarity, is parodied by Orestes' reversal
of his own position. Speaking, and remaining silent, are fundamental tools in
the construction of Greek drama, which thus reflects the general Greek fascination with speech as the means of conveying knowlege, of enabling people
to see. Euripides, standing at the close of the classical era, in many ways parodies the cultural values of his predecessors, and in the above passage of the
Orestes, seems to parody the gift of speech itself.
The mystery religions made much of the vow of secrecy, and the need to
keep silence over the content and practices of the cult was widely known and
observed. The terminology of the mysteries becomes, particularly in late
Graeco-Christian philosophy, a kind of metaphor for the transcendence and
remoteness of the deity. The goddess Sige (silence) does not make her appearance until the myths of Valentinian Gnosticism, but early Greek mystery
religions are rich in material which could have inspired this theme. The word
mysterion was held to have been derived from ~ D & vto
, ccclose'7(one's mouth),
but the word ~ U E Z Vwas coined to mean "initiate". The supposed derivation
shows what was held to be important about the mysteries, that is that certain
central ritual acts and experiences were not to be spoken about. Similarly,
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Pentheus: Of what nature be these rites?
Dionysus: They are unspeakable (arreta), not to be known by those uninitiated into
the Bacchic rites. (Bacchae 47 1)

A similar term, &n;oppq~a("not to be spoken"), is also used of the content of
the mysteries. This term is used by Plato of the secret doctrines of the Pythagorean~(Phaedo 62B), who had to take a vow of secrecy. Clement of
Alexandria (Strom. V.9.57.3) records the story of Hippasus of Metaponturn,
who was said to have been assassinated by members of the brotherhood because of his divulgation of the discovery of irrational numbers, and this story
indicates the seriousness with which the principle of secrecy was viewed.
Again we may quote Euripides, who has the Muse claim:
the torches of the unspeakable mysteries (mysteria aporreta) did Orpheus teach
(Rhesus 943)

...

The use of lights was one of the central practices of the mysteries, used to induce an experience of ecstasy which was the focal point for many, and this
element Euripides represents as having been taught by Orpheus. A nice
phrase of Sophocles (Oedipus Rex 301) speaks of the things which are didakta (taught) together with those which are arreta (unspeakable): the distinction
is between the sacred and the "profane", or that which can be divulged.
A logical point should be made here. Mystery religion terminology denoting the unspeakable refers to a kind of taboo about the revelation of central
details: unspeakability refers to a prescription, a view that one oz,ight not describe the crucial details of the cult. The silence of the initiate is therefore a
caltic obligation, and it does not seem to be the case that the ecstatic experience at the heart of the mysteries is described as unspeakable: if this were the
case, then logical inexpressibility would be involved in the notion of the "unspeakable". It seems, however, to be the case that the ancient authors are saying that the case of the mystery should not be spoken about, rather than that
it cannot be spoken about. The mania experienced by the Dionysiac initiates,
the women of the Bacchae (699) leaving their homes, dancing upon the
mountains by the light of torches, to the music of flutes, seeing before them
fountains of milk and honey, devouring the raw flesh of creatures they tear
apart - all of this ecstasy might well be inexpressible, but it is not so described. The later Platonists, nevertheless, blur the above distinction deliberately by applying the word unspeakable to the knowledge of the One. The
silence of the initiate is made over into an image conveying the indescribability of the knowledge of God.
The rich imagery of the mysteries does not, however, have a great effect
on Plato. Plotinus' Enneads conclude with a reference to the Holy Mysteries
as a metaphor for his own mystical philosophy, and as a framework for un-
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derstanding the route to the One. Plato does however have a notion of the
unspeakable (arreton), in a context which is particularly suggestive for the
middle and later Platonists. In the Sophist the problem of falsehood is taken
up, and there is an expression of perplexity over whether it really exists
(236E); since true statements seem to refer to something existent, the difficulty of what false statements refer to requires resolution. The discussion
leads to a quotation of Parmenides' statement, that there is no such thing as
not-Being, and so the possibility of there being an entity which can act as a
substratum for falsehood is ruled out. The idea of words referring to reality
nevertheless persists in the discussion (237E), but then it is perceived that we
can use the word "not-Being". Since it refers to nothing, may we conclude
that we are not speaking at all when we give vent to this utterance? Since
speech and thought presuppose the attribution of being (on the view here
used), it seems impossible to deal with "not-Being":
Do you concede then that it is impossible to utter correctly, or to say, or t o conceive
of not-Being in itself, but it is inconceivable, unspeakable (arretos), inexpressible, and
irrational. (alogos: 23 8 C)

The difficulty is seen to be that using the term not-Being has ontological implications, so that if one speaks of "not-Beings" (pfi OVTOI), one is attributing
plurality to the hypothetical entities; if, on the other hand, one speaks of
"not-Being" in the singular, then one attributes singularity to it. This addition of attributes to it is impossible, since it amounts to adding being to notbeing (238C). Falsehood thus constitutes a great problem, since it appears to
consist of attributing being to what does not exist, and the absurdity encountered in the dialogue lies in the fact that the speakers are actually speaking
about the unspeakable. That of which we cannot speak is in fact being spoken of.
Reflected here is Parmenides' disjunction between Being and not Being,
and the logical problems entailed in linking Being to language are here explored. Yet the passage was to be seen differently by the later Platonists, who
advocated the indescribability of the One. If the One was said to be beyond
being, and in many cases it was, then its unspeakability and indescribability
was thought to follow. Predication was still linked to the attribution of being, with the result that claiming the One to be beyond being effectively removed it from the reach of predication. It is often claimed that the 1'4eoplatonists cctheologized"Plato's logic, but this is not the case. They in fact used
it in precisely the Platonic way, but their changed ontology meant that it was
applied in a different manner. The great change lies in the assertion that the
highest principle, which we may call God, the Form of the Good, or the One,
lay beyond being. The logical consequences for language followed naturally.
In other respects Plato does not reveal any serious doubts about the effica-
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cy of language. Socrates, it appears, was quite incapable of remaining silent.
Plato has him remark in the Apology:
Perhaps someone might say: "Socrates, can't you go away from us and live elsewhere,
quietly and keeping quiet!". (37E)

T o the hypothetical question, in which he laughs at himself a little, he responds seriously, claiming that he must speak out of respect for the god. The
unexamined life is not worth living, and speech is the instrument of the examination to be conducted (38A): in another dialogue, Alcibiades remarks on
the oddity of Socrates' following him around in silence (Alc. I. 106A). One
of Athens' great talkers, and the author of the elenchus was not about to extol
the virtues of silence over those of speech.
Thought occurs in silence, or it may do so, and in a most revealing passage
in the Sophist, thought (dianoia) is defined:
Then thought (dianoia) and speech (logos) are the same, except that thought is a
voiceless inner dialogue of the soul with itself, and we have given it that name. (263E)

It is clear that the model of spoken language dominates the understanding of
thought: they are seen as identical, except that language emerges in voice.
That speech is the paradigm for thought is of immense significance, since the
characterization of each becomes inter-dependent on such a view: one cannot
be dismissed without the other being similarly relegated, and the basic ambiguity of the word logos appears to dominate the Greek understanding of discourse. It will be seen that one distinct development from classical to late antiquity lies in the separation of thought and speech, and in the growing belief
that the two behave differently. It is for this reason that writers such as Philo
are able to cast adverse reflections on language, yet retain the high value of
rhought. However we are not yet at this stage: for both Plato and Aristotle
speech is the loftiest instrument of the human mind. The Theaetetus (180E)
defines thought (dianoeisthai) as the "talk the soul has with itself", and this
recalls the idea of thought as internalised dialogue, as given in the Sophist
passage quoted above. Thought is seen as asking itself questions, answering
them, affirming, denying and reaching decisions. One can thus appreciate
more clearly the literary genre employed by Plato, since he must have seen
the dialogue form as a replica of the thought process of the individual. The
fact of writing down the words involved he saw as problematic, as was noted
above (94): the written word is silent, like a painting:
Writing, Phaedrus, has this strange quality, and is very like painting: the creatures in
painting stand like living beings, but if asked a question, they remain solemnly silent.
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is Aristotle at his most pedestrian. The charm of his empiricism is present
here, of course - that lucid, clinical and unpretentious manner of merely describing what he observes, yet what is lacking is precisely the metaphysical
sense which he reacted against in Plato. Aristotle is the supreme Greek rationalist and verbalist, and as he observes that speech is the corner-stone of
political organisation, one senses again the failure to look beyond the reality
he describes. m a t are the limits of this faculty of speech? Aristotle bas no
real sense of there being any limits, o r any serious deficiency. His confidence
in the power of the intellectual process is boundless. H e has n o "dreams"
about unknowable atoms, or suspicions about the drug-like qualities of the
written word: for him the world and mind is impregnated with logos, and the
task is that of the demonstration of essences. H e reduces silence to the idea
of breaking wind.
There is a similar absence of attention to the images of silence in the
Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics. In the former cases, their character as dogmatic systems was incompatible with the entertaining of doubts over the
means of forming them. Yet Scepticism is a case apart, and was devoted to
showing that the established modes of reasoning were unable t o function.
Advocating suspension of judgment on most issues, if not all issues, and claiming that every argument could be countered by another equal in force
(equipollence), Scepticism might well have advocated lapsing into silence. Indeed Cratylus was said to have refused to speak in later life, indicating his
wishes by a simple wave of the finger (Aristotle, Metaphysics 1010a12): the
belief that reality was entirely in flux meant that no names could be given.
Terminology and any form of predication being therefore baseless, speaking
became a futile exercise. The Sceptics did not seem to go so far as this, and
this is a matter. of interest. There is, it will be argued, an intimate link between Scepticism and Mysticism, since the former undermines all attempts at
propositional systems: the Sceptics, however, did not perceive such a link,
and it was others who developed it. The truth of the matter is that they were
believers in reason, and they were engaged in a highly rational exercise: as
Plato pitted dialogue against rhetoric, so they turned philosophy against itself. However, rather than draw the conclusion that some form of abdication
was necessary, the Sceptics maintained a commitment to philosophical reasoning. Reason was not abandoned, and when asked how reason could demonstrate its own inadequacy, since it would have to be relied upon in order
to achieve this, they replied that reason could exhaust itself, in the same manner as a plague. Thus; despite the fact that they were fundamental and extremely effective critics of much of Greek philosophy, they remained firmly
within that camp.
With Philo and the Gnostics we are in different intellectual territory.
Though Philo does not use the word atyq at all, other terms convey its
meaning. In certain cases, Philo stresses the importance of speech: Moses is
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said, in Who is the Heir (16), to have spoken in a ceaseless stream of words
to God, who is said to have answered him "with a silence clearer than speech,
used the miraculous vision to herald, as it were, future events" (Moses 1.66).
There is in Philo a tendency to equalise silence and speech, as different instruments appropriate for different types of event. The old Greek emphasis
on speech is still there, but there is also a tendency to value its absence.
Silence is a power, "akin to the power of speech" in that it controls words
and uses them when the right time approaches (The Confusion of Tongues
37). There is, of course, the silence of failure, as when one's opponent has
exhausted one's capacity t o reply. In this case one prays for the help of God,
who has made speech his servitor (39), and who can silence the lips of the sophist, whose verbiage seems irresistible. One notices here the desire to promote silence which is new: there are some references to silence as part of polite behaviour, throughout the history of Greek culture, but this is more a
matter of decorum than a matter of epistemological significance. These remarks occur in Philo as well, but alongside them there are frequent statements in praise of both silence and speech, as weapons of the mind.
Silence is the appropriate posture before the divine. Casel's seminal work
(De philssophorum Graecorum silentio mystico) indicates 'many cases of the
mystery of the holy causing silence in those who are confronted-with it. Philo
(On Dreams 11.262) expounds this theme: nature has given lips for two purposes.
One is to keep silence (Qou~iax),since the lips form the most effective way of containing sound . . .

We should exercise them for both speaking and keeping silent. When we can
usefully speak, we do so, and when it is better to refrain, we should learn t o
keep silence. The Egyptians, Exodus tells us (1 1.7), stand silent before God,
fearful of his power. There is a time for silence, and a time for speech, but
the spiritually unenlightened are unaware of the proper moment,

. . . for they zealously preserve a guilty silence, and a reprehensible form of speech.
(On Dreams 11.274)
These principles are reiterated in Who is the Heir (18). There is a silence of
the soul, as well as that of the tongue, and here Philo is referring to tranquility, or peace of mind. Our thoughts tend to range over an infinite number of
subjects, and these cause an "inward shouting". The mind should still itself,
in order to hear him who speaks: in this way it will be silent. Without silence,
there will be no real listening to commands.
A balance is struck between speaking and remaining silent: again equal
weight is given to the two states, each being a capacity which is learned, and
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which requires judgment. In the Worse Attacks the Better (102) Philo argues
that there is a single faculty of self-control which enables us either to speak,
o r remain silent. One must refrain from blurting out secrets, and there are
times when there is strength in keeping silent (besucbazein). The same kind
of moral capacity which directs speech to good ends may cause us to refrain
from it entirely.
In a clear reminiscence of Scepticism, Philo notes that it is sometimes necessary for reason to hold its peace, to keep quiet and suspend judgment
( ~ R ~ X E L VO: n Flight and Finding 136).
For the best offering is silence and suspense of judgment (kno~fi),
in matters which
are not entirely worthy of credence. (Ioc. cit.)

There is some reassurance in the fact that God knows all, and so the Sceptical posture need not produce anxiety. One notes with interest this allusion to
the central doctrine of Scepticism, according to which one must suspend
judgment on issues not capable of absolutely certain demonstration. Other
traces (see p. 88) have been found in Philo of such a use of Sceptical notions,
and though they are metamorphosed in his writings, they emerge in a distinctly recognizable form. Unlike the Sceptics however, Philo does draw the
conclusion that the epocbe leads to silence: the role given to the divinity
means that man can indeed relapse into such a supine posture. The genuine
Sceptic did not go to the lengths suggested by the negative character of his
arguments; the destructive character of Sceptical arguments did not lead to
an abandonment of philosophy, or to any endorsement of silence. Philo's
deus ex rnacbina played a similar role in the other Sceptical borrowing, as noted above, since the human failure to self-think is compensated by God's selfknowledge, a capacity which belongs to him alone.
This combination of Sceptical suspension of judgment and silence is of
crucial importance, since it is the first clear indication of the relationship between Scepticism in philosophy and Mysticism in theology. Philo here hints
at a theme to be developed later, and the importance of the passage is as follows: The failure of reason is seen to lead to silence, and silence, through the
procedure of negative theology, will come to be regarded as a positive epistemological step towards the knowledge of the transcendent.
T h e memory carries out its work in silence, and the keen learner goes over
what he has learned in order to commit it all to memory (On Husbandry
131). Philo here anticipates Augustine's attempt to explain memory by the
analogy of the chewing of the cud (Confessions X.14), so that memory is
seen as the ability to predigest food before it reaches the stomach of the
mind. In Augustine the analogy is drawn because memory does seem to process the past in some way, presenting it in a recognizable form, yet stripping
it of its essential characteristics: the memory of past sweetness is not itself
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sweet. Philo's cud is that of the camel, and it is clear that Augarstine has
drawn on a longstanding tradition in the philosophy of memory, involving
cud-chewing animals. Philo notes that the work of memory, and one recalls
here the Socratic doctrine of Recollection, is carried out "in entire silence"
(On Husbandry 132). Clearly it is thought that speaking and remembering
are activities which cannot be carried out simultaneously.
T h e worthless man is one who devotes himself to loitering around market
places, theatres, law-courts, assemblies: his tongue is constantly at work,
bringing confusion into all matters, mingling all kinds of things. Such a person has not been trained to silence, which is an excellent thing at the right
time (On Abraham 20). T h e misuse of speech is a thing Philo is constantly
aware of, and his cautionary remarks on the subject recall the fierce Platonic
denunciation of the Sophists. The critique is very similar, but the conclusion
is different: Phi10 advocates the practice of silence in due season.
Voice may be the agent of disturbance and disruption:
O u r beings are sometimes at rest, at other times subject to starts and untimely shouts,
as we may call them. When these are silent, we have deep peace; otherwise we have
truceless war. (On Drunkenness 97)

Philo refers to shouting because it occurs in an Exodus verse (32.17), of
which he wishes to offer an allegorical interpretation. The divine life of
peace is found away from these shoutings in the soul, which induce a disturbing kind of self-division. Philo refers to the "outcries of pleasure9', the "voice
of desire", the "loud shout" of the passions, and their "myriad voices and
tongues" (102-3).
When he who experiences these things says that in the camp of the body the voices
are the voices of war, and that the silence (hesuchia) dear to peace has been driven
away, the holy word is in accord. (104)

T h e principle of silence, Sige, achieves considerable importance in the various Gnostic writings, and particularly those of the Valentinian school. It was
noted in chapter one that Marcus made the breaking of silence and the generation of discourse the axis of his system: in the beginning was the word beginning, arche. T h e origin of reality is identified with the origin of language,
since both begin with the Father's desire to utter what had been unspeakable,
and to give G r m to the invisible. The letters of the word first pronounced
in an emanation, and lead eventually to the vowels, the voiced letters, or the most overt form of utterance, closest to our own physical world.
T h e basic preoccupation of this whole cosmogony is the transition from silence to speech, and it is of course the case that this transition is a degeneration, in the same way as the emanation from the Neoplatonic One degenerates into multiplicity.
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T h e Valentinians are the philosophers of discourse par excellence of the
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deavours to prevent the attempt to render knowable the unknowable. Silence
acted according to the will of the Father in trying to restrain Mind (I.2.1),
and clearly the role of Silence was to prevent the kind of unsatisfiable titillation which ensued. Subsequently the Father sought to release Sophia from
her passion, and ensured that other beings were aware of his own incomprehensibility. Christ was responsible for teaching them that they were incapable
of knowledge of the Father (1.2.5).
What may we conclude about the meaning of Silence in this fable? It is uncertain how far one should stray in the direction of Jonas' demythologising
hermeneutic, yet the story does seem to allude to some general propositions.
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silence. And in the case of Marcus, the two processes are one: to transcend
material reality is to transcend speech.
The basis has now been laid for the understanding of discourse in late
Greek philosophy. The tragedian Aeschylus had claimed (Prometheus Bound
460) that the written word was the agent of memory: Plato reversed this in
the Phaedrus (274D), by making it a drug. The written word becomes "the
elixir of forgetfulness". Yet Plato's revisionism does not call into question the
value of word itself, and he is more concerned to stress the value of the spoken logos, and of verbal interaction. Words, on his view, must be kept alive
through the dialectic, and he believes that the written word is ossified.
In the classical period, language is not questioned, nor is silence advocated. The discovery of logos was too recent an achievement, and too successful
a tool for it to be challenged in such a way. Euripides displays iconoclastic
tendencies over the utility of logos, but this is not to be taken up until well
into the Hellenistic period. Plato does anticipate Basilides with his suggestion
that if not-Being exists, then it will be unutterable, inconceivable, and irrational (alogos), but this is not a systematically maintained argument o n the limits of language. The Greeks do not advocate the abandonment of language,
and even the Sceptics do not do so, though they lay the basis for it. With Philo, however, a new era begins. H e advocates silence consequent o n Sceptical
suspension of judgment, and brings into play an antithesis between speech
and silence which is new: both are praised as virtues. There is a time for silence, and a time when silence will be not only appropriate but inevitable,
Gnosticism widens this process, and makes silence the epistemologicaliy impregnable character of essential reality. God, or the Father, is unspeakable,
and Silence is now a cosmic principle which preserves that characteristic. Plato's remarks about the unspeakability of not-Being in the Sophist, and the incomprehensibility of the indivisible in the Theaetetus, have borne their fruit.
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VII: Thinking negatively: the foundations of the
via negativa

Neoplatonism produced a method for the appreheding of the One, a
method constructed on the notion that language was inefficacious. The negative method endeavours to use language in a manner which will enable it to
rise above itself, and is usually referred to as the via negativa, or the apophatic (negating) method. It is usually associated with mysticism, and it will be
familiar to all students of the middle ages, and of eastern spirituality. It receives a clear formulation in Plotinus, and a great development in Proclus
and Damascius: on the Christian side, it is used by Clement of Alexandria, to
a small extent by Origen and Augustine, and to a large extent by the Cappadocian fathers, Gregory and Basil. The via negativa is of course central in Dionysius the Areopagite. It involves ridding the mind of its contents, so that it
can pass into the "mystic night". Silence plays a great part in this, and it may
appear that one is far from philosophical concerns, In this Pursuit of the negative way.
Yet the negative method is intimately involved with the major epistemological themes of Greek philosophy, and can be said to stem from Parmenides,
and the Academic treatment of his notion of the One. It involves a whole
range of Greek ideas, including the notions of unity, being, reason, thought
and the logic of predication. It is a matter not only of Greek logic, but also
of ontology, since it involves the notion of the incremental generation of
reality, by interrelated and interconnected stages. It will be the business of
this chapter to bring together the epistemological and the ontological facets
of the early material on negative knowledge.
Negative reasoning can be defined as a procedure which seeks to clarify
concepts by the use of negative predicates, rather than positive ones. In the
late classical world, it takes a theological twist, and becomes the view that
God is rendered banal by the application of standard predicates, even quite
lofty ones, such as goodness, justice, munificence and so on. Rather than diminish his transcendence by feeble attempts to reach for appropriate concepts, one should negate them, so that God becomes non-good, or non-just.
The result will be an unsullied apprehension of his nature. The difficulty in
this for theology lies in the indeterminate character of negation, since goodness is a discrete notion, but non-goodness leaves open a vast range of possibilities, from which only one notion is excluded. With such an approach
God could turn out to be almost anything, and no doubt did: in the case of
Basilides at least, H e turned out to be "purely and unequivocally Nothing".
What controls were there over the negative method? What was its intellec-
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tual framework? These questions must be answered by looking closely at
how negation was understood in Greek philosophy, and secondly how the
presumed relation between thought and being shaped the understanding of
negation as an epistemic/ontic process. Two distinct technical terms mark
the Greek view of negation: &nbqaot<is the basic word for negation, whereas tkqaipcotr; (or "abstraction") frequently comes close to it. Apophasis is
peculiarly like apopbansis morphologically speaking, but the latter, from apophaino, means declaration, statement or predication. Apophansis comes close
to being the opposite of the term under consideration, though kataphasis (assertion) is in fait its opposite. The notion of exclusion is strong in ap~phasis~
which Aristotle defines as follows:
Assertion (kataphasis) is a statement affirming one thing of another: negation (apophasis) is a statement of something away from another. (On Interpretation 17a25)

Plats, in the Cratylus (426D), uses negation in this way, defining rest as the
denying of motion. It is as if an attribute is removed from the entity in question, and for this reason the behaviour of the notion of abstraction (aphairesis) is similar. Deriving from aphaireo, it refers fundarnentally to an act of
taking away, or the removal of something. Both negation and abstraction
come close to another notion in Aristotle, that of privation (steresis), and all
three may refer to a process of intellectual removal of a characteristic. Negation seems, then, to amount to depriving an entity of a characteristic.
Presocratic philosophy has nothing to say on the logic of any of these
terms, though Parmenides does perceive the difficulties for predication involved in the idea of not-Being. This undoubtedly lies behind Plato's remarks about the- unspeakabilifof not-Being in the Sophist, since Being is
thought to be that which sustains language, or that which is somehow its medium. Not-Being, on this model, fails to engender language. It is impossible
that language should embrace not-Being, or spring from it. Parmenides says
that that which is not, cannot be known or declared (Fragment 2). Thought,
Being and language are all related to each other, and not-Being does not provide thought and language with the means of subsistence.
But this verdict has already been given, as it had to be, that one path should be left
alone as unthinkable, unnamed, for it is no true path, and that the other exists and is
real. (Fragment 8, 16; trans. W. K. C. Guthrie)

This, then, is the backdrop to Plato's view that not-Being is unspeakable and
incomprehensible, and it forms the starting-point for the hypotheses of his
dialogue entitled the Parmenides. In this work the concept of the One is
drawn into the whole logic of predication, with Zeno and Parmenides participating as interlocutors. Critics have differed over how seriously the dialogue
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is to be taken, with Taylor (Plato 351) claiming that we would be making a
mistake if we were to take the second part of the dialogue seriously, and
Cornford (Plato and Parmenides 114) arguing that the second part is indeed
seriously intended, and that it does throw light on the first part. Later Platonist~were to take the dialogue very seriously indeed, and for this reason its
content must'be carefully expounded, whether or not it is a joke.
m a t has been clear to all commentators is that the ambiguity sf the word
cc .
is" contributes to a number of the antinomies which the participants manage
to erect. As Taylor says: We get contradictory results according as 'is' is taken to be the symbol of predication (Peano's E ) , or that of existence (Peano's
3)" (369). This reference to Peano's distinction is revealing, since his view
does bedazzle many Platonic commentators. The distinction between the "is"
of predication and the "is" of existence is regarded by many as an acquisition
of philosophy, an indication of progress in the discipline, and there are those
who are unwilling to see Plato commit the fallacy of confusing the two functions of the word, and for Taylor the fact that the fallacy is present merely
constitutes further evidence that Plato's intention was satirical. This view
should be rejected. The distinction between the predicative and existential
uses of gci~''may not even be correct, and so our anxiety on Plato's behalf
may not even be well-founded; and secondly, it is not good method to impose our own concerns on those of Plato. Owen's paper (Aristotle an the
Snares of Ontology) shows that even the second generation was not "clear"
on the matter, and it seems clear enough that in the Sophist, written later
than the Parmenides, Plato was still in difficulties over the "problem". 'What
he did not see clearly in the Sophist was the relation of being and predication, or more precisely, that of falsehood and not-Being. The force of the
Peano distinction is undiminished in Anglosaxon philosophy: it is taken as
something so obvious that it scarcely needs reiterating. This fact means that
Anglosaxon exegesis of the Parmenides is fundamentally unsympathetic to it,
and it tends to turn on the question of whether Plato knew he was making
the mistake or not. We should consider the possibility that the mistake is not
a mistake, and before forcing Plato to cohabit with Anglosaxons, search for
an alternative focus for interpreting his philosophy of being. Heidegger, for
example makes the "is" of the copula an ontological statement:
6'

. . . then in the long run the phenomenon to which we allude by the term "copula"

has
nothing to do with a bond o r binding. The inteqretation of the ccis",whether it be
expressed in its own right in the language o r indicated in the verbal ending, leads us
therefore into the context of problems belonging to the existential analytic, if assertion and the understanding of Being are existential possibilities for the Being of
Dasein itself. (Being and Time 202)

Heidegger treated the Parmenides as an important source, and he gives us a
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perspective which allows Plato to express himself more clearly. The Parmenides is not intended to'be a reductio rid absurdurn of Parmenides' philosophy,
but is rather an aporetic exploration of it. As is well-known, the dialogue begins with a discussion of the theory of forms, and its apparent refutation
through the famous "third man" argument. The discussion of the forms
terminates with a statement of the problems consequent on their abandonment:

. . . if one refuses to admit the existence of the forms of things,

and does not allow
that a definite form can be defined for each case, one will have nothing on which to
rest one's thought, since one will have dismissed the view that things each have a perennially identical form. In this way one will utterly destroy the power of discourse.
(135B)

This passage is a reminder that Plato is concerned at the epistemological consequences of the Heraclitean doctrine of flux, as was noted earlier in respect
of the Timaeus (see p. 97), and the need for some solidly existing entities as
the basis for discourse is here expressed. The present remark is in the same
line of thinking as Parmenides' tendency to connect Being and Thought/
Language, and it is clear that this problem is set up at this point in the dialogue for subsequent investigation. The fact is that the eight hypotheses
which follow are not only about the ontological questions of unity and multiplicity, but also about the effect of these issues on discourse. In 165B, a conclusion is drawn that the application of thought, or discourse (6t6rvota) to
reality, breaks it into pieces: in 155D, the second hypothesis leads to the
claim that the One in time can be named, spoken of, and be the subject of a
logos; and the first hypothesis produces the result, in 142A, that no logos,
name or science of the One can be. The notion of unity is therefore intimately bound up with the function and efficacy of discourse, and this issue is
partly at stake in the eight hypotheses.
It is, however, difficult to discern what Plato himself advocates in this
carefully established series of contradictions, since the method used is that of
Zeno: Socrates asks him to do it for them (136D). Zeno's method, as is wellknown, consisted in the use of paradoxes, directed at the refutation of some
point of view. A widely accepted set of postulates was taken, and shown to be
self-contradictory by the turning of one part of them against another.
Accordingly, the proposition "the One exists" is taken up for examination,
and given a variety of different interpretations. Zeno's method produces
contradictory consequences for each case. In the first hypothesis (137D), "if
the One exists" refers to a One which is a whole without parts, and such a
One turns out to be unknowable and unspeakable. The argument runs as follows: if it has no parts, then the One has no beginning or end; if it has no
shape, it can be nowhere; if it has no place, it cannot move. Nor can it be at
rest. If it: is not in time (141E), then it cannot be:
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Can it then partake of being apart from in the present, past, or future? It cannot.
Then the One has no share in being at all.

As a consequence, there can be no rational account (logos), science (episteme), perception (aisthesis), or opinion (doxa) of it (142A). Therefore it cannot be named, and in this way predicates are ruled out.
The second hypothesis seeks to reverse this result by taking the One as
having being. The One both "is", and "is one". In this case, it is pluralised,
since it now has two characteristics, and this leads to an infinite number of
parts in the course of the argument. In this alternative, the One has shape, is
in places, and is subject to time. The rather baffling argument concludes by
stressing this point (155D): the One "partakesJ' of the past, present and future, and there is something in relation to it, and which belongs to it.
Certainly, and there would be knowledge and opinion and perception of it . . . And it
has a name and a rational account (logos), and is named and spoken of. (155D)

On this hypothesis, the One is in time, has being, and has ielational characteristics: it is therefore knowable, and speakable.
Hypotheses five and six consider the possibility that the "One is not", giving two different meanings to this proposition. O n hypothesis five the statement "the One is not" is taken as having meaning (it must have meaning,
since we can see what its opposite would mean). We know the meaning of
this statement. The One may not exist, but it may partake of many relations,
and it is in this respect that predication is possible. Using the breadth of the
word "is", a series of contradictory statements is produced. The "One is
not9', but it must have "is-ness" for this statement to be true: it therefore both
is, and is not. %%at follows is a similar set of contradictions, with the conclusion that everything can be simultaneously predicated and denied of the One
which does not exist. T h e sixth hypothesis also treats of the non-existent
One, but insists that in this case that being should be completely denied of
the One: this is the purely and simply non-existent principle of the Gnostic
Basilides (see p. 108). In this case the One does none of the things which the
previous One both did, and did not do, such as move, alter, o r be at rest.
It has no relations. It has no name, logos, perception, o r opinion formed of
it.
The seventh hypothesis entertains the notion that the One does not exist at
all, and the result is an infinite divisibility of what other entities there are.
But, as it seems, each mass of them is unlimited in number, and even if one takes what
seems to be the smallest piece, it suddenly seems, just as in a dream, to be many, having seemed to be one . . . (164D)
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Plato is prone to having dreams about the basic particles of reality, as we
know from the Theaetetus, but in this case the particle explodes into a mass
of infinitely dividing fragments. The absence of unity means that reality lacks
a principle of cohesion, and a further point of interest is that this pluralisation is the result of discourse.
In my opinion all being conceived in discourse must be broken up into tiny segments.
For it would always be apprehended as a mass devoid of one. (1693)

T h e hypotheses of the Parmenides are bewildering. There are those who find
the dialogue a jolly piece of philosophy (Taylor, Plato 370), and there are
those whose sense of humour is less acute (Cornford, Plato and Parmenides
114). It is certain however that it is a profound piece of analysis of the
breadth of the word "is", and is no less an examination of ontology than of
epistemology. There was enormous interest in the dialogue in later antiquity
- witness the massive commentary by Proclus - and it seems perverse to strip
it of serious intention, on the basis of Peano's dubious distinction between
the existential and predicative uses of the word "is". It must be kept in mind
that unity and "being", which is what we might call reality, are closely allied
in the treatment of Plato, and of Parmenides himself. T h e question is not so
much about mathematics, as about the nature of the fundamental stuff of
things. Plato is asking, through this series of antinomies, about the character
of essential being and its relation to discourse. It is the old Presocratic issue
of whether the stuff of reality is one, o r several. T h e Parmenides is about
monism, and the questions asked are about monistic explanations of reality.
Is the essence of things a single principle, or are there several such principles?
If there is no unity, how can anything be? What is the relation of discourse to
this unity in reality? Is it the kind of thing which lends itself to apprehension
through discourse? These are the questions asked by Plato throughout the
sometimes tortuous reasonings of the dialogue. Obviously there is no clear
verdict given on the matters discussed, but the grounds for discussion are established: "is-ness" belongs to discourse as well as to the external world, and
it seems to be necessary that they have it in common in order for both to
exist. The principles thrown out for discussion are crucial to the development
of negative thinking, since the conditions under which predication can apply
t o essential reality are spelt out: if the One does not have being, it cannot be
the subject of discourse. If it does not exist in time, it cannot be the subject
of discourse. Both these suggestions say as much about the limits of discourse as they do about the nature of reality. Further, the notion outlined
immediately above, that discourse fragments reality, is particularly significant
for the later Platonists. T h e antithesis is set up as follows: given the absence
of unity in things, discourse can only break them in pieces. Unity would provide a kind of epistemological bulwark against the dividing tendency inher-
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ent in discourse, and discourse therefore seems to confront and defeat the
ontological monism which is at stake. It is confusing t o ask what Plato thinks
the One is, o r whether he identifies it with Parmenides' lofty principle: he is
examining rather, whether reality is one or several. The issue is whether we
are to decide for monism or pluralism, not what the principle or principles at
stake are considered to be, and the interest for this study is how these alternatives affect the status of discourse. Unity appears necessary to guarantee
discourse a foundation, and such unity needs to have the characteristic of being for predication to occur. Of great importance is the seventh hypothesis,
since it sees discourse as fragmenting reality. Such an understanding of discourse is profoundly rooted in Plotinus' thought, who sees lower intelligence
(nous) as separative (p~picov):
There is the separating intelligence, which is other than the intelligence which is indivisible and undividing of being and things. (Enn. V.9.8, 21)

Plotinus envisages another type of thinking, and another type of intelligence,
which are identical with Being. The discursive intelligence however, divides:
it constitutes an unfolding into component parts. This is the issue as stated in
the seventh hypothesis, and it is clear that if discourse is allowed to make too
much progress in this direction, then things will become unknowable. A holistic apprehension of reality is necessary if things are to be known in the relations in which they stand to each other, and this is what Plato is getting at
with his concern over unity. The complete fragmentati:n envisaged in the
seventh hypothesis, allowed by the absence of unity and fostered by the unhindered separation of discourse, will result in the dissolution of reality and
the impossibility of language. Apprehending things as a whole is crucial for
knowledge, since things must be seen in their relations with each other: a
thing cannot be known in atomic isolation.
T h e other theme of historical significance which may be drawn from the
dialogue concerns the notion that discourse takes place in time. T h e second
hypothesis had envisaged the One as being in time, and as a consequence
knowlege of it and language about it become possible. Trouillard (The Logic
of Attribution in Plotinus 130) has emphasised the relationship between time
and discursive thought in Plotinus, claiming that Plotinian thought is
"oriented to the future" (132), and that it wants to traverse the difference between the present and the future in order to acquire the fragments for its "accumulative" way of thinking. One thinks also of Augustine's Confessions
(IV.lO), where it is noted that the sentence unfolds sequentially:
For a sentence is not complete unless one word gives way, when it has sounded its syllables, in order to be succeeded by another.
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Augustine's philosophy of time, developed in the Confessions (XI) will reiterate the principle that discourse is time-bound. For these reasons it schould
be noted that the second hypothesis stakes out an area for discussion in subsequent philosophy, and Plato's proposition seems to be this. If unity is in
time, then predication about it is possible: the antinomy involved lies in the
consequence of the One's being in time, since this modus vivendi is not satisfactory to it, and it loses its character as one. In later Platonism it will be established, then, that the separative character of discourse and the fact that it
is time-bound are one and the same characteristic: the collecting of pieces involves a process like going shopping, and such a process is inevitably temporal. The result will be the drawing of a distinction between discursive thought
and a higher form of intelligence.
It can be quite clearly seen how predication is assessed on this view: it involves putting together separate pieces, and has a multiple structure. This is
quite obvious, since each part of a sentence refers to different items, and the
sentence attempts to combine them. In this respect the sentence seeks to
overcome the individuation which characterizes particular entities, and to approximate the wholeness which the real possesses: the sentence tends towards
the holistic because it endeavours to surmount the isolation of the atoms, by
spelling out their relations. Yet the defect in this is evident: what if there is a
reality which is itself a whole, without differentiated parts. Such a being
would have no pieces to be combined in a sentence, and this tool would be
useless for the task of apprehending it. Further, it would be positively ruinous to the effort to apprehend a whole being: because of its habit of dealing
with parts, the application of discourse to such a being would be rather like
passing a document through a shredding machine before reading it. However, unlike the document in this analogy, such a being would be recalcitrant
to the process, which would therefore function in vain.
m e n Plato concludes that where the One does not exist, it is unknowable
and unspeakable, he is offering to the Neoplatonists a means of characterizing their highest being. The question will be, henceforth, whether the One,
or God, has qualities such as being, and consequently whether he can be apprehended in discourse. The answer will be found to lie in negative discourse, and language will become the means of its own self-removal.
T h e philosophy of the One is therefore closely related to the issue of the
efficacy of discourse, and will remain so throughout the history of later Platonism and Patristic philosophy. It was carried on in the Academy by the
shadowy figure of Speusippus, whose importance as a bridge between Plato
and Neoplatonism has been established by Merlan, Armstrong, Kramer and
others. So far as we can piece the story together, Speusippus carried on Piato's theorising about unity, and dispensed with the theory of forms. Aristotle
refers (Metaphysics 1083"22) to "some who d o not believe in the Ideas". It is
generally agreed that this refers to Speusippus, and Aristotle goes on t o re-
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port his view as being that numbers are "the first of existing things, and that
their principle is unity itself". Aristotle goes on to deny that unity is an arcbe.
Elsewhere (Metaphysics 1091b1)he refers to those who make unity the arche,
and here again there appears to be reference to Speusippus. H e and his
school are held to have refrained from making the One identical with the
Good, since they regarded the Good as coming into existence subsequently
to the One. In this way the One would have been a genuine arche, or principle, emanating into successive stages of being, and producing increasingly the
phenomena with which we are familiar. Aristotle again objects, complaining
that the One must surely have possessed goodness, if it had all the other
qualities, such as self-sufficiency, attributed to it. Goodness simply amounts
to these qualities: it is not different from them. H e then refers to a group
who abandoned this notion, and made the One the principle of mathematical
number, and this appears to be a point at which Speusippus and his school
broke away from the Pythagoreans. (This view is reflected much later in Iamblichus, and has been very fully discussed by Merlan, From Plato to Neoplatonism 110.)
In Fragment listed as 42d by Lang, it is clearly asserted that Speusippus distinguished between the formal One and the mathematical One. This is most
important, since it is a distinction to be found in Plotinus, and is effectively
one of the options open to a thinker working in the wake of Plato's Parmenides. The creation of two Ones, with different ontological functions, and
differing degrees of proximity to physical reality, must have seemed a way of
escaping the paradoxes of that dialogue: if unity was not in being, then discourse about it was impossible; if it was in being, then it lost its character as
unity. The answer was here found to be the establishment of two Ones, with
the lower bolstered by the higher. The problem of discourse was handled in
the same way by Plotinus, as was noted earlier, since he established two
modes of intelligence for the different epistemological tasks. The endemic infinite regress would work itself out later.
A further point that should be made is that Speusippus distinguished his
One from the good and from intelligence. Fragment 356 (Lang) shows that
he is refraining from identifying the One and the Good, since the consequence of making that which was not-one evil, was seen to be undesirable.
Speusippus is said to have seen this consequence, and one presumes that the
identification of the multiple with evil did not attract him. Another Fragment
(38) distinguishes Intelligence from both the Good and the One, with the result that Speusippus must have been a clear advocate of the transcendence of
the One. A recently recovered quotation of Speusippus (Klibansky/Labowsky, Procli Cornmentarium in Platonis Parmenidem 10,334 1) places the One
above being, and this completes for us Speusippus' emphasis on the absolute
transcendence of the One. Merlan's contention that Neoplatonism originated
in the Academy itself must be correct, at least in this aspect (From Platonism
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. . . 128), though his suggestions on the origin of Platonic mysticism are confusing. The process of negative conceptualisation arises not so much from
the source of not-Being standing above not-Being, but from the One's general transcendence. Speusippus says nothing about the negative method, and
so speculation centres on what he may have said, given his philosophy of unity. The development of Speusippus appears to lie in a response t o the paradoxes of the Parmenides, and given that these link discourse to the One's being within time, being and so on, it is clear that Speusippus' attempt to place
the One outside the Good, Intellect, Being and the mathematical One must
have resulted in a negative judgment on the capacity of discourse to apprehend it. (It is not strictly correct to speak of the transcendence of the One in
either Plato's Parmenides o r Speusippus. The Parmenides is concerned with
the logic of unity, and whether or not it has logical priority, rather than its
position on a ladder of being. The Parmenides habitually speaks of the One
not being in time, or place, rather than of its being "above" them. Nevertheless the distinction between logic and metaphysics is not one we should insist
on, for Plato's sake, since it would no doubt go unappreciated. Plato's logical
realism means that logic, for him, is about the behaviour of beings, and the
same is probably true of Speusippus. This point will be developed later, in
discussion of Dodds' account of the Pythagoreanization of the Parmenides.)
As Merlan guessed, then, Speusippus may well be the father of negative theology, since he apparently took the One out of the range of discourse.
The exclusion of the One, that is the basic substance of reality, from the
realm of being means that discourse must resort to negation to capture it. As
we have seen, the issue of the One is in fact about the issue of the limits of
discourse, and we do well to remember that the discourse issues raised in the
Parmenides are not only concerned with expressing the One in language, but
also the extent to which unity is necessary for language. T o distort a phrase
of Chairman Mao, Being is the sea in which the words we speak swim; it is
the stuff language is made of. Is this being to be characterized as unity, or
should it be regarded as having a plural character? Further, should we disjoin
being and unity altogether? These are the questions of the Parmenides, and
one of the issues is whether unity provides language with its basic stuff, as
does being. Language seems to have some holistic drive, which seeks to bring
things together: it is an interweaving (symploke: Plato, Theaetetus 202B;
Aristotle, O n the Soul 432"12) of notions. Predication combines, and expresses relations between things. Is the unity of being that after which language gropes: put differently, is the unity of being that on which language
rests, that which language presupposes? Is it in fact unity which is the sea of
language, in which the individual words swim? Apparently so, but if unity is
logically distinguished from being, if it is said to be separate, above, or beyond it, then there must be consequences for language. If the hypothesis that
the One is not in being is accepted, then it is possible that we may have to
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change our idea of language, since it would not after all have that substratum
of unity as the guarantor of its task. It is at this point that language is seen
differently, and its separative, fragmenting aspect emerges as prominent. O n
this view, it militates against the understanding of unity, and it is this view
which was predominant among the Middle Platonists and Neoplatonists. It is
against this view of language that negation came to be seen as overcoming
the deficiences of language. How can negative predication be seen as a remedy in this situation? What does negation possess that assertion lacks? The
question of the role of negation must now be answered, and a preliminary resgonse lies in the word aphairesis, which means cc separating" or "excluding"
and denotes an intellectual approach which is the opposite of combination
(symploke).
The Sophist (227D) refers to the removal (aphairesis) of evil from the soul
as a purification, and this identification of abstraction and purification could
well be the starting point for our effort to understand the meaning of abstraction: similarly in Alcibiades ICiOD, Athena is said to remove ( ~ ~ ( P E ~ E w )
the mist from the eyes of Diomede. Socrates says that the mist must similarly
be removedfrom the soul in order to enable one to distinguish evil and good.
Yet these usages are not subjected to any great probing by Plato. Occasionally he uses the word in relation to intellectual processes, as for example when
it refers to a process of conceptual subtraction in the Parmenides (158C).
Otherwise both noun and verb have the sense of "remove" or "take away
from" in all kinds of context, but there is not a great deal of development of
the t e r n in relation to intellectual procedures. This is curious, since it is a key
word in middle and later Platonism, and we must clearly look further afield
than in Plato for the explanation of its origin. It is also a curious fact that in
one dialogue in particular, aphairesis is used repeatedly in a systematic and
logical way, and it is here that hints of the later usage appear. It is in fact an
extraordinary stylistic imbalance between dialogues, in that this particular
one gives so much of a work-out to the term, whilst none of the others do. It
is used here of the intellectual process of dividing or separating, in order to
arrive at definitions, and is most surprising that it is not to be found in any of
the other dialogues in which these methods are employed, such as the Sophist or Theaetetus. Since the Statesman is supposed to be a kind of continuation of the Sophist, there is even more ground for surprise. Noun or verb
occur at least seven times in the Statesman, as in the following:
And it was clear to me then that you removed (kqatpav) a pan, thinking that the remainder was one class, because you were able to give them all the same name, calling
them beasts. (263C)

Abstraction takes place when a characteristic is removed in order to establish
a certain class, or species. (Other passages where this technique is used in-
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clude 262B, 291C, 262D, 380D, 258C.) Perhaps the clearest adumbration of
the later development is to be found in 26813):
There is a famous story which we must use to a large extent, and for the rest we will
continue as before by eliminating (&cpatpoop8voug)part after part, and in that way
we shall arrive at the ultimate object of our search.

This is precisely the way in which the method of abstraction was used, since
it involves the systematic removal of an object's characteristics, until the essential aspect of it is found. The above passage is not used in a metaphysical
sense, since the reality sought is not the transcendent One, or any other kind
of transcendent being, but rather the portrait of the statesman. Abstraction is
used as a tool for definition, whereby extraneous characteristics are removed
one by one, until the thing itself is conceptually clear. Later Platonists use
this technique for pursuit of knowledge of the One, and offer as an analogy
a mathematical version of it, whereby the volume is abstracted from a geometrical shape, then surface, and line, and finally point. A hint of the association of aphairesis with this mathematical model may be found in the Statesman, just prior to the above passage. In 268C there is concern over whether
the definition of the king is what is required, and the stranger claims that
they may well have managed to outline the "kingly shape" ( W p a ~ ~ O L L L KQV). The word schema is probably borrowed from a mathematical context,
and refers to shape, or extension, in a geometrical sense. Plato may well be
using a mathematical approach to definition in this dialogue, one current in
or known to the Academy, and alerting us to this fact by the use of the above
word. Diels' Fragmente der Vorsokratiker reveals almost nothing to us about
the logic of aphairesis with the result that we can only speculate at Pythagorean methodology lying behind Plato's sudden predilection for this mode of
definition in the Statesman.
Whilst the term aphairesis refers to the removal of attributes, the other
main term for negation, apophasis, has a different range of meaning. Both
terms are associated with negative theology in later Platonism and Patristic
philosophy, but they do somewhat different jobs. There seems to be some
suggestion in Plato that negation in this sense is a means of stating an opposite: thus, in the Cratylus (426D), rest is said to be the negation of motion.
This example alone could be made to conform to the logic of abstraction,
since rest could be described as a state resulting from the removal of motion.
However the Sophist (257B) shows that there was a view that negation implied opposition:
So that, when it is said that negation signifies the opposite, we shall not concur, admitting only that the "not" when attached to a word indicates something other than
the nouns following i t . . .
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O n this view "not-motion" does not mean rest, but is indefinite, referring to
anything else but motion. What is being referred to is left open by the
negative, and leaves open an infiniry of possibilities, minus one. The development of this view must be seen in the light of the preceding discussion of being. The question of the dialogue has been about the extent to which the
forms of being, motion and rest (which seem to be greater, and more active
than other forms) combine with, or differ from each other. The result is that
one can predicate not-being of motion for example, since motion is dearly
not identical with being. This characteristic of not-being, which things may
possess, is to do with otherness and difference, and it is here that the analysis
of negation plays its part. When we predicate not-being of a form, we are not
attributing to it a characteristic which is opposii to that of being: if we were
doing so, the entity in question would cease to be. We are attributing an existent characteristic of otherness, designated by the term not-being, and
which forms may possess without disappearing.
The conclusion of this argument is significant for this discussion, in both
its aspects (258E), for the existence of not-being is allowed, and negation is
explicated as a statement of otherness. Both results are significant for later
Platonism, but our specific concern here is the logic of negation. This form
of negation is understood as making a statement of difference only, and
there is no sense in which the negative contradicts or opposes. A negation is
therefore very much an open statement: a non-specific affirmation. Not-Y
means everything but Y.
And in speech we know there is

. . . affirmation and negation. (263E)

Speech is therefore composed of two manoeuvres only, and given the above
analysis they are not dissimilar to each other, since negation becomes an indefinite form of assertion. Aphaireris and apophasis differ in the following
way: the former negates a specific characteristic of an entity, effectively
removing it and thereby creating the absence which apopharis fails to do. Apophasis is associated with the attribution of not-being: it does not create a conceptual hole, but rather attributes the characteristic of not-being, or
otherness.
Given this background one can see why Aristotle is able to treat "not-man"
as an indefinite noun (bvopa &6prazov), after denying that such a term is
either a sentence, or a negation (On Interpretation 16"31). The negation in
this case leaves open the range of possible affirmations, and so could be described as a noun which lacks definition. In general, Aristotle gives a great
deal of attention to defining the different forms of negative, and some effort
should be made to clarify his views, since they have as much importance for
Neoplatonism as do those of Plato. Aristotle gets over the problem of how to
formulate the "oppositeness" of negation, by using the word contradictory
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(antiphatikos), noting that some contradictory statements contain contraries
or "opposities", (enantiai: O n Interp. 18"10). Not all negations involve contraries, or opposites: for example the statement of a thing that "it is good"
has as its contrary "it is bad", but the negation '3is not good" does not produce the contrary (On Interp. 23b2). Further, Aristotle is capable of categorizing the statement ccman is not-just" as an affirmative statement (op. cit.
19b25):the reasoning behind this is that the verb determines the negativity, or
otherwise, of a statement. If the "not" is considered to be attached to the
verb, then the statement is negative: if however the verb is positive, then the
statement is affirmative. Aristotle distinguishes between man is not-just"
which is an affirmation, and "man is not just" which is a negation. In the first
case, the verb is free of the negative, and the sentence is considered to be affirmative.
That the negation in this case must be attached to the verb is a principle also maintained in the Prior Analytics (5Ib6), where an extensive argument is
mounted in favour of it. "To be not-X", and "not to be X" are said to be
quite different; the negation of "to be white" is "not to be white", rather than
"to be not-white". Aristotle explains this by reference to the expression "he is
able to walk": the real negation of this statement is "he is not able to walk".
If the negative were applied to walking, the result would be "he is able not to
walk". The last statement, for Aristotle, implies an assertion about a person's
walking ability, and is therefore not a genuine negation of the first statement.
This point is developed at some length, and at times in a cryptic way, but the
result of it for our enquiry is as follows. In terms of the negative theology of
the later Platonists, the statement "the One, o r God, is good", would have as
its genuine negation "the One is-not good". The statement "the One is notgood" is in fact an assertion, with being attributed by the verb "is". Apparently negative statements turn out to be assertions, though Aristotle himself
does not tell us what he considers to be attributed to the subject by the copula "is", in a statement where the predicate only is negated.
Late Greek and early ~hristian-philosophy,;ogether with Gnostic philosophy in particular, are characterized by their great use of the alpha privative,
in adjectives applying to the highest deity. In this view God is said t o be invisible (aoratos), unnamable (anonomastos), and many other negations are piled
onto these in order to create a picture, o r rather, non-picture, of the divine.
The late period is the period of the theology of the alpha privative, and Aristotle gives his attention to this phenomenon of the Greek language. For in
Greek there is a symmetry of form throughout a vast series of negative adjectives, because of this extensive use of the prefix alpha. Such a uniformity in
negative adjectives is not present in English, and its presence in Greek naturally requires Aristotle to give some logical analysis.
T h e alpha privative makes words mean their opposites (On Xenophanes
97gb23), and Aristotle makes this observation as he notes that a negative ad(6
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jective like "unmoved" (dineton) can attribute a certain positive quality. Perhaps one could legitimately infer that the alpha prefix could produce an adjective negative in form, but positive in meaning. The question is taken up in
greater detail in the Metaphysics (1Q22b23)in a passage where privation itself
is discussed, and its various forms defined. h i s t o t l e observes:
Privation has as many senses as there are negations derived from the alpha privative.
( 10 2 2 ~ 3 3 )

H e therefore considers this form of adjective to contain a considerable range
of possible meanings. The alpha privative may "deprive" a thing of a quality
which it could naturally possess; alternatively, it could deprive a thing of
characteristics which it does not naturally possess. By "invisible" we may
mean that an object is completely colourless, or perhaps only faintly colourless: by "footless" we may mean that something has no feet, or that it scarcely
has feet. Aristotle appears to refer to the use of hyperbole through the alpha
privative adjective: we may call a thing "uncuttable" to emphasise the difficulty encountered in cutting. In this case the alpha does not produce the
strict opposite, or contrary. Aristotle c o n c l ~ d e sthis sectioh with the odd remark:
Thus not every man is good o r evil, just or unjust, but there is also the intermediate
state. (1023"6)

This apparently unconnected conclusion draws attention to the vast range of
meanings of the alpha privative adjective, and the point seems t o be that
though the opposite is connoted by such an adjective, it is not necessarily
meant. "Invisibility2' may therefore suggest varying degrees of visibility, and
the alpha privative should not be taken as inevitably suggesting the opposite
of the positive form of the adjective. These remarks should sound a cautionary note over the use of such adjectives in Gnosticism, Neoplatonism and Patristic philosophy. In the first place, the range of meanings of an alpha privative adjective is considerable. In the second place opposites, or contraries, are
not always implied by them; nor is the complete absence of the characteristic
under consideration. All we can say about the alpha privative adjective is that
it diminishes the degree to which a certain characteristic is present in an entity. Aristotle observes that the logic of the alpha privative is like that of privation itself (1Q22b33).Such an adjective, we may conclude, is intended to help
the imagination to modify its view of a certain entity: it is not necessarily intended to help it think in opposites. Further, the distinction between negation (apophasis) and privation (steresis) is introduced to the discussion of unity and multiplicity in the Metaphysics (1004"IQ).The passage indicates that
where negation is applied to unity, the result is the claim that unity is not
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present. This corresponds to the indefiniteness brought about by apopbasis,
which we have found elsewhere to be part of its characteristic. In privation
however "there is a certain substrate of which the privation is predicated"
(lQ04"16).Amongst the many ideas dealt with by Aristotle in this highly compressed passage, these two may be drawn out, in accordance with our previous analysis: privation removes a specific entity from a specific entity, whereas negation simply opens a range of possibilities from which one is excluded.
Unity seems to be a special case, though how it is special is not indicated. In
my opinion the explanation would go as follows: in the case of ccnot-white",
a11 other colours are allowed by the expression, with the exception of white.
In the case of "not-one", there is an asymmetry, since the indefiniteness is
not thereby implied. The indefinite noun "not-one" can be identified as referring to plurality, whereas "not-white" does not refer to a similarly recognizable category. Privation, or the deletion of the specific from the specific,
brings the same result; namely, plurality in "a certain substrate". This is one
of the few cases where privation and negation bring the same result, which is
not normally the situation (the negation and privation of otherness would
provide an identical result, namely that of identity). The position is similar
with the perception of number, which is obtained by "the negation of
continuity" (On the Soul 425"19): such a negation can only result in pluralisation. In some cases the analysis does not work in this way, and Aristotle invents the notion of the "privative negation" (Metaphysics 1056"15), in particular to deal with the notion of the relation of the equal, to the greater and
smaller.
Privation is clearly a major notion in Aristotle's account of negation, but
we must turn to its close companion, abstraction. In O n Indivisible Lines
(972"13) AriseotIe discusses the issue of whether the point can be detached
from the line, using the word qhaireo, and in fact opposes both the notion
that the line is made of points, and that it can be reduced in some way by the
abstraction of the point from the line. A little later (972b25) he also opposes
the notion that the point is indivisible, and he is clearly taking sides on an issue that must have dominated discussion in the Academy. Aristotle is also
familiar with the idea of the incremental generation of geometrical forms,
whereby "a solid is formed by a plane surface, and the plane surface by the
line" (971a3). The context of the argument is dictated by the issue of whether
there is such a thing as the indivisible line, and refers to Zeno's ideas on continuity (969b17). The problem arises in a similar way to that of the Theaetetus, about unknowable epistemological atoms: the Greek model for rational
thought was the process of division, and the dividing technique encounters
the same problem in geometry as it encounters in epistemological issues.
Sooner or later some unsplittable entity stands in the way of the dividing process: if it does not, it is hard to see what exists in respect of which the division process can be operable. Some kind of uniting force must be in activity
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to make things what they are, yet it is this very force which proves recalcitrant to the division process. In the Physics (206a18) Aristotle remarks that
there is no difficulty in demonstrating that there is no such thing as an indivisible line, and so gives his view of the matter.
In a reference to induction (Posterior Analytics 8Ib2) he daims that even
abstractions (333 85 ~ ~ ( I L P E O
can~ only
W ~ be
) known by induction. Induction
is literally examination of individual parts, whereas deduction deals with
wholes, and abstractions are liable t o be elucidated by the inductive method.
Abstractions are still in the individual genus, and so may be dealt wirh by induction (this is an extremely difficult passage and it is difficult to say much
more than this with any degree of certitude). On the other hand, abstractions
(meaning literally, things stated by "removal" o r "subtraction") cannot be the
subject of natural science. Aristotle gives as his reason (Parts of Animals
641bl1) that things made by nature are made "for the sake of some purpose"
(Eve~dcmu): unfortunately this is not developed, and it can only be surmised
that he means that abstract thinking involves movement away from objects,
whereas nature functions in a different way, accumulating "for the sake of
some purpose". Alternatively we can understand the phrase as saying: "'Namre makes all as a conseqrrence of something" (Evm.6 rou). The succeeding
lines deal with the ultimate cause of reality, and so the intenpretation might
be plausible. O n this view then, the remark would mean that natural science
cannot deal with abstractions, since nature generates on the basis of some
causal principle, whereas abstraction retracts from nature that which it accumulates. This i n t e ~ r e t a t i o nis confirmed by On the Heavens 299"14:

. . . the method of mathematics makes statements by abstraction, whereas that of physics proceeds by addition (&K ~ ~ o B O ~ O E O ~ ) .

The study of abstractions carried out by the mathematician is distinguished
by ew~sthings, according to Metaphysics 1061al8. In the first place it deals
only with quantity (76 7c6oov) and continuity (doovs~kq),and secondly it
does not consider them in relation to anything else. The mathematician abstracts everything sensible, such as hardness, lightness, heat or cold, leaving
only the above characteristics. Mathematics isolates a part of its appropriate
subject-matter, and studies it separately (10QIb23).The study of being is similar, says Aristotle, in that it takes only one aspect of things to deal with:
being. The object of philosophy is being: it does n o t deal with the attributes
of things,
- but only with that which is. Aristotle does not identify the study of
being with the study of mathematics, but he clearly sees them as similar in
that they abstract their objects of enquiry from other entities.
Is abstraction a form of negation? John Whietaker has denied it to be such
(Neopythagoreanism and Negative Theology 123), at least in the case of Albinus, who leant heavily on earlier formulations. A good pictureof the Aris-
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totelian view is given in O n the Soul 43 l b l3. Abstractions (literally "things
being said by aphairesis") separate the objects of their attention from the
things in which they reside. Thinking of the quality of being snub-nosed in
an abstract way would entail removing snub-nosedness from a particular
fleshly case of it.
So when the mind thinks mathematical objects, it thinks of them as separated even
though they are not so. In general the mind in activity is its objects. (431b16)

In this case abstract thought is conceived as a mode of focussing on things
which distinguishes them from their environment, and so enables one to treat
them to a specialized form of analysis. This concept of thinking by aphairesis
does not seem to bear much relation t o the theme of negation, even though it
is the principle term used by middle-Platonists to refer to the negative theology principle. It looks, in fact, very much like our own common-sense understanding of abstract thinking, which involves dealing with concepts which
have no concrete base.
The Posterior Analytics (74"33) clearly shows that the abstracting method
is necessary if one is to conceive universals. Are all triangles equilateral? If
they were, then this piece of knowledge would be universal in character; to
establish where the genuine universality lies, however, one must remove from
the equilateral triangle all characteristics which are not true of every triangle.
The triangle, for example, may be cast in bronze, and that characteristic together with its specific features, will have to be excluded from consideration.
The excluding process is denoted by the verb aphaireo, and the excluding process produces abstractions. Thought thinking abstractly may not appear at
first sight to resemble thinking negatively, there is clearly close idlation.
Abstraction (aphairesis) is like privation (steresis) in its function, since it involves concep&al removal. PriGation itself is seen as a form of negation by
Aristotle, yet all three clearly amount to nothing more than a technique of
conceptual removal. It is probable, though, that the term abstraction developed a positive connotation because it involved the intellectual pursuit of
two quite clearly defined entities, the quantitative (TO 7 ~ 0 6 0and
~ ) the continuous ('tb OUVEXCS: see p. 141). That abstraction should devote itself to the
pursuit of the continuous will be found to be remarkably helpful in understanding the negative theology of later Platonism, since that is arguably its
purpose:
the delineation of the continuous. This is a theme to be developed
later, and it will highlight the positive contribution of the method of abstraction, which will be seen to negate only for the purpose of isolating that which
is being sought.
Two passages of the Metaphysics remain for consideration, since they contain important hints about the debates which must have been taking place on
negation and abstraction in the Academy, and which Aristotle sought to in+
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volve himself in. In 1029"8 he claims to have stated "in outline" the nature of
substance; that which underlies things, and to which predicates apply. Is matter identical with substance? If matter is not the hypokeimenon, it is difficult
to say what else it is. When everything else is taken away, there is only matter
left. All other things are characteristics of matter, such as length, breadth and
potencies, but they are not matter itself.
But when length and breadth and depth are taken away, we can see nothing left,
unless it is that which is bounded by them, so that on this view it must appear that
matter is the only essence. (1029"19)

T h e notion is that matter is something which is formed by the characteristics
of three dimensional figures, and the question is whether, on the removal of
the three dimensions, anything else but matter remains. Aristotle continues
by suggesting that the ultimate essence might be the negations of such things
as quantitiy, or the thing in itself. The ultimate essence is not concluded to be
the negations of these things, however, since even negations would only apply to it accidentally (~aadr,oupp~pqrcbs).
This last consideration is most revealing: it appears to be an effort to contradict the position that the essence of reality is the negation of material
characteristics. (The idea that matter is the negation of spirit will be found t o
be crucial in later thought. In this way matter becomes a negativing force, a
kind of death for spiritual values and spiritual life.) Aristode however debates a different issue, seminal though it may be: he is concerned with the issue of whether the ultimate essence can be conceived of in terms of negations, and he concludes that it cannot. It is plausible that he should be considered to be attacking an established position here, since he makes it rather
emphatic. Apophatic negation must have been used by some as a means of
defining the essence of reality, and if we take Plats's understanding of apophasis as normative, then this must mean that some used the negative as a
means of attributing otherness. Aristotle, as was noted (p. 137), retained the
notion of indefinite otherness in his understanding of apophasis, though he
did believe that in certain cases a definite result was produced by negation. In
this respect his understanding of apophasis as negation is quite close to that of
Plato. There must, however, have been a school of thought which advocated
the use of apophatic negation as a tool for conceptualising the substrate, or
matter, or the ultimate essence: whatever the base reality was thought to be.
Aristotle rejects this approach, and it is no doubt the indefiniteness which is
part of apophatic negation, which leads him to see it as a pointless way of
trying to conceptualise the basic essence. Definition (horismos) is a matter of
saying what something is in itself, and a procedure which leaves us without a
definition of this kind is clearly useless in an effort to comprehend the essence of things: apophatic nega;ion does just this, since it prdduces the inde-
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finite (aoriston) noun (see p. 140). The issue of definition is intimately related to the question of negation, and Aristotle gives some views on the issue in
the passage under consideration (1029b29; 1030a17).
There follows a most important observation:
For it must be homonymously that we say these things are existents, or by adding or
abstracting, as the unknowable is known. (103Qa33)

That two methods of knowing the unknowable were available for consideration is clear from the above passage, and Aristotle refers to abstraction and
addition @rosthesis, no doubt the forerunner of the late Greek synthesis, in
which characteristics are compiled as far as possible). Aphairesis must also
have been advocated as an appropriate means of grasping the difficult of
comprehension, just as apophatic negation had been. Here however Aristotle
does not make it clear how he regards the claim that aphairesis can be used
for knowing the unknown: the Greek is too cryptic. This is not a debilitating
fact, since it is clear enough that the developments of later philosophy were
already present in the time of Aristotle. T w o forms of negation, if we may
call &hairesir a kind of negation, had been explored in order to find a route
to the unknowable, or the epistemologically obscure, and Aristotle gives evidence s f this. It has occasionally been thought that abstraction was limited to
mathematical procedures in the time of Aristotle, and the question is therefore seen to be the issue of how and when the method of mathematics became associated with the pursuit of the ontological essence. The preceding
analysis makes it pretty clear that both apophasis and aphairesis were broadly
explored with a view to resolving the more acute problems of epistemology,
and that they were not limited to particular disciplines: the Neoplatonic investigation of types of negation is already present with Aristotle. Abstraction
was the geometrical method par excellence, but it already had a broader application to general problems of ontology.
A further most revealing section in this passage of the Metaphysics concerns the issue of how reality is generated. This must be briefly examined because the abstracting approach depends o n a certain view of how reality is
constructed. Taking away its most concrete elements, in order to arrive at its
essence, may be held to work where reality is conceived as growing more and
more in material presence, as it builds upon its own beginnings.
Generation is described as follows (Met. 1032"13): some generation
takes
place through nature. Matter is essential for this process, since all things
which are generated have it. Nature is the source from which, and in accordance with, they are generated. Some things are generated not from nature,
but from "art" (techne: 1032bl),and these originate from the soul, which possesses their form (eidos). There is, however, another category of chin@
which are said to come from "privation" (steresis: 1033"10), and the exprana-
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tion runs like this. Some things in matter we say are "made of bronze", or
"made of stone", for example. In the case of a man who has been an invalid,
and who becomes well, we d o not say, however, that he is "made of health".
Rather, the present condition proceeds from the privation: a man becomes
healthy from being an invalid rather than from being a man". In a case like
this, Aristotle says, generation proceeds from privation. The lack of a quality
is that which produces the state in which the quality is present, since there is
an attempt to alter the receding state. Throughout this passage Aristotle is
discussing the conditions under which genesis, or coming-to-be, can take
place, and so the lack of something is considered to be one cause of generation taking place. Another case he suggests to lie in the process of wood developing into a structure which we recognize as a house (1033"15): in its finished state, we call the structure "wooden," rather than "wood". This indicates that some change has been effected to the original material, which
means that it is no longer mere wood. We sometimes mistakenly suppose that
the cause of the generation of the house is the wood itself: in fact, however,
it is the lack of form in the material which is the cause of the house's coming
into existence, and the change of description from "wood" to "wooden" is an
indication that some other agency has played a part. In this case too, the
cause of coming-to-be is privation.
The notion that the absence of something could be a cause is a curious exception to Aristotle's general approach to the question of generation. H e
uses the notion of "production" (poiesis) to describe the way in which things
come into existence. The physician endeavours to produce a certain state in
an ill man (1032b8), and the process thus engendered is called "production".
Coming to be is regarded as a making process which adds to the state of the
entity at the point of departure. Essence (ousia) is at the basis of the comingto-be process; from it spring all kinds of beings, including those which have
form and matter (1032b15). Essence is to d o with the "whatness" of a thing,
and so it is the starting-point for syllogistic reasoning: coming-to-be also
springs from it (1043"31). Essence is thus the cause of this process of bringing into existence, of "making", and Aristotle's remarks about privation providing the first principle for certain realities seem out of step. Probably the
privation envisaged occurs at a point along the way, after the essence stage,
but before the object has attained its full complement of characteristics: the
notion of privation as a cause of coming-to-be would not therefore stand in
contradiction to the principle enunciated.
The combinarion of privation, a form of negation, and the generation process is interesting because it brings together rwo sets of issues. The knowledge of reality and the generation of reality are intimately connected problems, since the knowing process tends to imitate the generation process, but
in reverse. T h e knowledge of first principles will depend on one's ability to
go back over the stages of generation, in order to find the starting point.
CC
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Knowledge is the reverse of generation, since it seeks to remove syseernatically the various elements that reality has built up around itself in the production process. In this way the abstracting mind wi14 discover the seed which
lies at the origin of the coming-to-be.
The generation of reality is therefore an issue of considerable importance.
The Greeks regarded physical reality as emerging in a cumulative process,
from some infinitesimal o r insubstantial beginning, but developing into a
kind of massive accumulation embodying
- - a11 the sensible characteristics with
which we are familiar, both quantitative and qualitative. This view, that reality's bulk emanates from an insubstantial first principle, can be discerned
throughout Greek thought, although it is best known in relation to the Pythagorean view that reality was generated from numbers, which in turn
sprang from the One. That number underlay the world was a view that did
not commend itself to all with equal success, and Aristotle in particular saw it
in a jaundiced manner: how could white, sweet or hot be numbers, he asked
(Met. 1092"15). However elsewhere he displayed more sympathy for the Pythagorean view:
Thus the many and the earlier thinkers thought that essence and being were "body"
(soma), and other things affections of body . . . whereas later and wiser thinkers considered (essence and being) to be numbers. (Met. 1002a9)

Numbers comprise the universe, we are told (9&ba22);number is derived
from unity, which combines both the odd and the even in itself. Number is
said to be the principle (arcbe) and matter (Lyle) of things (98ba18). Perhaps
the clearest statement of the Pythagorean position is to be found in Diogenes
Laertius, who reports Alexander PoByhistor:
The principle of all things is the monad. From the monad emerges the indefinite
dyad, which serves as material substrate to the monad, which is cause. From the monad and the indefinite dyad emerge numbers; from numbers points; from points,
lines; from lines, plane figures; from these, solid figures; from solid figures, sensible
bodies; the elements of which are four, five, water, earth and air . . . these elements
produce an animate universe. (B.L. W11.24)

This picture of emerging reality presents it as accumulating on the basis of
the unit, which stands at the origin of the whole process. The unit leads to
number, and the rest results from this. It is clear, then, that body, or man, is
the product of a much more refined essence of being, and this is considered
by the Pythagoreans to lie in number. Exactly how number yields body is
never clearly stated in the Aristotelian reports of their position, and one must
be satisfied with the simple notion that reality arises out of number itself.
Material reality is an accumuIation of characteristics, attached like to barnacles to the hull of essential reality. Layer upon layer goes to make up the phy-
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sical world we know and perceive, each being laid upon the other so that addition (prosthesis) could be said to be the orlgin of reality. What causes the
addition, or accumulation? It is not clear, but the notions of production (poiesis) and process are important, so that reality balloons out of unobstrusive
beginnings, as if drawn out by a creative hand.
This view of genesis, or the generation of reality, could be described as
""icremental" and is familiar from Plato as well. In the Laws (893C) there is
an attempt to classify and identify various ty.pes of motion, and generation is
understood as one form of motion.
TVhat is the state of affiars when generation takes place? Clearly when a startingpoint (arcbe) receives addition, and comes to the second state, and from this to the
next, and on arriving at the third becomes perceptible to the perceiver.

Reality comes to be through tke addieion of increments to successive stages,
and the accumulation of stages produces the physical reality which is senseperceptible. Some kind of bulkiness seems to have to be acquired through the
accumulation process in order for perception to become possible. One notes
also that Plato envisages three stages, and this is an extremely important element in the passage. Unfortunately Plato does not explain the three stage
view of the generation of reality, and without the mention of the figure one
might well have imagined that there were a vast number of stages in the accumulative process. Almost certainly he is alluding t o the geometrical notion of
the generation of volume, whereby the objects of mathematics are produced
in three stages, each of which depends on the prior stage. Volume comes
from the plane figure, which is in turn generated from the line; three stages
are represented here, and each of them is implicit in the finished accumulation. We perceive volume, or depth, and one stage of abstraction leads us to
the plane figure, whilst the next takes us to the line. The last step, which
reaches the point, belongs to a different category, since the point is disputed
in its significance. If Aristotle's comments on the indivisible line are a guide,
there must have been those who advocated the line as the basic stage, granted
the notion of a species of indivisible line. It is therefore probable that Plato is
referring to the mathematical notion of the generation of volume, since that
could well have been presented as a three-stage theory of the generation of
reality. In this way Plato's reference to three stages provides us with a further
fragment of evidence that the mazhematical model for the generation of
schemata has been applied to ontology in general at a very early
stage, and in the Academy itself. Plato must have understood coming-to-be
in general on the model of the progression from the linear, to the plane figure and ultimately to the figure with depth and volume. Reality accumulates
three dimensions on the basis of the line as starting-point.
Clearly this has great epistemological significance, since the knowing pro-
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cess will have to match the construction of reality. A hint of this is contained
in the Laws passage (893E), where Plato says that "things increase when
combined and decrease when separatedn. O r as Aristotle notes (Met.
1033b12):"that which is generated will always have to be divisible, and to be
both this and that". The accumulation theory of reality means that it is composed of discernable stages and parts. Far from being an impregnable whole,
its elements naturally separate out into their discrete characteristics when the
intellectual tool of division is applied. This at least is common to Plato and
Aristotle; the divisibility of physical reality implies that the conceptual tool of
division will bring results. It is in this context that the use of negation as an
epistemological instrument must be understood. Where division is seen as the
appropriate model for the investigator, it is inevitable that negation will come
under consideration as a kind of ally of the division process. This explains
the considerable emphasis on the logic of privation in Aristotle: it was a form
of negation which placed specific emphasis on the removal of attributes.
The issue of privation as a possible cause of coming-to-be was referred to
earlier (p. 145), since in the Metaphysics (1033"lO) Aristotle allowed for the
absence of characteristics to be the cause of those characteristics accruing to
the object involved. In some sense then, reality comes from privation: steresis
is defined in the Metaphysics (1011b20) as "the negation of a characteristic
from a defined genus". (This definition occurs in a formulation of the excluded middle principle, with Aristotle denying that contraries can apply to
the same object at the same time, since one of the contraries would be a privation in form.) One must now take into account a passage of the Physics
which reinforces the above claim that privation is a cause of generation: the
hints of this notion in the Metaphysics are given a full and combative statement in the Physics, and give some crucial insights into the relationship between ontology and epistemology discussed above. Aristotle claims (Physics
191a28) that previous thinkers had an overly rigid dichotomy, by claiming
that generation must spring from being or not-being only. Scrutinising the
concept of the non-existent, Aristotle concludes that not all cases are identical, with some cases of non-existence being incidental, rather than being
cases of non-existence qua non-existence. H e concedes (19 1bl4) that nothing
can come-to-be out of non-existence proper, but argues that things can
emerge out of incidental non-existence, which occurs because of privation
(steresis). This corresponds to the example of illness and health given in the
Metaphysics, where health is said to emerge not from illness, but its own absence: here (Physics 191b17), Aristotle reflects on the oddity of this conclusion, which is nevertheless seen as mandatory. Privation is a cause of coming-to-be, and it is the failure to recognize this special category of the nonexistent which caused Parmenides to conclude that coming-to-be was an impossibility, since something could not emerge from nothing (192"l). Aristotle
concedes that steresis could be seen as a principle s f evil, or attenuation, in
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opposition to the good, o r to being (19Za14): he seems to insist, however, in
this extremely cryptic passage that privadon is in no way a yearning for destruction, or a force in opposition to the good. -Who is being discussed here?
The allusion is difficult to pin down, but it foreshadows remarkably some developments of later Platonism. The conclusion is simply that privation is a
form of non-existence which yields reality.
In this way privation, a form of negation, is thought of as a state of affairs.
In this context it is seen not as a feature of language, but as a condition of
coming-to-be. This fact is yet another illustration of how the Greek philosophers observe n o radical distinction between subject and object, or the observer and reality, and of how the conceptual and the real can merge on such a
view. A form of negative lies at the origins of emerging reality. Aristotle does
not propose steresis to us as an epistemological tool however, and the notion
of aphairesis occupies this role. Whilst abstraction may not be a form of
negative, its logic certainly resembles that of privation, since its function is
the conceptual removal of characteristics. The "abstractions" of the mathematicians are the results of progressive removals of characteristics, and "abstract" thought proceeds therefore in the absence of the lower grade characteristics of material bulk. Abstractions and privations are not the same thing,
but they are close. They differ more in their purpose than in their technique,
since they both proceed by removal of specific characteristics, bux only abstraction aims at an exercise of discursive thought with the result.
A little speculative reflection on histotlegsposition yields the following results. Abstraction, when thoroughly deployed, will reach privation, since privation is the absence in virtue of which coming-to-be results. Alternatively,
one could say that abstraction will apprehend non-existence as a cause of
physical reality, but non-existence in a certain limited sense, as outlined
above. Abstraction, then, leads towards a negative state, and so grasps nonexistence, but it grasps it as a cause. It will therefore reach an apprehension
of non-existence, which it can place in a causal context, that of generating
the superstructure of physical realisy. Abstraction is the science of removing
the layers with a view to finding the first principle, and so it is directed towards the discovery of causes. The layering of reality secretes a causal connection, as well as an originating principle, and abstraction follows this trail:
ironically, it may pursue it to the point where the mere absence of reality is
left as the cause. Abstraction is the epistemological tool which mirrors the
ontological work of privation.
It is Aristotle who lays the foundation of the later Greek understanding of
being and knowledge. We provides the distinctions and the vocabulary,
around which certain insights of Plato were to be reconstructed, taking on a
new meaning and a new idiom. The passage of ideas is difficult t o specify,
but one of the theses of the present work is that Scepticism provides a link of
the utmost importance between Aristotle and the ideas of late antiquity. It is
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necessary therefore to turn to Scepticism in order to examine the development of the themes of negation, abstraction, and the accumulative account of
reality.
The Sceptics dismiss abstraction as a method of grasping incorporeal reality. Sextus Empiricus provides ample evidence of the level of discussion on
the issue and of the views which obtained in the period, it being one of the
advantages of the Sceptical documents that they reveal to us what was being
said by attacking it all. For example, Plato's last work O n the Soul is quoted
on apophatic negation, with reference to the idea that a negative sentence is
simply one which exceeds the positive by the negative word "not". An argument against this approach is referred to, though it is difficult to deduce
either the force of the argument, or the force of the argument against it. The
Stoics used the notion of "exceeding by the negative" t o explain the idea of
contraries (Against the Logicians 11.91, 88): the Stoics must have tried to resuscitate the notion that negatives implied opposites, though it had been rejected by PIato in the Sophist (257B). The evidence of Sextus encourages us
to believe that Plato considered the argument that the negative statement is
greater than @leonazein) the statement which is affirmative in force.
Sextus continues in satirical vein on the astounding qualities of the
negative.
Thus the negative itself has a miraculous quality, in that it makes existents non-existent, and nsn-existents existent. (op. cit. 11.184)

The argument is directed at the notion that statements imply existence, and
negative statements non-existence, and these are held t o be the views of the
"dialecticians", whose logic is being attacked. Sextus does not outline a view
of negation, but contents himself with a reductio ad absurdum of earlier
academic views, and the general aim is to reach a state of aphasia (non-assertion). The Sceptics aimed to refrain from making either negative or positive
statements, and this state of non-assertion was held to be the desirable intellectual and emotional goal.
On the issues of abstraction and privation, the general remark should be
made that Sextus treats them as if they were synonymous. O n the basis of his
treatment of privation, it is very difficult to assert that any clear differentiation should be made between the tw-o terms in the philosophy of late antiquity, even though there is a dear enough difference between the logic of the
two terms in Aristotle. As observed above (142), they d o coalesce in certain
ways, and it is obvious that Sextus and the Sceptics thought so too.
The Against the Professors (111.37, 51) attacks the geometrical method of
conceiving the line as length without breadth, and so the entire method of
abstraction is questioned:
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. . . but when we keep the same length unvaryingly, and mentally divide its breadth,
doing this up to a certain point, we shall conceive the breadth as growing less and
less: but when once we have finally deprived the length of breadth, we will no longer
be imagining even length, but the notion of the length will be destroyed. (111.39)
T h e term used here and later (53) is srere-esis, though it is clear that the classic
method of abstraction (~phdiresis)is being dealt with. The argument is that
such progressive refinement of concepts is impossible, and the removal of
one element in an object will simply lead to the loss of others in the mind's
eye. Contemporary mathematicians must have been aware of such criticisms
of their method of progressive abstraction, because Sextus refers t o a riposte
(111.51): they claimed that one conceived length without breadth by epitdsis, a
word derived from epiteinein (to stretch), which normally bears the meaning
of "'stretching", cc.~ntensity"o r "exaggeration". The intensification of conceptual effort must have been advocated as a psychological mode for achieving
the various steps involved in abstraction. The greater the degree of removal
achieved, the greater the intensification (epitasis) of the conceiving mind.
Sextus rules this out on the basis of a similar argument to the one previously
directed against abstraction.
A similar use of privation in respect of what had been previously called abstraction may be found in Against the Physicists (I.407), and here Sextus advances a different argument against the method. Privatives do not exist in the
substrate (an Aristotelian position), and privation therefore endows non-existence on the entixy to which it is applied:
Thus horse is a thing which exists in reallicy (i.e. the substrate), but "not-horse" does
not exist; and man exists, but "not-man" does not exist. (1.407)

Sextus continues with the argument that any attempt to develop abstract
thought by this means will simply end in failure: the technique just does not
work. When we try to conceive he line by subtracting from breadth, all we
end up with is "minimal breadth" (op. cit. I.409), and the goal of removing
breadth altogether is not fulfilled. In the first case, the Sceptical argument
produces a contradiction by pitting one of the accounts of negation from Plato's Sophist, with negation being understood as the attribution of not-Being,
against the logic of privative negation, as recognized by Aristotlie.
There are therefore two xypes of Sceptical argument directed at this mode
of developing abstract thought: one claims that it simply does not work in the
manner intended, and the other type seeks to find weaknesses of a logical
character. Of the latter kind, there is an example in the Outlines of Pyrrhonism (111.49). It is argued here that matter (or "body") is inapprehensible, on
the grounds of a number of arguments concerning the fallibility of the
senses, and it is said to follow that the incorporeal is also inapprehensible. A
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privation, it is argued, cannot be apprehended unless the corporeal is apprehended, since we cannot arrive at the notion of blindness without first grasping the state of being sighted: but this we cannot do. In this way the incorporeal turns out to be inapprehensible, since grasping it presupposes the ability
to grasp the corporeal, which is then operated on by the method of privation.
With reference to abstraction proper (aphairesis), another argument is advanced to show that it is in fact impossible (Outlines of Pyrrhonism 111.85): if
one is to abstract X then the object under consideration must contain X. If
this is the case, then the equal cannot be abstracted (six from six, for example) since the object cannot be said t o include that which is equal to it. Sirnilar arguments apply to subtracting the greater, and the less, and so it is concluded that the manoeuvre of abstraction is logically impossible to perform.
The method of addition (prosthesis), another conceptual tool used by the mathematicians, is similarly found to be fraught with difficulties, leading to the
conclusion (op. cit. 111.97):
With addition, abstraction and local motion, transposition is also annulled, since this
is abstraction and addition by transition.

All these things are alleged to be logically impossible to perform, and all involve modes and techniques of thought. The Against the Physicists (1.277)
broadens it to a statement about reality itself claiming that abstraction, addition, change and alteration "do not exist", since things d o not undergo any
such movements. The same passage returns to the logical impossibility of abstraction, arguing that it is impossible to remove the incorporeal from the incorporeal, and subsequently that it is also impossible to remove the corporeal
from the corporeal (295-302). The discussion turns to the conceiving of
numbers since the notions of the greater and the less are being discussed, and
these take a numerical expression. The impossibility of conceiving number by
abstraction is also argued in the Against the Professors (IV.30):
Now by these considerations

it

has been shown that it is impossible to conceive any

number by abstraction (apbairesis).

In both of the above passages, it is clear that the method of abstraction by
removal of characteristics is an established mode of dealing with a range of
epistemological problems, and that is not simply a matter of mathematical
method. Abstraction can be used to deal with geometrical figures, numbers,
but also any kind of object or entity. The passage quoted above deals with
the subtraction of the unit from ten conceived as a whole, that is as a decad.
Sextus observes that:

. . . number is conceived by addition or abstraction of the monad.
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In the Against the Physicists passage (1.278) Sextus takes his refutation of the
method of abstraction to the issue of subtracting letters from words. When
the first syllable is taken from the word kobios, we are left with the word
bios(1ife). This example of what may happen to language is taken as a guide
to what may happen to bodies, and the refutation follows on this basis.
Clearly then, abstraction has a variety of applications, and the linking of the
mathematical method to general epistemological procedures has been well established by the time of Sextus. Of course Sextus is reporting Sceptical doctrine, and the collection of arguments he marshalls must come from a number of sources and periods of time. Some of his material undoubtedly dates
back to Pyrrho of Elis, a younger contemporary of Aristotle, and to the
sporadic revivals of Scepticism in the Athenian academy, though it must also
reflect discussions of his own day (circa 200 A.D.). In other words Sceptical
arguments must have been current, available for use or inviting refutation,
during the entire period in which the revival of Platonism was forming into a
recognizable school. Though Scepticism is an iconoclastic movement, and
makes a contribution in a negative direction, the possibility that it fertilised
contemporary schools in various positive ways should not be overlooked. In
respect of the specific issue of abstraction, we learn from Sextus' arsenal of
critical weaponry that by his time abstract thought was held to be an option
for all epistemologically awkward concepts. Anything approaching the incorporeal was held to be the appropriate subject matter for abstract thought,
and it was to this that Sextus made his reply. We learn also, as noted already,
that the proponents of abstraction had put forward further justifications of
their position, apparently as a response to criticism: hence the idea of "intensification" (epitasis) as the mode by which the mind carries out the removal
process, when reaching the last stages of corporeity. We learn that privation
(steresis) and abstraction (aphairesis) had practically merged, and generalising
on the basis of the evidence contained in the passages outlined above, one
may infer that privation, in Sextus' mind, referred primarily to what we have
seen in Aristotle to be the mathematicians' abstraction. O n the other hand,
abstraction in Sextus seems to be broader than this, though it does include,
and so is not divorced from, its old mathematical formulation. For Sextus,
the two processes merge, but abstraction is the broader term, including all
types of noetic subtraction carried out in the interests of forming concepts.
Privation is more narrowly limited to the method of the mathematicians.
T o return to the theme of this chapter, <cthinking negatively", some observations can now be made. The via negativa of the mystics takes its origin
from the foregoing theorizing about the nature of negation. If it is found
surprising that metaphysics, which appears to be a propositional skill, should
resort to negative statements in order to make its claims, then one's attention
must be drawn to the connection between negation and abstract thinking. In
contemporary parlance, abstraction refers loosely to a mode of thought
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which deals with the more than merely physical, or empirical: abstract art is
that which departs from recognizable forms, and substitutes another form of
visual communication, for the representation of the physiogn~micall~
familiar. In Greek philosophy however, abstract thinking was specifically linked to
a negating procedure. The same drive, that of developing a way of thinking
which goes beyond the mere cataloguing of observed data, is there, but the
specifically Greek view of abstraction is that it negates. The negative aspect
of abstract thought has quite a specific definition, it involves the removal of
attributes. One important consequence of this is that the procedure is tied to
already acquired epistemological experience: since, on this view, abstract
thought takes as its starting-point a known entity and begins to pare it away
with a view to arriving at some "essence", then abstract thought will involve
the notion of progress from the known to the unknown. Abstract thinking is
in fact identical with this move from the concrete to the incorporeal. It is in
this sense, then, that metaphysics is thought to be founded on negation: it
would be truer to say that the via negativu takes its origin from the Greek notion of abstract thinking. The late Greek development of the latter turns it
into an instrument of mysticism, but this is a matter of where the stoppingpoint is held to be. Since abstraction involves the progressive removal of
characteristics, the issue of where this process stops is clearly of crucial significance. DiscusSion of the method by Aristotle and Sextus Empiricus shows
that the end of the process lay with the discovery of the monad, or the unit,
at least as far as the mathematical formulation of it was concerned. Discussion turns on the nature of this point, but no further abstraction is envisaged:
in the third century A.D. however, Clement of Alexandria will speak of
removing the point, and being precipitated into the "greatness of ChristJ2(see
Strom. V.11.71,2). Here there is an attempt to take abstraction beyond its
range of application, and this is the chief differentiation to be made between
traditional Academic abstraction and that of the later Platonists. It is this
change in the deployment of the method which must be annotated, since it
goes hand in hand with the developent of mysticism and transcendentalism.
It is of course clear that abstraction was not conceived for such tasks, since it
can only function in relation to the familiar world of the known. Its negating
function is parasitic on there being a known entity available. Abstraction
works by positing, of a tree for example, not-green, not-wooden, not-plant
life and so on. Later philosophy specuiates on that which lies beyond the last
stage, when the last epistemologically familiar entity has been negated, and
there is nothing left for the method to apply itself to. The mystics ask, in effect: what lies beyond abstraction?
T o conclude, some investigation of the survival and mutations of this tradition of thought among Philo and the Gnostics should be undertaken, since
taken together they provide some clues as to the climate out of which late
Greek thought sprang. Philo has no remarks of interest on the subject of ne-
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gation (apophasis) in general, nor does he use the term privation (steresis) in
any philosophically interesting sense. There are, however, one or two interesting observations on abstraction, which is frequently linked with addition
(prosthesis) in Philo's exposition. The process of addition seems to imply that
of abstraction:
the addition of one thing constitutes the removal of another, as in the case of arithmetical quantities, or the reasonings of our souls. If we must say that Abel was added,
it must be considered that Cain was taken away. (On the Sacrifices of Abel & Cain 1)

The removal (aphairesis) of vainglory is the addition of truth (On Flight and
Finding 128): the two notions are frequently associated in the discussions of
Sextus Empiricus, though without the reciprocity of effect envisaged by Philo. All of reality is subject to this kind of change, he seems to think, except
for the unit. The unit, or monad, is not capable of addition or abstraction
(%o is the Heir 187): Philo does not quite explain why this is so, but clearly
it has to do with the fact that the monad has no parts, and cannot remain itself if either exercise is operated upon it. Its indivisibility excludes the possibility of the use of either abstraction or addition. Philo's example in this passage is the drachma, but he goes on to claim that the unit is "the image of
God, who is alone and complete". This is an interesting observation; in view
of the fact that the monad was apparently considered to be the stoppingpoint of the abstraction process: it was noted earlier that Clement took it beyond the monad, in order to achieve a kind of knowledge of God. Fhilo does
not do so, but regards the twin techniques of abstraction and addition as belonging to the physical world, and as yielding knowledge appropriate to that
level. He in fact recognizes four types of change (The Eternity of the World
113), namely addition, abstraction, transposition (metathesis) and mutation
(alloiosis), and in this passage advances another case where abstraction is
held to be impossible. Dealing with the enduring character of the world, PhiIo claims that abstraction cannot be applied to a whole such as the world. In
an argument which again could have Sceptical roots, Philo claims that "it is
impossible that any body should be detached from its fellow substance and
dispersed outside the whole" (op. cit. 114). It is clear then that Philo sees abstraction as a technique which is limited (i) to that which has parts, and (ii) to
that which is itself a part of a wider whole. It has no applicability beyond the
world of the multiple.
Philo does not however suggest the method as a means of gaining knowledge of the transcendent, or the divine. H e says nothing of the allied
methods, negation and privation, which together with abstraction, were to
become the principal instruments of Neoplatonic and Patristic metaphysics.
Nor is he a great devotee of the alpha privative, and the negative adjectives
he applies to God are only aimed at getting rid of standard anthropomor-
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phisms. We do not find in Philo the famous account of Apollo as representing the negation of multiple attributes, by the supposed derivation of the
name from a-pollon, or "not-many-things". Apollo became the patron saint
of the via negativa because of the unfortunate morphology of his name, but
Philo nowhere alludes to this, despite the presence of a fairly long passage on
the attributes of Apollo (Embassy to Gaius 106). These facts must be
weighed against the influential claim by Wolfson that Philo established a notion of the transcendence of God which was to exercise a heavy influence
over the Fathers (Philo 11.110). It is true that Philo pushed God beyond the
monad, and Being in general (see J. Whittaker, Neopythagoreanism . . . 79),
but it is also true that he advocates no systematic negative theology.
The same remark is generally true of the Gnostics, who are devotees of the
negative adjective, but not advocates of the method of abstraction. They are
thoroughgoing transcendentalists, and combine this emphasis with a great
variety of negations:
Not one of the names which are conceived, spoken, seen, or grasped, not one of
them, applied to him, even if they are exceedingly glorious, great, and honoured . . .
It is impossible for mind to conceive him,
nor can any work express him,
nor can any eye see him,
nor can anybody grasp him
because of his inscrutable greatness,
and his incomprehensible depth,
and his immeasurable height,
and his illimitable will.
(Tripartite Tractate 54, trans. Attridge, Mueller)

The Father of all resides in silence and inscrutability, and when he breaks
forth, he does so into language and knowledge, which are properly speaking
incapable of grasping him. But he does so through a series of intermediaries,
and though the result is that language forms around him, in reality no name
applies to him, as the above passage observes. The first Man created is the
accessible being: he is the "face of the invisible": the "form of the formless",
the "body of the bodiless", "the word of the unutterable" (op. cit. 66). In this
way language and thinking receives an object capable of being processed by
them, whilst the ultimate being remains shrouded in silence:
For there is a boundary to speech set in the Pleroma,
that they are silent about the
about the one who wishes to comincomprehensibility of the Father, but they speak
prehend him. (op. cit. 75)

Thought and language are applicable to a certain level, but they are stultified
by the Being who lies beyond the Son. In this system, therefore, it is not sur-

Philo and the Gnostics on negative language

prising that negative language should abound, and that lists of "not" adjectives be compiled in order for language about the Father to be usable. H o w
are the negatives meant? As histotle observed (see p. 139), but which is already obvious, there is an ambiguity about an alpha privative negation, which
does not exist with its corresponding statement. All kinds of degrees of privation could be attached to such adjectives, and the Gnostics do not tell us
whether by the alpha privative they mean to make indefinite statements, or t o
refer to opposites, o r merely to remove a concept. Nor is there any statement
of a method; there is no philosophy of the via negativa. T h e use of negative
adjectives has a wide range of possible interpretations, and does not by itself
constitute evidence of a fully-fledged negative method.
Possibly Basilides is most interesting in this respect, since his transcendence statements seem to reflect some knowledge of the Parmenides. Basilides reflects the general Gnostic concern with the breaking of the silence.
Hippolytus tells us that he was hostile to the idea of emanation (Ref.
Vl1.22.2), and this sounds like an objection to Middle-Platonism. H e favoured the idea that reality came into existence because God spoke. But this
God, he insists, was non-existent. Hippolytus reports as follows (Ref.
VT1.20.2):
There was a time, says he, when there was nothing;
not even the nothing of existents was there, but simply, clearly, and without any sophistry there was absolutely nothing at all. m e n I say "there was", he says, I do not
mean that there was something, but in order to signify what I want to express, I say,
he says, that there was absolutely nothing.

This ontological gap is what Basilides means by God, and the first stages of
generation are achieved by .68 0i3BTj0s(note1c
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The sixth hypothesis gives the radical interpretation of non-existence, and it
is this which Basilides takes up in order to show that God is unspeakable.
There can, according to Plato, be no name, no rational account, nor even any
opinion of it established.
Basilides' radical theology reminds us that Plato's Parmenides had become
a text-book for metaphysical method in late antiquity, and it takes us back to
the original issues of this chapter. Plato's Parmenides seems to provide dicta
about the use of language in relation to (i) unity, and (ii) transcendence. All
the themes of later Greek philosophy pass through the Parmenides: existence, being, the nature of "is-ness3', negation, discourse and time. The conditions of the validity of discourse are established by this dialogue, and the
existence and nature of unity are constantly at stake. It is as if oneness is the
basis of reality, and the conditions of oneness are being investigated, in respect of how they cast light on the nature of discourse.
The negative is crucial in the issue of how to express the reality thus dominated by unity. Negation has a specific form, privation, which can be used
for the discovery of abstract realities. Abstraction (aphairesis) is the source of
the via negativa, and simply refers to a method for getting at the originating
essence of material reality. "Abstract" thought is thought which distils the
fundamental. It is not continuous, or discursive, but it focusses on the essential aspect of the object which it considers. It proceeds by subtracting characteristics, and this manoeuvre matches the generation of reality itself, which
emerges by a layering process until it becomes perceptible. The accumulation
theory of reality produces an appropriate mode of thought, one which dissects the stages. The classical use of abstraction limits it to the investigation
of the basic stuff of reality (though the Sceptics opposed it on logical and
psychological grounds), and it can only deal with plural entities: there must
be something to remove, and a remainder for further attention. It has not yet
become an instrument for mysticism, but stops short at the monad, as Philo
tells us. Nevertheless the alpha privative is coming into its own, as the Gnostic documents show. Reality emerges out of non-existence and silence. In the
Nag Hammadi document Allogenes (53), the second power emerges from the
silence and manages to utter only unformed sound, far removed from the
lower verbal reality:

. . . the power appeared by means of an energy that is at rest and silent, although having uttered a sound thus:
Zza Zza Zza.
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Conclusion
The ideas outlined thus far establish the setting in which the via negutiva of
late Greek thought was able to flourish. Logos begins as a type of rational
account, a canon of material about the world which exists, myth-like, independently of the individual thinker and philosopher. It was a touchstone, an
instrument of checking and measuring the validity of the sense-data and notions generated in the human mind. It denoted the language of science, as
against the language of common-sense, in much the same way as we might
distinguish between the scientist's account of things, and that given in popular lore. Logos exercised a strong fascination over the Greek, in this early period of blooming confidence in the power of rational investigation, and within a short time it came to be seen as having an existence in itself. The Greek
tendency is to objectify, to give reality to concepts, thereby creating the material of ontology and metaphysics. The word logos, once isolated as a concept, could not fail to fall prey to this reifying tendency, with the result that
even as early as Aristotle, there are signs of logos becoming an originating
principle, an arche like that sought by the Presocratic seekers after a single essential substance. The tendency issues most clearly in the creation of a new
verb in late Greek, to "enreason" (logoo). This linguistic fact is a most important datum in the history of ideas, since it shows that a new aspect of the
word logos was endeavouring to assert itself. Logos becomes a Force, or
principle of rationality at work in reality. It becomes an existent.
The Hellenistic period saw a mire en qaestion of the whole confidently
erected edifice of the classical Greek rationalists. The iconoclasts, headed by
Euripides, manifest doubts about the achievements of logos, and this mood is
no more clearly attested than in the brilliant scrutiny of the Sceptics, who
show the weakness of logos simply by their formulation of the idea of the
equipollence of two equivalent logoi. Rational accounts can match each other
in their ability to extract conviction. O n the second generation Greek pursuit
of a kriterion, the Sceptics have a further negative response: there is no criterion of truth. Discursive thought (dianoia) does not provide such a touchstone. In this way the Sceptics provide a riposte to the major claims of their
predecessors, opening the way to a new and suprarational approach to the
knowledge of existence. Scepticism negates the power of logos, the force of
discursive thought, the principle of the self-knowledge of mind, and the notion of the possibility of abstract thought. In this case, both the possibility
and the value of aphairesis are repudiated. The Sceptical attack does not, of
course, conclude discussion on these typical themes of Greek metaphysics.
The three notions of logos, thought's self-thought, and the abstract method
persist and survive in the Neoplatonism of late antiquity, and they are not

caused to vanish simply in virtue of the Sceptics' attack. It is clear, though,
that there is a link between Scepticism and mysticism, and the precise nature
of this link will be explored in a subsequent volume. The Sceptics are not
mystics, but they create the conditions for the development of mysticism by
clearing the ground of rationalist structures. Sextus Empiricus continues to
argue philosophically, and to devote himself to reasoning in the ordinary
way which, paradoxically, involves engineering a barrage of critiques against
the idea of philosophy and its pursuit. It is not in Sextus that one should look
for the abandonment of reason, but in others sufficiently close to philosophical circles to be able to benefit from Sceptical arguments, and who have some
motive for casting doubts on the activity of philosophy. Some suggestions
have been made as to traces of Sceptical views in Philo and the Gnostics, but
it is probable that a study of key Sceptical terms as used in the broader field
of Neoplatonism and Patristic philosophy would prove very enlightening.
Scepticism creates the conditions in which mysticism can flourish: it enhances
the development of mysticism. It provides an intellectual climate in which rationalism can be seen as suspect, becoming the object of doubt and dissatisfaction, thus allowing the claim that real knowledge is to be had independently of the procedures of reason.
One of the strongest currents in the Geek tradition is the continuing interest in identifying mind and reality. This finds various expressions from
Parmenides, through to Plato, Aristotle and the late Greek philosophers, but
the general thrust of the notion is that mind is identical with the "essential",
o r most intelligible part of reality. Aristotle repeatedly makes this claim,
though he experiences difficulties in justifying it, and it forms a cornerstone
of later Platonism. It differs markedly from an empiricist-conditioned view
of mind as standing outside reality, as the impartial observer and translator
of raw physical data into things of meaning, namely propositions and pieces
of knowledge. The Greek tradition has mind being in, with and part of the
things it seeks to know. In a sense mind already has that which it seeks to
enquire into. Aristotle adds the important notion that mind thinks itself:
thought is of thought. This idea also proves to be very important for understanding later Platonism, and it was a view which was to be contested by the
Sceptics. Later religious philosophers emphasised thought as perception of
reality, and linked it to the ability to name things. Philo has Adam naming
reality, but his inability to self-think prevents him from naming himself. Only
God has the ability to self-think, and thus he is not given his name by another. Adam must be known by a higher power, and therefore receives his
name from that power.
There is considerable interest in naming in Greek philosophy, stemming
from the discussions in Plato's Cratylus. It is decided by Aristotle that names
are given to objects by convention, though there is in Greek intellectual life a
lingering suspicion that names have a natural connection with the realities
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they designate. The revival of etymology in late antiquity, whereby one
probes the meaning of a word by examining its etymology, indicates that
Socrates' ridiculing of the practice in the Cratylus did not manage to extinguish it. Words were still thought to contain in themselves clues as t o the nature of things.
The early confidence in language and thought gives way to a gradual interest in the virtues of silence. Keeping silence can be not only a moral improvement, but also an intellectual advance. In late classical religious philosophy, a
new emphasis on silence emerges, and it seems to respond to the Sceptics' advocacy of epoche, or suspension of judgment. It is in this sense that the Sceptics create the conditions for, or perhaps participate in, the late Greek awareness of the limits of logos, and so the abundant quasi-philosophical literature
of this period manifests a great interest in wordless comprehension of essential realities. The limits of discursive thought have now been clearly perceived, though of course they were adumbrated in Socrates' dream about the
unknowability of ultimate elements, described in the Theaetetus. Perhaps he
should have referred to it as a nightmare, since the great classical exponent
of the power of the word is hinting at a difficulty which will prove the key
problem of discourse, namely that it combines elements in brder t o construct
meaning, and that it cannot endow the isolated individual element with
meaning. Discourse cannot embrace the Alone.
The long tradition of negative theology, ancient, medieval and modern begins in this period with the efforts of the Greeks to develop a mode of
thought capable of dealing with that which is essential in reality, yet beyond
the senses. T h e method of abstraction (aphairesis) is the new tool, developed
in Aristotle, attacked by the Sceptics, and adopted by the Middle Pllatonists.
It is negative in that it involves the removal by negation of specific characteristics of objects, in the pursuit of the essential characteristic. Physical reality
is seen as layered, with the role of abstraction being the conceptual removal
sf layers, in order to arrive at the essence. That abstract thought should be
conceived as taking place through the negation of the various layers of reality is an important fact about the Greek understanding of thinking. Abstraction becomes an instrument of mysticism in late antiquiry, but not because of
a change in the way it was understood: the change lies in the new transcendentalism, whereby Platonism in particular placed the highest reality beyond
the mind (nous) and essence (ousia). Abstraction develops into a tool for the
understanding of the transcendent.
In the same period the first stirrings of dissatisfaction with logos, the rational account of things, were felt. The Gnostic parody of logos, portrayed
in the Tripartite Tractate as the principle of ignorance, foreshadows the
statements of Damascius, the last Greek philosopher about the inefficacy of
logos. T h e relation of logos to discursive thought brings it into disrepute, in
the era of the new transcendentalism. The multiple aspect of discwsive
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thought makes it inappropriate to the pursuit of unity: the deployment of
subject, verb and predicate pluralises, and is therefore inapt for the understanding of the Alone. The progress of Greek thought is from logos to iige.
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WHAT IS NEGATIVE THEOLOGY?: THE WESTERN ORIGINS
Raoul Mortley
Negative theology begins with the speculations of the Greek philosophers. It
denotes a method of knowing the transcendent essence of things, called the
Good by Plato, the One by the Neoplatonists, and Father by the Christians.
It is a method which places its confidence not in affirming, but denying, and
therefore constitutes a use of language which is unique. The via negativa
uses language against itself, since it negates the positive claims made in
language about the nature of things. The ability to organise information, to
make claims about things, to use verbs in a positive sense, is called into
question. The essence of the method lies in the negating of statements
intended to be of transcendent applicability: the One is not just, not noble,
not existent. The ordinary capacity to reach elevated sentiments is subjected
to radical doubt, so that the manoeuvre to formulate the loftiest claims of
human experience is transformed into an anti-manoeuvre. The first stages, "
which strain to give linguistic expression to that which is perceived but
which can scarcely be imagined, give way to the second, which simply
negate the first. The pride of linguistic achievement, and in the virtuosity of
the highest deployments of language, gives way to a kind of scepticism. This
scepticism, however, is of a specific kind, since th~ negation is parasitic on
the affirmation: the latter is logically prior to the former..In any standard
exposition of negative theology, the negations apply to a selected list of
established and conventional descriptive statements. There has to have
already been a determination of the attributes to be applied to the ultimate
principle, and it is these, specifically, which yield to the via negativa: these
epithets are now said to be inapplicable. It is in this way that language
discovers its own limits: it is capable of self-measurement and selfsupersession.
Clearly the way of negation is a second phase activity, coming after the
first flush of enthusiasm for language and scientific discourse. The first
period of Greek philosophy, from the Presocratics to Aristotle, shows great
confidence in the ability of language to convey the essential facts about
human and cosmic reality: the art of logos was the highest achievement of
the human race thus far, and this early period of exuberance over its
capacities is not muddied by any sceptical doubt. Even Plato, with all his
interest in the gift of the Muses and the extra-rationai capacities of the
human mind, did not employ the negative as an epistemologicai tool, and
neither did he emphasise silence as an important part of thought. Both these
themes, together with a surge in the use of the alpha privative, characterise
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the philosophy of the late Greek period. In fact the preoccupation of the
earliest Greek philosophers was not so much with knowledge and its limits,
as with the nature of reality. They asked ontological questions rather than
epistemological ones, and were always concerned with defining the nature
of what is. Whether reality was to be resolved into numbers, flux, primary
elements or Being, the Presocratics always focussed on that first question of
philosophy: what is the nature of reality? The progress of philosophy must
have caused a certain amount of exhilaration, just as the progress of science
in our own century has caused tremendous confidence in its stability and
problem-solving capacities. Classical Greek thought was dominated by
words: the average citizen was bombarded by them, in the form of poetry,
drama, philosophy and above all, rhetoric. Travelling sophists declaimed to
those who could pay, democratic assemblies were dominated by those who
could be heard, and who could persuade, and there was no escape even in
the market-place, where Socrates was lurking, eager for a dialectical
exchange. No wonder, as Socrates observes’ himself, that Athens spawned a
class of misologists, word-haters, who had had enough of the.age of logos.
Doubts about language also surfaced among the philosophers, and
Plato’s Parmenides develops this theme throughout its discussion of the
relation of Being, Unity and Language. The Parmenides begins with a
discussion of the theory of forms, and one of Plato’s concerns here is
epistemologicaI: without the existence of some stable basis for things, it
seems impossible, that thought should have anything on which to rest. If all
were Heracleitean flux, then the power of discourse would be utterly
destroyed (135b). Then follows the series of eight hypotheses on unity,
which are not only about unity and multiplicity, but also about the assessment of discourse in the light of th~ claims made about the One. The first
hypothesis, for example, has the One in its purest form, with no parts, no
shape, no beginning or end, and no movement or rest. If the One is to be
defined like this, it is concluded that there can be no rational account given
of it, nor any perception, opinion or science of it made possible (142a).
It is because the issue of unity became so important in the Academic
tradition that these questions about the value of discourse persisted, and
eventually rose to prominence. Speusippus carried on this discussion
immediately after Plato, and elevated the One to a position beyond the
Good, Intellect, Being and the mathematical One. Though his pronouncements on the value of discourse do not survive, we may well assume
with Merlan,2 that he was the progenitor of negative theology. Even so, the
claim to this title may well have been laid by Plato already, since he makes
1. Phaedo 89d.
2. Ph. Merlan, From Platonism to Neoplatonism (The Hague 1960), p.128. See the fragments
of Speusippus in P. Lang, De Speusippi Academici ScriptZs (Frankfurt 1964).
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the following observation on discourse:
In my opinion all being conceived in discourse must be broken up into
tiny segments. For it would always be apprehended as a mass devoid of
one. (Parmenides 165b)
This observation about the fragmenting power of discourse will be f6und to
have echoes right throughout the history of Greek philosophy, as it becomes
clearer and clearer that intelligence is for the multiple, and that if applied to
a unity, will inevitably shatter it. Language and unity are simply seen to be
incompatible.
Aristotle contributes to the development of negative theology in a completely different, and entirely unconscious way. He offers a development of
the term aphairesis (abstraction) which he intends to be useful in the process
of developing concepts of the mathematical kind, and which is quite
removed from the unity/discourse debate of Plato and his successors.
Abstractions, to Aristotle, were much the same as they are to us: he was
thinking of the kind of thought which grasps at something which we know
to be present in things, but which can be isolated from its sphtio-temporal
instances. In order to consider such things we seem to need to separate them
from their many contexts, and it is this process of separation which constitutes the method of abstraction referred to. The method of aphairesis is
the fundamental concept of negative theology in the first generation of its
exponents, that is, the Middle Platonists and Plotinus, and Clement of
Alexandria on the Christian side. It is important to take note of these beginnings, since they are not nearly so unfamiliar as one might expect. Negative
theology begins with the simple technique of abstracting for the purpose of
considering ideas rather than bodies.
Aristotle’s use of the term is as follows. Abstraction is the principle
whereby one denies an attribute to a thing in order to conceive more clearly
of another attribute which belongs to it; it may also involve a systematic
network of denials in order for the principle in question to emerge clearly
enough. Nevertheless aphairesis is not a matter of negation, which is
discussed by Aristotle in an entirely different way. In Plato negation
(apophasis) had been seen as a matter of oppositeness,~ and then of
otherness, and the legacy of this discussion surfaces in Aristotle. The On
Interpretation (16a31 ft.) has a detailed discussion of negation in these very
terms, but the question of abstraction comes up in an entirely different context. It arises in discussion of mathematical methods:
... the method of mathematics makes statements by abstraction,
whereas that of physics proceeds by addition.’
3. See Sophist 257b ff.
4. On the Heavens 299a14.
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There is a clear statement here of the view that whilst the other sciences deal
with an accumulation of data, mathematics proceeds by isolating the subject of its interest. Its focus lies not in instances, but in principles which find
their exemplification in such instances. Ontological inquiry is similar, says
Aristotle, since it takes only one thing out of many for consideration,
namely being. Abstractions, that is fir i~ ~atO~o~w¢,~ are concepts which
separate things from the surroundings in which they reside. Can the point
be separated from the line? The process of aphairesis is invoked here,6 in
order to determine whether a line is in fact a collection of points. If so then
it could be expected that the point could be abstracted from it as being its
essential building-block. The line was regarded as the instantiation of the
point, being the next stage in its proliferation into sensible reality. There
followed the generation of the plane surface and volume itself, so that
material reality is understood to be a process of growing out into steadily
increasing bulk. This understanding of the composition of physical reality
evidently dominated mathematical thinking, and the result was the view of
abstraction as outlined above. It was clear that a method of progressive
removal was necessary if one were to arrive at the basic ingredients in this
process. The Middle Platonists formulate their negative theology in the light
of this concept of abstract thinking, built as it is on the idea that reality is
incremental in its generation. Aristotle and his colleagues provide the Middle Platonists with a technique which aims at stripping away in,essentials, in
favour of the essential. It is a way of dealing with incremental creep.
Having noted these two ingredients in the formation of the via negativa,
it should also be noted that a change in language accompanied the Middle
Platonists’ advocacy of the via negativa. Hermetic, Gnostic, Christian and
Middle Platonist systems of thought all show a sudden upsurge in the use of
the alpha privative, that is the alpha which negates adjectives similarly to
the English ’in’, as ’invisible’ for example. The ultimate essence had begun
to be designated by adjectives in the negative form: the quest for the right
theological adjective yielded to the negating of such adjectives. Usually the
most applicable adjectives only were negated; it is not true that all sorts of
negative adjectives were brought forward to describe the highest principle,
or the divine. God had been thought to be knowable and existent, for example: now he was said to be unknowable and inexistent. He was also said to
be invisible, though this seems hardly unexpected; in general it is true
however that only those adjectives were negated which, in their positive
form, had some claim to be applicable to the divine. The negations are not
indiscriminately piled onto each other in some sort of ecstatic outpouring of
5. Posterior A nalytics 81 b2.
6. On Indivisible Lines 972a13.
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denials, but rather are carefully tailored to existing claims about the divine
essence. The new effusion of alpha privatives is fairly precisely aimed at
contradicting older theological claims: the negations are parasitic on prior
affirmations, and they cannot invent themselves. Where God had been said
to be good, he is now said to be not good, and it seems that the dependency
of the negation on the original affirmation constitutes a real limitation on
its semantic range. When one says that God is not-good, there seems to be
something about the word ’good’ which one wants to retain, in spite of the
’hotness’ added to it. The reversal of the traditional god-language is not
entirely a departure from the original semantic field, which is on!y
modified.
It is worth pointing out this characteristic of the alpha privatives, namely
that they retain rather than annul the semantic field of traditional
kataphatic theology, since one might easily think the opposite to be the
case. Further, what does the negative expression ’not good’ imply? It could
suggest an infinity of possibilities minus one, that everything is applicable
except goodness. Alternatively it could imply a specific opposite to
goodness: common-sense often extends negation into opposition, though a
coherent logical account would scarcely do so. Given these possibilities it is "
here pointed out that the alpha privatives constitute neither a licence for a
random parading of thoughts, nor a collection of opposites: they are rather
a means of refining the terms to which they attach themselves.
Alpha privative words are ambiguous, and the alpha prefix falls into
three categories, o’r~orlr~x6v, ~O00~OTIX6V and ~nt’rar~x.6v. Shipp suggests~
that some alpha prefixes had no semantic significance, and this category of
’unmotivated’ alphas may be added to the three distinguished by Liddell
and Scott. The intensive use of the prefix functions in a precisely opposite
manner to its privative use, since in the former case the meaning of the word
is enhanced and multiplied, and in the latter it is negated. This fascinating
pair of contradictory possibilities made it possible for Plato to play an
elaborate joke on the meaning of the word Apollo, as I have argued
elsewhere: to counter the divine significance of the name which had been
alleged to mean ’the absence of many things’ through the invocation of the
alpha privative, Plato by implication took the alpha of Apollo to be intensive, claiming that the etymology of the word revealed its meaning to be
’many poles’? Apollo became the symbol of negative theology because his
name allowed an etymological analysis which contained a hint of the
method: it is my belief that even a writer as early as Plato knew of the fan7. G.P. Shipp, Modern Greek Evidence for the Ancient Greek Vocabulary (Sydney 1979),
under ’A and hva--.
8. Cratylus, 405b ff.
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ciful etymology and its significance, and that he deliberately made fun of it
by exploiting the opposite sense of the alpha prefix.
Yet even the alpha privative was ambiguous. This most important point
has not often been grasped: Aristotle comments on it and indicates that his
understanding of the Greek language allows quite a range of meanings to
the alpha privative. The word ’uncuttable’ (~rr~r/rov) may mean ’impossible
to cut’, or simply ’hard to cut’: Aristotle does not say much here, apart
from the examples of usage he cites, but clearly enough the latter case would
result from the use of hyperbole.9 If he is right about the Greek language,
and it is reasonable to assume that he is, then a considerable range of meanings might attach to the alpha privatives of the seers of late antiquity. That
God should be said to be ’limitless’ might merely mean that he is relatively
unlimited, rather than that he is absolutely without limit; similarly for
’invisible’, ’unknowable’ and so on.
For these reasons the use of the alpha privative is rather slippery to assess.
It lacks conceptual precision, and one might suspect its users of aiming at a
certain feeling about the transcendent, rather than at intellectually watertight claims about it. I believe that this is so, and that the glut of alpha
privatives in the late Greek period is the sign of a new transcendental
theology, but nothing much more than a sign. It may nevertheless be possible to work out what the different schools of alpha privative were, thereby
discerning some intellectual pattern. Those of Basilides, for, example,
clearly reflect a Parmenidean tradition against which he is negatively identifying himself: this revisionism often characterises the Gnostic systems, and
the alpha privatives may well be a key to the background against which the
various reactions emerge.
Aristotle regards the alpha privative as a form of negation, ~° and on negation itself has some observations which are well worth keeping in mind
when reading the Neoplatonists and the Christian philosophers. He classifies the term ’not-man’ as an indefinite noun," considering that a genuine
negation should result from the negativing of the verb in a sentence. The
field of meaning is in no way tied down by either negative adjectives, or
negated nouns, and it may be for this reason that Aristotle rejects apophasis
as a useful route to higher forms of thought.’2 He prefers abstract thinking,
aphairesis.
The chief problem confronting those who wished to identify the divine
was the fact that thought and language have a multiplying effect, made as
they were for the realm of the many. Abstraction was used as a means of
9. Metaphysics 1023al.
10. Met. 1023633.
11. On Interpretation 16a31.
12. Met. I029a25.
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countering the multiple in tliings, since it progressively removed qualities
(’accidents’) until the essential remained. The Middle Platonist generation
was able to see abstraction as a tool of transcendental theology because it
was believed that all reality was interrelated. The great chain of being
enabled one to ascend from the sensible to the essential. Discursive thought
proceeds in units, says Plotinus:~3 what we know to be really a unity is
divided up and eventually emerges in rows of individual words. The unity of
knowledge, the unity of the thing known, is lost in the process of being processed by thought. The fatal truth is that Intellect is the originating principle
(~:(;/) of number," and in consequence al! its products will be marked with
this characteristic. Intellect spawns number across the entire range of its
activities, and this notion is the crux of Plotinus’ case against predication.
The problem with the latter as a means of furnishing information about the
ultimate principle is not that it ends up with predicates that are inappropriate, but that it ends up with predicates at all. It is not so much that
’brown’, ’warm’, ’lofty’ and other such adjectives are inapplicable in
themselves, but more that they are instantiations of number. Predicates fai!
not so much because they are predicates, but because they are number. The
fundamental Neoplatonic insight, with all its emphasis on the One and the
Many, lies here: things such as qualities and accidents differ from one
another because they are many. Differentiation is a precondition of
multiplicity, in that things cannot be many unless they differ from one
another. If they were identical, then they..would be one, on this view.
Material reality is therefore characterised by the different, which scatters it
and fragments it. To take two ordinary predicates, it is clear that it is not
very different to predicate ’brownness’ of God than it is to predicate
’justice’. Both are inapt, not because the predicates are wrong and could be
replaced by better predicates, but because they are predicates tout court.
Predicates numeralise, and it is in this that they are hopelessly inadequate
for the task of representing the ultimate essence. The various qualities,
accidents and so on, which the predicates stand for, are not inappropriate in
themselves, they are inappropriate because they instantiate number.
Predication itself involves a threefold structure, that of subject, verb and
object, and so it is impossible that it should ever be able to grasp unitary
truth without perverting it in some way. The way in which it perverts will be
clear: it will multiply the One.
In the light of this, I would like to point to two passages which exemplify
the method of negative theology, and which are virtually identical though
they come from a Platonist and a Christian source. In Plotinus
13. Enn. VI.9(8).5, 17ff.
14. Enn. 111.8(30).9, 4.
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Enn. V.8(13).9, 1 ff. there is an example of the negative imagination at work:
we are invited to imagine the material world as if it were one, with all its
elements, including living creatures, the sun and the stars, wrapped up
altogether in a transparent sphere, in which everything is totally clear. Next,
we are to take this image, and abstract its bulk; then we abstract its extent
and its substance; then we invoke the god who made the sphere itself.
He comes bringing his own world with all the gods that are in it: he is one
and he is all; he is each and all, coming together into one, and being other
by the various powers, but all being one by virtue of that one and many
power. (loc.cit.)
One may note here that we begin by seeing things in a totality of parts, as
encased in a sphere. This in fact corresponds to Plotinus’ view of the
spherical encasement of the real: he is concerned here that we see things
rightly to begin with, that is, holistically. Then the method of uphairesis
takes over, and we remove various elements of this familiar and composite
picture. But then there comes a halt to the abstraction process, and to the
thought process in general: we must ’invoke the god’.
The first Christian exponent of negative theology has a similar passage.
In Strom. V.11.71.2, Clement uses the word analysis, but he means abstraction, and says that contemplation involves abstracting depth from bodies,
then breadth and length. Arriving at the point, we abstract its position and
so are left with unity itself. Thig is said to be equivalent to ’casting ourselves
into the greatness of Christ’, but there remains a further stage, that of moving up to the unknowable First Cause. This takes place after the abstraction
process has been exhausted, and constitutes another, extra-rational step. As
with Plotinus, after the abstraction process we ’invoke the god’: the first
stage involves the unity which is a complex of parts, and the second the
pure, unparticipated One. These are th~ two unities of Plato’s Parmenides,
preserved as such by Plotinus, and called the Father and the Son by
Clement. In both cases the method of abstraction, the negative method,
stops at the lower manifestations of the One.
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O n 19 August 1662 died in Paris Blaise Pascal, the French
philosopher and religious thinker. Several days after his death a
maid noticed something in the lining of his doublet. O n cutting it
open she found a document written in Pascal's hand, now known
as The Memorial. For the last eight years of his life, Pascal had had
the document sewn into his doublet whenever he replaced it,
and it reads as follows:

. . . 'From about 10:30 p m till about half past midnight.
Fire
'God of Abraham, God of Isaac, G o d of lacob, n o t
[the God of1
philosophers and scholars.
Certitude, certitude, emotion, joy, peace.
Forgetting the world and all excepting God. lust father,
the world has not known you, but Ihave known you.
Joy, joy, joy, tears of joy.'
(The "Memorial", ~ensges91 3)
And so Pascal recorded his particular mystical experience
bearing the record of it close to his heart, deliberately sewn into
his clothing. A fiery vision of Cod, with a unique and centralised
focus on Cod alone; this was an experience t o which Pascal alone
of all the world was privy. These are the typical themes of mystical
experience, which bring great peace of mind t o those who
experience them. A transcendent experience, going beyond
language and reason, and beyond the boundaries of normal
experience, which gives the individual a sense of unification with
a higher reality, and complete certainty. Most world religions
have had their mystics, and it is in their mysticism that they most
resemble each other, since mystical experiences go beyond the
constraints of language, doctrine, and ritual, and function in an
area of the human mind untouched by cultural differences.
In the Jewish tradition a strong mystical tradition has
developed around the Kabbalah (or 'tradition'): the Kabbalists

first appeared in the Languedoc at the end of the twelfth century,
and claimed to have received a revelation .from the prophet
Elijah. Though they wished t o hold forth something new, they also
advocated respect for the orthodox sources of authority, such as
the Torah. Isaac Luria carried on their work in the sixteenth
century, and the intricate symbolism of the Kabbalistic books, of
which an example is the Zohar, is scarcely understood today. Yet
this tradition is foreshadowed much earlier in Jewish history, in
which there is repeated evidence of interest in mysticism.
Scholem (On the Kabbalah 14) regards Paul as an outstanding
example of a revolutionary Jewish mystic, arguing that Paul had a
mystical experience 'which he interpreted in such a way that it
shattered the traditional authority.' Scholem believes that Paul
gave a perverse reinterpretation of the Old Testament documents in order to preserve his link with the traditional Jewish
sources of authority, but at the same time t o allow himself to
develop the new themes which were consonant with the experience on the way to Damascus. In the same period we know of the
Therapeutai, described by Philo, a JewishIAlexandrian writer
spanning the first centuries B.C. and A.D. Philo actually wrote a
work on the contemplative life, and it is here that he gives us the
information about the Therapeutai. There were both men and
women in the sect, and Philo distinguishes them from the
Essenes, whom he claims to have been active rather than
contemplative in their manner of living. The Therapeutai lived an
ascetic life, and spent their time seeking the vision of the divine
on the shores of Lake Mareotis in Egypt. Philo says that they
desired 'the vision of the Existent' and soared 'above the sun of
our senses.. . ' They were carried away by a heaven-sent passion
of love, remaining rapt and possessed like bacchanals or corybants . . .' The comparison with the Dionysiac orgies, or rites,
comes t o his mind because of their habit of dancing wildly
throughout the night during the Pentecost period (The Contemplative Life 89; 12). Philo describes their prayers, their exotic
feasts, and the entire ritual associated with the pursuit of the
contemplative life.
After this period most mystical thinking tends to be dominated by the growing tradition of Neoplatonism, the revival of
Plato's thought which occurred in the early and late Roman

Empire, and which has become a permanent deposit in Western
thought, as well as Arabic philosophy. Greek philosophy had
established reason and rationality as the only avenue t o knowledge, and by the end of i t s long career, Creek philosophy had
disestablished them.
Parmenides, a philosopher of the sixth century B.C., first
formulated the claims of reason (the Greek word i s logos) by
casting doubt on ordinary concepts, resulting from the ordinary
perceptions of the senses. I n the seventh fragment he distinguishes between a true and a false way of thinking, and invites
his reader to judge by reason. Cuthrie, in his monumental history
of Creek philosophy (11.25), rightly points out that this was a
major advance in Western thinking - reason had now been
identified and given pride of place. The importance of reason is
commonplace to us : we urge each other t o be reasonable, t o
cease being unreasonable, and weall recognize the rational basis
of science, whose benefits we reap daily as'consumers surrounded by our possessions, which are all symptoms of the
progress of reason. But in all this we are heirs t o a discovery which
had to be made, and which is now part and parcel of our lives :the
primacy of reason had to be realized and argued, thus providing
the basis of rationality and science, and Parmenides was the first
in Creek literature t o articulate this. However, it was not long
before the shadow of a doubt was cast over this achievement by
Plato, in his work appropriately entitled the Parmenides. Here,
with a series of torturing paradoxes in the Eleatic mode, Plato
explored the limits of language and reason. In general, however,
the succeeding five centuries were centuries of development of
Creek philosophy in the confidence that the essence of reality
and knowledge would unfold itself to reasoning. The power of
logos i s infrequently questioned in the classical period, and with
Aristotle in particular one encounters a sublime confidence in
reason, this ability which distinguishes man from the animals. .For
Aristotle it was the instrument with which urban civilisation was
built, and the basis of all political activity. The shadow of doubt
which hangs over rationality in the works of Plato is absent from
those of Aristotle.'
Reason was not seriously questioned until the era of the
Sceptics and the Middle Platonists, that is the pre-Neoplatonists,

who worked and wrote in the first century B.C., and the first two
centuries A.D. Not much of their writing survives, but their names
are known : they were Asiatic and Roman Greeks, Apuleius,
Atticus, Albinus, Numenius, and Clement of Alexandria, if we are
permitted to include a Christian writer in this category. They
called the ultimate essence of realitythe One, butthey also called
it Cod, and developed theories about how one might know this
reality. These come down to three modes: the way of analogy, the
precursor of the Thomist theory of analogy; the way of ecstasy (a
development of the pursuit of beauty in Plato's Symposium), and
the way of negation. This is the first development in the apophatic
tradition in Western religious philosophy, where apophasis (or
'negation') replaces affirmation. In crude terms, the idea is this : it
i s better to say nothing about God, than to say something,
because nothing will almost certainly be more accurate. Albinus,
a non-Christian Creek writer describes the method t o us as
follows : we imagine a surface, then abstract extent from the
surface, leavinga line; we abstract length from the line and we are
left with a point (ed. Hermann, p. 165, 14). Albinus follows this
with a long list of negative adjectives about what Cod is not : in
relation t o Clement, Chadwick calls this tendency the"apotheosis
of the alpha privative", the Greek alpha doing duty for our
negative prefixes in- and un- (The Cambridge History. . . 179).
Thus for Albinus, the ultimate reality, which he also chooses to
call God, i s invisible, indescribable, unknowable, immoveable,
and unnameable. Nothing can be said of him except that he
exists, and even that i s denied by Clement of Alexandria.
Clement, a Christian writer, uses exactly the same mathematical
analogy, referring t o the capacity to conceive of length without
width, a surface without depth and a single point without parts. If,
he says, we abstract from sensible entities all their properties, we
are thrown into the greatness of Christ, thus reaching the
omnipotent, knowing not what he is, but what he is not (Strom. V.
11. 71.2). I n similar vein writes Augustine :. . . . de summo ill0 Deo,
qu~scitu{melius nesciendo - Cod is better known through not
knowing (De ordine 11.16.44).
The late philosophers practised the method of refining their
thought : it amounts t o this; you think of something familiar, you
remove some aspect of it, say its colour, you remove something

else, say one part of its shape, finally you remove everything.
Properly practised this method of intellectual ascent will lead t o a
sudden change in the mind, a sudden encounter with conceptual
blank space, and this is the mystical experience.
Plotinus, a third-century Greek and non-Christian philosopher, living and teaching in Rome, had such an experience four
times, we are told by his biographer, and his writings are full of
attempts t o convey the experience of being 'thither', ekei in
Greek. Like the Buddhists, Plotinus emphasises self-knowledge
31 13,19:
as the route to the general essence of things. Enn. V.8. [I
'We ourselves possess beauty when we are true to our own being;
we are ugly if we go over t o another order; our self-knowledge,
that is t o say, i s our beauty; in self-ignorance we are ugly.' And in
fact Plotinus arranged to go on a trip t o study the Persian and
Indian philosophy : he went with the emperor Gordian on his
expedition, and escaped with difficulty back to Rome when
Gordian was assassinated (Life 3, 15). In Enn. V. 8. 1131 4, 4 he
describes his vision as follows. Thither'all i s transparent, nothing
dark, nothing resistant; every being is lucid t o every other;
inwardlyand in every respect; light runs through light. Each being
contains all within itself, and at the same time sees all in every
other; so that everywhere there i s all, and all is all and each all.
Each of them is great; the small is great; the sun, thither, is all the
stars, and every star is all the stars and sun.' Making an attempt t o
describe the vision that the ultimate principle has of itself,
Plotinus says that it is like seeing light, not lit, or illuminated
objects, such as light bulbs, or objects over which light is cast, but
light itself and he describes it like this. 'The eye does not always
perceive an outside and alien light; there is a prior light within
itself, a more brilliant light, which it sees sometimes in a momentary flash. At night in the darkness a gleam leaps from within the
eye : or again, closing our eyelids, we make no effort to see
anything, and yet a light flashes before us; or we rub the eye and it
sees the light it contains. In this case, it sees without seeing, but it
i s the truest seeing, for it sees light whereas i t s other objects were
the lit not the light' (V5 [321 7, 25).
This i s also the language of the Christian mystics, whose
most notable representative was Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, a mysterious figure who cannot be dated with any ease.

He refers to God as the divine darkness, and claims that God
possesses all the attributes of the universe, but in another sense
does not possess them, since he transcends them. He i s beyond
all affirmations and negation. The Christian mystics refer t o Cod
being known through t h e night of the mind, or the desert of the
mind, or in holy silence. There is in this period a very great
incidence of the use of the word silence (sige) in epistemological
contexts, and across the whole spectrum of Neoplatonism, both
Greek and Christian, it is emphasised that knowledge i s nonverbal. Language is multiple : the statement has a triple structure
involving subject, predicate and a statement of existence. Such
an approach is inimical to the knowledge of the divine essence,
who is perfect unity. Pseudo-Dionysius writes : 'Now we shall
penetrate the darkness which is beyond the intelligible : it is no
longer a matter of precision in speech, but rather of a complete
withdrawal from word and thought' (Mystical Theology Ill,
Migne, PC. 111, 1033 B-C). (John Chrysostom's work on The
l ncomprehensibility of God is dedicated t o outlining these
themes, and Gregory of Nyssa's Life of Moses also contains much
which shows him to be in touch with Platonic mysticism). PseudoDionysius claims that when united with the unspeakable Cod, we
are 'utterly spee'chlessr (loc. cit.).
We d o not know the precise extent of the contact between
Buddhism and the Graeco-Roman world, but there are traces
which are intriguing. In the first place, we know that Alexander
the Great reached Northern India towards the end of his campaign, and Arrian tells a number of stories about his contact with
the Indian philosophers, some of them indicating interest on
Alexander's part in their discussions. More importantly, Alexander's
entourage of philosophers, sophists and theologians hold conversations with the Indians, and Anaxarchus figured particularly
in these. Pyrrho, the famous Sceptical philosopher also talked
with the Indians, and professional historians of logic speculate on
the influence of Indian logic on Pyrrhots thought, in particular in
the area of contradiction (see Diogenes Laertius IX). Secondly,
whilst we know of course that Buddhism predated the century of
Alexander, the fourth century B.C., i t received a tremendous
thrust in the third century B.C., when Ashoka acceded t o the

kingship in the Northern Indian kingdom bounded b y the Hindu
Kush, and containing Afghanistan. The Hindu Kush, we must be
sure to realise, actually separated this Indian kingdom from a
Greek kingdom, a far-flung outpost of the Seleucid empire.
Nevertheless there continued to be contact between the courts
of the Seleucid kings and the Mauryan empire, as it was called
then. Under King Ashoka, who became a convert t o Buddhism,
there was organized a kind of synod, or religious conference, and
the teachings of the Buddha were put into a kind of statement of
faith, plans being laid to make it a missionary faith. Historians of
Buddhism note that Ashoka claimed converts in the kingdoms of
Antiochus I I , Ptolemy Philadelphus,Antigonus Gonatas, Megas of
Cyrene, Alexander of Epirus. The geographical areas represented
by these names are as follows : Syria and Asia Minor i n the south,
Egypt, Athens and Sparta, Cyrene and Epirus. Ashoka publicised
the religion of the Buddha in inscriptions in Greek and Aramaic,
some of which survive. Despite this tremendous drive towards
the West, the Greek sources seem to reflect no impact, at least in
Greek circles themselves. O f course it i s difficult t o estimate what
its effect might have been outside the elite circles to which most
of the authors of our literary sources belong, but it is clear that
there was no substantial influence on the corpus of Greek
philosophical writings.
The third point of contact between Buddhism and the
classical world occurs with Manichaeism : the founder, Mani,
flourished in the mid-third century A.D., and probably learnt of
the Buddha in Persia where the religion had long been established. Manichaeism was a form of gnosticism which survived
well into the middle ages, and emerged in China in the form of
Tao. The best known adherent of the Manichaean movement was
Augustine, who had been a follower of the learned Faustus, a
Manichee bishop. Manichaeism was an eclectic religion, which
gave a place tothe Buddha. O n acautious note however, it should
be noted that some doubt that Buddhism was an important part
of Manichaeism i n i t s early period, that i s in the period of the late
Roman Empire. (We are not therefore bound t o regard Augustine
as a crypto-Budd hist.)
The Buddha, Gautama, probably lived from 560-480 B.C. in

Indiaand the facts of his life are now encased in legend. India, the
parent country of the new religion, gave birth t o an aggressively
proselytising movement : the Buddha gave commands t o his
disciples to go and convert. The original school of Theravada
Buddhism (a branch of the Hinayanaschool) took the message t o
the South, and eventually there grew up the Mahayana school
and, in the sixth centuryA.D. in China, the Zen school. I t is the
Zen school whose form of meditation can be most interestingly
compared to that of the Greek and Christian mystics. The Zen
movement then rooted itself deeply in Japan, and has in our
century made considerable inroads into the West. Harvey Cox, in
his book, Turning East, treats oriental religion as one of the major
sources of spiritual life in the United States today. He describes
his experiences in learning t o meditate in the cross-legged
position, and claims t o have made this a regular part of his life. He
allows us t o glimpse his own meditation on the most famous of
the Buddhist Koans, the sound of one hand clapping. What is the
sound of one hand?Meditation on the question eventually yields
the solution : the'soundless sound' (Reps, Zen Flesh, Zen Bones,
2 1).
I n his accoynt of his own movement through Zen, Cox
describes the frustration and tension which overtook him as he
tried t o meditate on such problems, seemingly lacking in consequence and ordinary reasonableness. In fact at the heart of the
experience lies the very idea of the Koan. The drive of Buddhism
is towards self-realisation and self-understanding, which when
achieved, will put us in touch with the essence of the all; the Koan,
that is the subject for meditation, provides a discipline of the
mind which leads us towards this end. The Koan demonstrates
the importance of the contemplative part of life, an aspect largely
lost in our Western culture, though it survives in Roman Catholicism and in eastern forms of Christianity. Many of the Zen
teachers are insistent on arousing a most intense spirit of
doubting in the meditator, and it becomes almost impossible t o
forget the tantalising subject for whose solution one i s searching.
By feeding his mind with apparent contradictions, the apprentice
is taught t o doubt all his perceptions : he begins t o feel that he
knows nothing, and eventually begins t o move around mecha-

nically, living in a 'vivid dazef as it i s described. Eventually this
sense of distance i s dissolved, and there is no longer any sense of
the self standing over against the world, and separate from it, but
there is a sense of being at one with it.
It i s well known that posture is very important in meditation
: the cross-legged position is required with feet up o n the thighs,
back straight, and eyes cast on the floor a few feet in front of
oneself. One method of instruction involves asking the apprentice t o tense his muscles, in order t o show him what not to do, and
there seem to be certain physical concomitants of the spiritual
experience. In the meditation itself there i s a frenetic initial
period of examination of the Koan, which is then perceived as
futile. There is here a parallel with negative theology, which
begins with concrete, physical and anthropomorphic terms, and
moves upward t o the less and less familiar until the mind is
precipitated into a new experience of mystic union. There is also
a sense of the recovery of one's true identity through finding
one's true relationship with existence : normal modes of thought
and reasoning are seen as a dislocation of the true self, which is
uncovered when these shackles are abandoned.
Much has been written on Buddhist logic, and there is one
fundamental difference between it and that of the West, and this
concerns the Aristotelian law referred t o as the law of the
excluded middle. Many scholars have pointed to the dominance
of this principle in Western thought, and this holds true for the
narrow area of the negative theological tradition. The law of the
excluded middle states that any proposition is either true or not
true : e.g. 'this board i s green', i s either true or not true. Buddhist
documents tend t o infringe this principle; the concept of the
gateless gate is a case in point (Reps. 17), as is the soundless
sound, reached after meditating on the sound of one hand
clapping. Spread out into statements these concepts emerge as
follows : this gate is, and i s not a gate, or in the second case, the
sound of one hand is a sound, which is not a sound. Neither
proposition abides by the law of the excluded middle, since each
of them is intended t o be both true and false. A deliberate use of
contradiction is made in order t o cause reason t o founder, and t o
disturb one's ordinary psychological reactions. Contradiction is

employed to allow the mind t o go beyond ordinary thought,
through causing ordinary thought to implode.
In Craeco-Christian mysticism the goal is similar, but the
Aristotelian principle is respected. Familiar and ordinary reasoning is transcended, but in a way which does not seek t o make
ordinary thinking destroy itself through the use of contradictions. The Graeco-Christian state of mystical ecstasy results from
abstraction (aphairesis), from takingawayfrom concepts until the
most refined i s left and then removing it. There is also what we
might call a psychological element, in that these unfamiliar
manoeuvres of the mind produce a sense of disorientation which
helps to lead t o the mystical experience, but reason is used as a
cathartic or critical weapon. It i s not destroyed. I t is a tool which
enables the user t o outgrow i t s use.
Knowledge gained through a state which transcends reasoning and language continues t o be a preoccupation in world
culture. I n 1966 and 1969 Japanese scientists studied the brain
patterns of those engaged in transcendental meditation and
found that there was an increase in the incidence of alpha waves,
that is, the particularly slow electrical discharges of the brain
which occur when one is in an alert, but relaxed state, and which
appear on an encephalogram as'waves'. One subject i s reported
to have said (Staal p.112) '. .. . you keep asking me t o describe this
darned alpha state. I can't do it; it has a certain feel about it, sure,
but really, i t s best left undescribed; when I try t o analyse what it is,
I don't do well'. Similarly the subjects in Deikman's Experimental
Meditation complain of their inability t o describe their experiences, or resort to analogies and comparisons (see p. 335).
This corresponds t o dozens of similar statements in Greek
antiquity : words do not capture the transcendental state.
Language fails. To conclude with Augustine's statement in The
Confessions (X.6), describing his love of God : ' M y soul i s bathed
in light that is unbounded by space; when it listens t o sound that
never dies away; when it breathes fragrance that i s not borne
away on the wind; when it tastes food that is never consumed by
the eating; when it clings to an embrace from which it is not
severed by the fulfilment of desire.' Augustine deals in familiar
concepts but then modifies them; they are not completely

destroyed. The great chain of being makes knowledge like the
ascent of a ladder, with each entity leading intoanother. Whereas
for Zen, the sound of one hand clapping is a soundless sound, for
Augustine the sound of God is a sound that does not die away. In
the former case a self-contradictory notion i s presented t o the
mind, whereas in the latter an ordinary concept has an element
subtracted from it. Christian negative theology evolves from the
basis of Aristotle's understanding of abstract thinking (aphairesis),
and by this he meant the technique of removing in thought the
outer layers of a thing until one reached i t s essential character. I n
such a process reason is not the enemy : in the version of
aphairetic thinking that we find in Creekand Christian mysticism,
reason is a useful tool which nevertheless renders itself obsolete.
I t does not contribute towards the construction of a system of
thought; rather, it systematically deconstructs.
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